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MORE BIGVALUE
FROM YOURTANDYSTORE

1000 OHMSNOLTS AC/DC
8 RANGES
Handy muttitester for
home and work -shop.
Easy -to -read two colour
5cm meter, pin jacks for ali
8 ranges. Reads AC and
DC volts: 0-15-150-
1000 DC current:
0 150 mA Resistance:
0-100,000 ohms.
Accuracy: 1 3% full scale
on DC ranges,

4% on AC ranges.
Complete battery.
22-027. REG. PRICE

TRANSISTORIZED
SIGNAL
TRACER

Spot circuit troubles and
check RF, IF and audio
signals from aerial to
speaker on all audio
equipment. With 9V
battery. instructions.
22-010.

REALISTIC DX 300
General coverage receiver. Quartz -synthesised tuning,
digital frequency readout. 3 -step RF Attenuator. G-
range preselector with LED indicators. SSb and CW
demodulation. Speaker. Code oscillator. Batteries (not
included) or 12V DC. 20-204.

REG. PRICE £229.95

You save because we design,
manufacture, sell and service.
Tandy have over 7,000 stores and dealerships

 worldwide. Over 2.500 products are made

KNOWN AS RADIO SHACK IN iRi US.A. MAKERS OF THE

6 -DIGIT
FREQUENCY
COUNTER
Counts frequencies
frurn 100 Hz to over
45 MHz with 100 mS
gate time. Accuracy is
3 ppm at 25°C oriess
then ± 30 Mkz on 10
MHz! Overload -
protected 1-meg

input. Sensitivity, 30
mV up to 30 MHz.

Req. 9V battery.
22-351. REG, PRICE

DIGITAL IC LOGIC PROBE

Unique circuitry makes it a combined level detector.
pulse detectorand pulse stretcher. Hi -LED indicates
logic "1". Lo -LED is logic "0". Pulse LED displays
puise transitions to 300 nanoseconds, blinks at 3 Hz
for high frequency signals (up to 1.5 MHz). Input

22-300.

DYNAMIC
TRANSISTOR
CHECKER
Shows current gain and
electrode open and short
circuit. Tests low, medium
or high power PNP or NPN
types. Go/no-Go test from
5-50mA on power types.
22-024.

REG. PRICE

£9.95

specifically for or by Tandy at 15 factories
around the world. The quality of our
products has been achieved by over 60 years
of continuous technological advancement.

WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLING micRoc.omPu I ER I RS80.

The largest electronics retailer in the World.
Offers subject to availabi lay. Instant credit available r )st cases.

OVER 170 STORES AND DEALERSHIPS NATIONWIDE.

MU LTITESTER-
Dual FET input for
accuracy and minimum
loading. 11.5cm mirrored
scale. DC volts. 0-1-3-10
30-100-300-1000. DC
curt..nt 0-100 a. 0-3-30-
30C milliamp. Resistance
0 -3Q -300-3k .3010-1
megaohm. 0 -100.1k -
10100K -3
megaohms. Req. 9V
battery. 22-209.

REG. PRICE

SIGNAL INJECTOR
For RF. IF, AF circuits.
Maximum accuracy. Easy
pushbutton operation. Needs
two "AA" batteries. 22-4033.

NEG,RIcL£2.79
AC/DC CIRCUIT
TESTER
Accuracy in 1-300 volts
ranges. Safe in live/dead
circuits. Needs two "AA"
batteries. 22-4034.

REG. PRICE E 1.99
VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY
Power project boards. IC's, other low -voltage DC
equipment. Load regulation: less than 450mV at 1
amp at 24V DC. Ripple: less then 25mV. Maximum
output current: 1.25 amps. Switchable colour -coded
meter reads 0-25V. DC and 0-1.25 amps. Three-way
binding posts take wires, banana plugs or dual banana
plugs with 0.75" centres. For 220/240V AC.
22-9123

REG. PRICE £35 95

DEALER

Most items alSo available
at Tandy Dealers. Look for this

sign in your area.

=1,'Exi W7.41
NomAc,'
Tr uStcar,i

Prices may vary at individual stores.



BEWARE! RENO ACTIVITY
The new MK III FM tuner
sitting under the Dorchester
multiband AM/FM tuner

410.

Reunions to the Mark
include a centre zero
tuning indicator meter
and silent
preset
switching

Choosing the products to advertise each month can be quite a task at AMBIT,
since we tend to introduce at least one new line per week. So it is nearly
impossible to say all we would like in this space  other than to bring you as
far up to date as possible with current events. The major medium for finding
out about what we have to offer is our unique catalogue system, and we ask
that you invest in a copy of parts 1,2 & 3 since many questions we are asked
can be readily answered by reference to these.
Each part costs 60p, or £1.60 for all three current editions.
We are also launching a new and greatly elongated version of our PRICE LIST,
which now includes a large number of quantity listings, and many items not
previously listed. The new style price list is a quick reference short form
to our general catalogues - available FOC with a large (A4) SAE please.

As a result of the soaring price of oil - and the subsequent huge increases
in the cost of wax for Mr Tom Jackson's famous moustache, the Post
Office have increased their charges (Feb. 4th). Accordingly, our standard
cover charge has been increased to 35p per order (CWO).

componEnTs

New 944378-2, the last
word in stereo decoders
with the K84437/4438.

MODULE NEWS
We are at last able to quote for quantities of our modules, following a program of
standardization and revision to speed manufacture and test. The following types are
the results of the standardization program:
UM1181 5 varicap MOSFET input VHF band 2 tunerhedd E12.00 ,nc
911225 A High Performance FM IF system, with switched BW £23.95 (nc
911225 B Single EtW filters, single tuned detector £14.95 rite
91072 A DC tuned and single pole switched MW LW tuner nc
91072 B As type 'A' but with either SW1 or SW2 band

Ef14.9403

92242 A Combined 1.11V/MVJ tuner, with FM IF.:cletector section £29.00 :nc
92242 8 As 92242A but with 510N1Hz SW section £34.00 ,nc
All are supplied housed in screened metal cases 97x56x24mm, with all connections
along a single edge. suitable for verticle or horizontal mounting.
Previously advertised units are still available

- although there may have been some
price changes in the latest edition of the Price List (Date Feb.80i. A separate leaflet
covering the new range of modules is available from April 80, with an A4 SAE please.

DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUTS / SYNTHESISER SYSTEMS

Ambit has the biggest range of digital frequency readout systems for various
applications in Broadcast and Communications. Prices range from £18.50 for a
complete AM/FM broadcast frequency display (kit of DFM2). Most are detailed
in the latest catalogue.
TUNING SYNTHESIZERS are also heavily featured, and we offer our first
complete system covering MW/ LW/ SW2 and FM based on Hitachi parts. The
unit is retrofittable to voltage tuned radio systems - and will shortly be incorp-
orated in a complete tuner project. Cost for the synthesiser will be circa £40
A versatile communications system based on the new Mullard 2 IC system is
nearing completion, together with 16 station CMOS memory and optical shaft
encoder system with fast tune facility. Synthesiser circa £70, memory £50.

Latest semiconductor news:
CM DS , TTL and LPSN TTI_ are in stock (ask for our OSTS price leaflet). Some of the
very popular types are still "difficult" but we have things like 401 Is, 4017s at the time
of writing.
RADIO ICs - - -interesting developments here, we now have the Hitachi HA11225 and the
HA12412 ultra high specification members of the CA3099E family. The PLESSEY SL1600
range now includes the SL6600 high performance PLL NBFM IF and detector.
CA3089E 2.11 1-1111197 1.61 SD6000 4.31 SL1610 1.84 SL1626 2.80
CA3189E 2.53 CA3123E 1.61 7044420 2.59 SL1611 1.84 SL1630 1.86
HA1137W 1.95 TDA1072 3.09 MC13.30P 1.38 SL1612 1.84 SL1640 2.17
HA11225 2.47 TBA651 2.53 NIC1350P 1.38 SL1613 2.17 SL1641 2.17
HA12412 2.81 TDA1090 3.51 KB4412 2.24 SL1620 2.50 SL6600 4.31
1(84420 1.95 TDA1220 1.61 1(64413 2.24 SL1623 2.80 SL6640 3.16
TBA1205 1.15 TDA1083 2.24 KB4417 2.53 SL1624 3.77 SL6690 3.68
1(84406 0.90 TDA1062 2.24 MC3357P 3.16 SL1625 2.50 MC1496 1.44

TRANSISTORS New lower prices, wider range, large stocks. Also the world's lowest noise
audio deviceS (2SC2546E and 25A1084E) first from AMBIT of course. Power MOSFETs &
all sorts of other devices. Our 3SK51 MOSFET replaces the 408XX and 40673 families.
80227-8-9 0.092 2SC1775 0.207 2SA1084E 0.368 6E256 0.437 BEY90 1.03
130307-8-9 0.092 2548724 0.207 2SC2547E 0.391 2SK55 0.368 6E224 0.253
6C413-5 0.115 255.3656A 0.345 2SA1085E 0.391 2SK 168 0.402 6E274 0.207
60414.6 0.126 258646A 0.345 2SK133 6.32 35K51 0.62 6E795 1_138
E0546.556 0.138 2SD760 0.52 2514-8 6.32 3SK60 0.667 VN66AF 1.092
P.C550-560
BC639-640

0.128 2SB720 0.52 251035 7.29 BF960 1.426 2N4427 0.977
0.265 25C2546E 0.368 2SJ50 7.29 3SK48 1.426 J176 0.747

RADIO CONTROL: A special section for all RC fans. New and exciting stuff;
K84445/KB4446 complete 4 channel RX/TX dig.prop IC pair RF&control in one 4.7Spr
MSL9362fiVIS19363 logic section of a four channel dig.prop link, with switch opt. 3_75pr
NE5044 , Signetics versatile 7 channel encoder, suitable far mixing etc. £2.14 ea
NE544 Signetics famous servo driver IC £2.07 MC3357P as used in RCME design £3.16 ea
AMBIT RCRX4 - RCME FM system compatible, complete RX kit with box/connector
and AMBIT design screened front end with 27MHz ceramic filter £16.10 (kit)
XTALS: FM pairs £3.74 (no splits) TX is fund. X op frequency. RX 3rd 01- 455kHr
AM pairs £3.57 (no splits. Both 3rd OT types, again RX IF at 455kHz

CATALOGUES 60p ea an three for £1.00
PRICES SHOWN HERE INCLUDE VAT
POSTIPACKAGE CHARGE NOW 35p

NEW LINE : ALPS switches and rotary potentiometers. With a general catalogue that's over
3 inches thick, we cannot begin to offer a comprehensive list of what we can offer - but we are
already stocking the keyboard switches. keys -witch.. pushbutton swatches etc. In particular, the
pushbutton switches really put all others in the Shade lschadow71 when it comes to quality and
price_ A special new shortforin is being prepared land may be ready when you read this). All the
potentiometers and switches you could ever need from a single source. Keypad switches cost as
little as 15p ea 11 off), with a range of two part caps for easy ledgending. You must see the
shortform catalogue (30p) and our new pricelist for full details of this huge range of components

\ 

AMBIT SHOP NOW OPEN
We are gradually getting our caller sales area sorted out.
with displays of the products on offer and a browsers
comer to sit and study data/catalogues. Call in next time
you are in the area parking outside the door_
COMPUTER CAPABILITIES
Ambit has been keeping a low profile on the subject of
the MPU and its applications- Interestingly enough, the
first project we offer with MPU content does rather
more in the way of processing than simply playing a
daft game. or looking like an enorm calculator. Our
MPU facility and expertise is now forous hire on a fully
commercial basis. Z80. 6800. 6809, 2650 etc.

6

...11111111.1.-

1

Keyboard switch
SCK41505
rya 6m OPs
23p each 11-241

NEW LINELINE DC/DC-AC converters for fluorescent displays_ TOKO CPS series
12v IN, -20 and 3v AC out at 65mA. Thick film design £2.34 ea Olv. prices OA

GENERAL INFORMATION
Ambit stocks the following ranges of components for
ex -stock volume delivery SIGNAL COILS. CERAMIC.
MECHANICAL and CRYSTAL FILTERS. RADIO ICs
for AM/ FM/SSB. TOROID CORES FOR RADIO and
EMI FILTER CIRCUITS, INDICATING AND PANEL
METERS, AUDIO IC, RF TRANSISTORS. FETS,
MOSFETS, DIODES IPIN,VARICAP,SCHOTTKY).
PASSIVE OEMs (like MD108 etc). IC SOCKETS.
LEDS. TRIMMER CAPS. SNITCHES. KEYBOARD
SWITCHES. TUNERHEADS. IF AMPS. AM RADIO
MODULES. etc etc

NEW LINE DVM176 - the definitive ICM7106 LCD DVM module. 3', digit £22.37 ea.

CM161: LCD 12/24hr alarm clock/day/date/backlight leri.RS308-4991 7mm digits £11.44 each
CM174: LCD 12hr alarm Hock/stopwatch/backlight with 30mm height digits £14_32 each

CINO PI EASE Commercial MA terms on aticilication
Goods are offered subject to aaailability, paces subject
en change - so please phone and check if ,e doubt

NAL

200 north Seruice Rood, Brentwood, EOM
TELEPHONE (STD 0277) 230909 TELEX 995194 AMBIT G POSTCODE CM14 4SG
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All these
advantages...

 Instant all-weather starting
 Smoother running
 Continual peak performance
 Longer battery & plug life
 Improved fuel consumption
 Improved acceleration/top speed
 Extended energy storage

..in kit form
SPARKHIT E Xb s .3 high
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0 I 1' world It has been tr
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Fits all 12 v negative -earth vehicles
with coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.
THEKII COMPRISE SI VERYTIOINGNEI DID
Die pressed case Really dr flied Mien -1'1101m extr tided
base and heat sink I ud rnufIntiny clips and accessories All kit
components are guar ilflt,f `d for a per;;iii ol 7 years ft om date of
Purchase Fully illusti ate.; InStallaIiQTY OS! rt .L

included Roger Clark the world famous rally driver
says-Sparkrite electronic ignition systems
are the best you can buy

the erect, onit
utterly t

HIGH PERFORMANCEHIGH PERFORMANCE
ELECTRONIC IGNITION

Electronics Design Assoc.
82 Bath Street, Walsall WS1 3DE

r82
Electronics Design Associates, Dept. EE 580

Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (0922) 614791

Name

Address

Phone your order ,eddh Access or Barclaycard

Inc VAT.and PP. QUANTITY REED

X5 KIT £16.95
LASSESS OR BARCLAY CARD No.

306

I endose cheque PD's tor

£
Cheque No.

Send SAE If brochLre ante metered

How doyou
put over 2,000
different tools

and toolkits into
one envelope?

The New Toolrange Catalogue is still the
only comprehensive single source of
electronic tools and production aids.
Products from over 100 top manufacturers
are available from stock.
For your free copy of the new catalogue
contact Toolrange today.

I® °trona.
Upton Road, Reading, Berks. RG3 4JA
Telephone: Reading (0734) 22245 Telex: 847917
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MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
E.E. PROJECT KITS

Make us YOUR No. 1 SUPPLIER OF KITS and COMPONENTS
for E.E. Projects. We supply carefully selected sets of parts to enable
you to construct E.E. projects. Project kits include ALL THE ELEC-
TRONICS AND HARDWARE NEEDED -we have even included
appropriate screws, nuts and I.C. sockets. Each project kit comes
complete with Its own FREE COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION
SHEET. We supply -you construct. PRICES INCLUDE CASES
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED.
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THE ISSUE OF E.E. WHICH CONTAINS THE
PROJECT -YOU WILL NEED TO ORDER THE INSTRUCTIONS/
REPRINT AS AN EXTRA -39p. each.

CABLE & PIPE LOCATOR. Mar. 80.
£3-40 less coil former.
KITCHEN TIMER. Mar. BO, £1246.
DOORBELL REGISTER. Mar. 80. £3.39.
TOUCH SWITCH. Mar. 80. £865.
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.
Mar. 80. £1494.
5 RANGE CURRENT LIMITER. Mar. 80.
£4.24.
MICRO MUSIC BOX. Feb. 80 £13.62.
Grey Case £3-63 extra.
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER.
Feb. 80. £2047, headphones £328.
SLIDE(TAPE SYNCHRONISER. Feb.
80. £1046.
MORSE PRATICE OSCILLATOR. Feb.
80. £3 75.
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM. Dec.
79. £4.95.
LIGHTCALL. Dec. 79. £830.
BABY ALARM. Nov. 79 £820
OPTO ALARM. Nov. 79 £577 inc.
optional ports.
MW iLW RADIO TUNER. Nov. 79 £15-50
less dial.
3 FUNCTION GENERATOR. Nov. 79
518-44 less pointer, case extra £7-18.
ONE ARMED BANDIT. Oct 79. £1839.
case extra £3-98.
HIGH IMPEDANCE VOLTMETER.
Oct. 70. £1587.
LIGHTS ON REMINDER. Oct. 79. #.4  85.
CHASER LIGHTS. Sept. 79. £1895.
VARICAP M.W. RADIO. Sept. 79.
£5.98.
SIMPLE TRANSISTOR TESTER.
Sept. 79. £8-29.
ELECTRONIC TUNING. FORK Aug. 79
£9-15. Suitable microphone & plug £1-59
extra.
WARBLING TIMER. Aug. 79. £6-25
9V POWER SUPPLY Aug. 79. £9-94 inc.
pcb.
19 WA NEE WHISTLER Aug. 79 £3 19
TOUCH ON PILOT LIGHT Aug. 79
£3-36.
QUIZ REFEREE Aug. 79, £5.85.
DARKROOM TIMER. July 79. £247.
WATER LEVEL INDICATOR. July 79.
£460

ONE TRANSISTOR RADIO. Mar. 79.
with Amplifier & Headset. Less case.
£6.93.
TIME DELAY INDICATOR. Mar. 79.
54-21.
VERSATILE POWER SUPPLY. Mar.
79. £8-99.
AUDIO MODULATOR. Feb. 79. £1.56
/airs case and pins.
LW CONVERTER. Feb. 79. £6-48,
THYRISTOR TESTER. Feb. 79. £3-03.
ADJUSTABLE PSU. Feb. 79. £2460.
Case (horizontal layout) £5.21 extra.
CONTINUITY TESTER. Jan. 79. £5-02.
FUZZ BOX. Dec. 78. 15-53.
VEHICLE IMMOBILISER. Inc. PCB.
Dec. 78. £5-74.
"HOT LINE" GAME. Nov. 78. £4.65 less
case & rod.
AUDIO EFFECTS OSCILLATOR. Nov
78. 13.81 inc. board.
FUSE CHECKER. Oct. 78. £1-97.
C.MOS RADIO. Oct. 78. £9.39.
TREASURE HUNTER. Oct. 78. £1786
less handle & coil former.
GUITAR TONE BOOSTER. Sept 78.
E4-99 inc. o.c.b.
SOUND TO LIGHT. Sept. 78. £6 98.
FILTER. £166
SLAVE FLASH. Aug. 78. £3-20 less SKI.
LOGIC PROBE. July 78. £2-53.
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER.
June 78. 15.79.
VISUAL CONTINUITY CHECKER.
June 78. £3-72 inc. probes.
FLASHMETER. May 78. £12-84 less talc
and diffuser.
POCKET TIMER. April 78. £2-98.
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERA-
TOR. Mar. 78. £4.61.
CHASER LIGHT DISPLAY. Feb. 78.
£23-59 inc. p.c.b. case extra £5.21.
AUDIO VISUAL METRONOME. Jan. 78
£493.
RAPID DIODE CHECK. Jan. 78. £2.34.
AUTOMATIC PHASE BOX. Dec. 77.
£935 inc. p.c.b.
VHF RADIO. Nov. 77. £1436.
ULTRASONIC REMOTE CONTROL.
Nov./Dec. 77. £16-09.
TREASURE LOCATOR. Oct. 77. £10.81

TREMOLO UNIT. June 79. £11 26. Case extra. £3.33. Less handle, etc.
ELECTRONIC CANARY. June 79. £4-99. ELECTRONICb

MOISTURE INDICATOR.LOW COST METAL LOCATOR. June 77. E4 07 Inc. probe.
79. £5.44.
Handle & coil former parts extra £5 55. 77. £6 38.

PHONEMOORBELL REPEATER. July
METER AMPLIFIER. June 79. £4 32. CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR.
QUAD SIMULATOR. June 79. £625. Sept. 78. £7-79 less case Inc. PCB.
INTRUDER ALARM. May 1979. £16-71, R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Sept. 70.
Less Ext. Buzzer & Lamp and Loop Corn. £18 17 less case.
ponents. ADD-ON CAPACITANCE UNIT. Sept.
SHORT WAVE CONVERTER. May 79. 77. /5-99.
£15.36 Inc. cases. A.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Aug. 78
THERMOSTAT. 'PHOTO' SOLU- less dial. £12-89.
TIONS. May 79. £16.02. Less socket, tube HEADPHONE ENHANCER. Jan. 79.
and grease. £2-60.
TRANSISTOR TESTER. April 79. PASSIVE MIXER. Oct. 78. £3.72.
£3-87. MIC AMP. Dec. 78. £2-80.
TOUCH BLEEPER. April 79. £3-34. AUDIBLE FLASHER, Dec. 78. £1 21.
LATEST KITS: S.A.E. OR 'PHONE FOR PRICES

LOW COST E.E. June 79

METAL LOCATOR
COMPLETE KIT with HANDLE. COIL
FORMER, SCREWS etc., ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS and Case £10-99.
or separately ELECTRONICS & CASE
£544, HARDWARE £5-55.

3 BAND S.W. RADIO
Simple T.R.F. Design. Covering most
Amateur Bands and Short Wave Broad-
cast Bands. Five controls,-Bandset,
Bandspread, Reaction, Wavechange and
Attenuator. Coil selection is by Wave -
change Switch. Use with Headphones or a
Crystal earpiece. Kit contains all the
Components required, including the P.C.

Board & Case. Instructions are included
with this kit.
KIT, 118.97. Headphones extra £3.25 -

MARCH 80 KITS
CABLE & PIPE LOCATOR. £340 less
coil former.
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.
£14 94

DOORBELL REGISTER. £3 39
5 RANGE CURRENT LIMITER. £4'24.
KITCHEN TIMER. £1246.
UNIBOARD TOUCH SWITCH. £8 65.

MAGENTA gives you FAST DELIVERY BY FIRST CLASS POST OF QUALITY
COMPONENTS & KITS. All products are stock lines and are new & full specification.
We give personal service & quality products to all our customers -HAVE YOU TRIED
US?

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
ES16, 98 CALAIS ROAD, BURTON -ON -TRENT, STAFFS.,
DE13 OUL. 0283-65435. 9-12, 2-5 MON.-FRI.
OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS ,
UNIVERSITIES ETC. WELCOME.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT
ADD 35p POSTAGE TO ALL ORDERS.
ALL ORDERS SENT FIRST CLASS.
ENQUIRIES MUST INCLUDES.A.E.

1980 ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE
Magenta's Catalogue has been carefuliy
designed for E.E. Readers. Product Data
and Illustrations make the Magenta
Catalogue an indispensable guide for
the constructor. Catalogue Includes:
Electronic Components. Hardware.
Cases, Tools. Test Equipment, details
of advertised items and Circuit Ideas
for you to build.
No minimum order -all products are stock
lines. First class delivery of first class

components. Sena for your copy and See
how easy it Is to use the Magenta Cata.
lopue! Write today enclosing 6 x 10p
stamps. -

FEB-APRIL NEWSHEET- Send large
S.A.E. Automatically included with
catalogues and orders. Keeps you up to
date with Magenta and includes extra
Circuit ideas.

EUROBREAD BOARD. £6-20.
LOW COST LONG NOSE PLIERS.
£1.97.
LOW COST CUTTERS. £1 -98.
SWING STORAGE DRAWERS £5 -98.
MULTIMETER TYPE 3100,000 o.p.v. with
transistor tester ranges £39.95.
WIRELESS INTERCOM 2 STATION
£42-95.
SIREN. I2V 15-95.
P.C.B. ASSEMBLY JIG. £11 -98.
P.C.B. ETCHING KIT. £4,98.
A.M.-F.M. AIRCRAFT BAND POR-
TABLE RADIO £10.95.
WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS £2-21.
ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS. £5-50
Pair.
P.A. MICROPHONE coiled lead &
switch 14-68.
STEREO MICROPHONE PAIR £10.95.
MULTIMETER TYPE 1. 1.000 o.p.v, with
probes. 2" x 3+" x 1". £6-98.
MULTIMETER TYPE 2. 20,000 o.p.v.
with probes. 5" v, x If". £14-25.
F.M. INDOOR AERIAL. 57p.
TELESCOPIC AERIAL. 120 c.m. £2-38.
TELEPHONE PICK-UP COIL. 72p.
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERT.
Sao.
SPEAKERS MINIATURE. 8 ohm $7p.
64 ohm 96p. 80 ohm £1.21.
PILLOW SPEAKER. 8 ohm 98p.
6" ROUND SPEAKER.8 ohm, 5W. £2.28.
CABINET SPEAKER. 8 ohm, 5W. 5"
speaker. Cabinet 10" a 7" x 4". £6.75.
RE-ENTRANT HORN SPEAKER.
8 ohm S.W. Horn dia. 5:(", £5.27.
EARPIECES. Crystal Up. Magnetic 19p.
STETHOSCOPE ATTACHMENT. Fits
our earpieces 69p.
BUZZER. 6V $2p. 12V 85p.
MONO HEADPHONES. 2K Padded.
Superior. Sensitive. 53-28.
STEREO HEADPHONES. 8 ohm.
Padded. £4.35.

INTERCOM. 2 Station. Desk. £7.48.
MICROPHONE DYNAMIC. 600 ohm.
Cassette type, 51-31.
DENTISTS MIRROR.AdIustable. £2.44.
JEWELLERS EYEGLASS. [I  011p
TRIPLE MAGNIFIER. £1.63.
HAND MAGNIFIER. 3" Lens. 53-43.
SPECTACLE MAGNIFIER. Clips on to
spectacle frame. £4.65
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS. 14" lens
11 .10. 3" lens £2.98.
POCKET TOOL SET. 20 piece. £4.09.
SCREWDRIVER SET. Six piece. £2.18.
0 MAX PUNCH. I" £2-93. f" £3.06.
1" 53-17. 2" £3-24.
DRILL 12V. Hand or stand use. £16.95.
Stand £6-88.
CAPACITANCE SUBSTITUTION
BOX. Nine values, 100pF-0.22uF. £2-91.
QUICKTEST. Mains connector. 57-38.
PLUG IN POWER SUPPLY. 6, 7.5-9V
d.c. 300mA. £4.05.
SPRINGS -SMALL. 100 Asstd. £1.05.
CROC CLIP TEST LEAD SET. 10 lead.
with 20 clips. £1 .15.
DIMMER SWITCH. 240V. 800W. £4.48.
TRADITIONAL STYLE BELL. 3.-8V.
70mm chrome gong. £1.60.
UNDERDOME BELL. 4-10V. Smart. Dla.
70mm. £2.48.
F.M. TUNER CHASSIS. 88-108MHz. gV
d.c. £9.49.
MORSE KEY. High speed. 54-213.
PANEL METERS. 60 x 45mm. Modern
style. 50uA, 100uA, 1mA, IA, 25V d.c.
£5.98.
NIGHT LIGHT. Plug type. El  08.
CONNECTING WIRE PACK. 5 x 5yd.
coils. 55p.
VERO SPOT FACE CUTTER. £1.21.
VERO PIN INSERTION TOOL. 0-1"
51-66. 0-15" 11 67.
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE CALCU-
LATOR. 21p.

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages, ideal for beginners. No
Soldering. Uses an 'S Dec' breadboard. Gives clear instructions with
lots of pictures. 16 projects -including 3 radios, siren, metronome,
organ, intercom, timer, etc. Helps you learn about electronic com-
ponents and how circuits work. Component pack includes an S Dec
and the components for the projects.
Adventures With Electronics 0 -75.
Component Pack £1672 less battery.

ALSO AVAILABLE
ADVENTURES WITH
MICROELECTRONICS

BOOK f235
COMPONENTS £30.59

TEACH IN 80
E.E. SERIES -ALL COMPONENTS IN STOCK NOW FOR
FAST DELIVERY. All top quality components as specified by
Everyday Electronics. Our kit comes complete with FREE COM-
PONENT IDENTIFICATION SHEET. Follow this educational
series and learn about electronics -Start today LIST A F. B com-
ponents £2295 also available LIST C (parts 7-12) £245. All Orders
sent by FIRST CLASS POST. Our kit contains all these parts: -
LIST A & 13: METER, BREADBOARD, TRANSFORMER, LEDS,
POTENTIOMETERS, SWITCHES, SPEAKER, PLUGS, SOCKETS.
BATTERY CLIPS, WIRE, CABLE, FUSES, FUSE -HOLDERS,
KNOBS, RESISTORS, PHOTOCELL, DIODES, CAPACITORS.

CASE WOODWORK KIT £5.98 extra. Complete kit for tutor
deck woodwork, contains all the softwood, hardboard, ramin.
panel pins, adhesive, screws, feet, strap -handle, and fixings.
Cut to size and ready to assemble.
IDEAL SOLDERING EQUIPMENT FOR THE TEACH IN
AND ELECTRONICS
ANTEX X25 SOLDERING IRON
25W E4- 98
SOLDERING IRON STAND

£2.03
SPARE BITS. Small. Standard,
Large. 65p each.
SOLDER. Handy size 78p.

DESOLDER BRAID 69p
HOW TO SOLDER BOOKLET

12p

HEAT SINK TWEEZERS 15p.
SOLDER BOBBIN 30p
DESOLDER PUMP £6-98
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(11/Etat- ELECTRONICS Et
TIME CENTRES

QUARTZ LCD
11 Function
Slim Chronograph

/23E
Hours muss sees

B NTH
Month data day

0:00ao
Mo se.1/101/100

6 digit, 11 functions,
Hours, mins., secs., day,
date, day of week,
1/100th, 1/10th, secs.,
10X secs., mins.
Split and lap modes.
Back -light, auto calendar
Only 8mm thick.
Stainless steel bracelet
and back.
Adjustable bracelet.

SAME DAY DESPATCH
M3 Price includes POST & PACKING

Price only
£9.95

Also available:
SOLAR CHRONOGRAPH
M9 Price £11.95

QUARTZ LCD
ALARM
with Snooze Alarm

12:3045
Hours enms Secs

8 lyres
Month date day

7:3O

6 functions plus Alarm.
Conference signal,
5 minute snooze alarm,
Conference signal sounds
4 secs. before main alarm
to give advance warning
and an option to cancel.
Snooze sounds 5 mins.
after main alarm and is
always proceeded by the
ccnference signal. Price only
SAME DAY DESPATCH. £9.95
M4 Price includes POST & PACKING

QUARTZ LCD
ALARM CHRONOGRAPH
with 12/24 display

12:30:s
Naffs Mini SKI

Mond, data day

0:00o
Polo sac 1 /10th

7 :30R
Hours, mins, secs, day
of week. Month, date,
day of week, alarm,
hour, mins., a.m./p.m.
24 or 12 hour display
mode. Alarm test.
Chronograph, lap
time, stop watch 1/10
secs.

M16 Price includes POST & PACKING

Price only
£13.95

Also available:
SOLAR ALARM CHRONO
M7 Price £17.95

QUARTZ LCD
Ladies Day Watch
Hours, mins., secs., day,
date, back light, auto
calendar.

030
H2,03- 1,11,1

Month data

sao

Fully adjustable bracelet.
Only 25 x 20mm and Price only6mm thick.
Silver or Gold. £7.95
M15 SAME DAY DESPATCH. P.&P. included

HANIMEX Electronic LED
Alarm Clock
Features and Specification:
Hour, minute display. Large LED display with
p.m. and alarm on indicator. 24 Hours alarm
with on/off control. Display flashing for power
loss indication. Repeatable 9 -minute snooze.
Display bright/dim modes control. Size: 5.15"
x 3.93" x 2.36" (131mm x 11mm x 60mm).
Weight: 1.43 lbs (0.65 kg).

M13

Price only Mains operated.

£10.20 Thousands sold!

QUARTZ LCD
Ladies Cocktail Watch
Beautifully designed with a very thin bracelet.

12:30
Hours mos

Month

Hours., mins., secs., day, date,
backlight and autocalendar.
Bracelet fully adjustable to
suit slim wrists.
State Gold or Silver finish.
Only 25 x 20 x 6mm.
M18 SAME DAY DESPATCH.

QUARTZ LCD
5 Function
Hours, mins., secs.,
month, date, auto
calendar, back light,
quality metal
bracelet. 6mm thick.

12:30
Hours mos

O 11-I
Month date

Lis
SOC.

Price only
£14.95
P.&P. included

MIMS= MCC,,

sesS11111MMEID

Price only
M1 SAME DAY DESPATCH. £6.95 P.&P. included

METAC GUARANTEE
All METAC products carry 12
months guarantee and we also
refund your money if not satis-
fied with our goods or service in
the first 10 days.
METAC's well equipped service
centre minimises service delays.
Please note, we do not delay
your order to clear cheques.
Telephone your order using

Barclaycard/Access
Number on on A

03272
760545

01-72301-723 4753

24 hour answering
service

OR COMPLETE
TH

COUPON

wo.riums

WHOLESALE MAIL ORDER
Send for our trade price list and order

details. Sell our products to your
friends and earn yourself

£££'s
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NEW 24 HOUR
DESPATCH SERVICE

METAC have opened a new even
faster Mail Order and Service
Centre at DAVENTRY. Orders
received before 3.30 p.m. will be
despatched same day.

VISIT OUR ELECTRONIC TIME CENTRES
AND SEE ONE OF THE MOST IMPRESSIVE QUARTZ WATCH

RANGES IN BRITAIN
DAVENTRY NORTHAMPTON

327 EDGWARE ROAD, 67 HIGH STREET, ST. GILES SQUARE,
LONDON W.2 DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS. NORTHAMPTON

Telephone: 01.723 4753 Tel: 03272 76545/77659 (Opens 1st February, 1980)

LONDON

QUARTZ MELODY
Alarm Chronograph
INCREDIBLE WATCH 34 Functions

5 independent working modes,
day of week in English, French
or German. (Just select the one
you like). Hours, mins., secs.,
day, date, countdown alarm,
dual time zone, 1/100th sec.,
stopwatch. Lap/split time,
1st and 2nd place times.
Melody test function.

M30 SAME DAY DESPATCH.

Price only

£17.95
Price includes
POST &
PACKING

CASIO CHRONO
950S - 32B
Stainless steel case, water
resistant to 66 feet. Hours,
mins., secs., am/pm, year,
month, date, day. Auto
calendar. Pre-programmed
until the year 2029. 12/24
hour. Stopwatch function.
Range 7 hours, 1/100 sec.
(Model Net time/lap-time/
1st - 2nd place times.
Dual time function.
Accuracy 15 secs, per
month. Battery life approx.
4 years.

M22 SAME DAY DESPATCH.

Price only
£23.95

CASIO F-200
Sports Chrono
Attractive Mans watch in
black resin with mineral
glass. Hours, mins., secs.,
am/pm. Month, date,
alpha -numeric day. Auto -
calendar set 28th Feb.
Stopwatch working range
1 hour, units 1/100 sec.
Mode, Net Time/lap/
time/1st - 2nd place times.
Accuracy approx. 15 secs.
per month.
Battery 12 months.

M24 SAME DAY DESPATCH.

Price only
£15.95

CASIO ALARM
CHRONO

And alto day, month and
Vern Perpetual magmatic
calends,. 10055 sec.
Chronograph to 7 hours.
Net time/lap/time/1st
and 2nd piece times. User
ofrnoria, 12/24 hr. display.
24 Alarm. User cptiensl,
hourly chime. Backlight,
mineral glass. sMinless
steel_ Water resistant to
1130 h. Battery life
opproz.4 years.

M25 SAME DAY DESPATCH.

Price only
£35.95

CASIO F -8C
.3 year battery life
Hours, mins., secs.,
am/pm, date, day.
Auto calendar set
28th February.

Accuracy 15 secs.
per month.

Battery life approx.
3 years.

Price only
M36 SAME DAY DESPATCH. £10.95

SEIKO
CHRONOGRAPH

Hours, mins., secs., and
day of the week. Month
date and day of the week
Stopwatch display -
Hours., mins., secs., up to
12 hours (mins., secs.,
1/100 secs. up to 20
minutes). Lap timing.
Continuous time
measurement of two
competitors. Stainless
steel, mineral glass.

Price only
SAME DAY DESPATCH. £39.95
M33 including POST & PACKING

l'POST COUPON TO:

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

SEIKO ALARM
CHRONOGRAPH

With WEEKLY Alarm,
Hours, mins., secs.,
month, date, day,
am/pm. Weekly alarm
- can be set for
every day at designated
time, e.g. 6.30 am on
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. Alarm set
time displayed above
time of day. Full
stopwatch functions,
laptime, split etc.

SAME DAY
DESPATCH.
M10

Price only
£57.50

including POST & PACKINGa

SEIKO DIGI-ANA
CHRONOGRAPH

TIME AND CALENDAR
FUNCTION

Analog part display
Hour, mins., secs.
Digital part display;
Hour, mins., secs.,
date, day and colon.
Calendar -month,
date, day, stopwatch
- Hour, mins., secs.,
1/100 secs. LAP/
STOP and stop marks.
Counter -function.
Time and calendar
setting function.

Price only
SAME DAY DESPATCH. £69.95
M62 including POST & PACKING

METAC (24 hour despatch centre), FREEPOST, 47a High Street, Daventry, Northants.

PLEASE COMPLETE BOTH COUPONS

FROM:

Please send me

I enclose P.O./Cheque value

Barclaycard/Access No.

Name

Address

I

I

I

I

METAC ELECTRONICS & TIME CENTRE, EE SO

67 HIGH STREET, DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS.

Name

Address

POST, PACKING AND VAT INCLUDED IN PRICE.

I
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24 TUNE DOOR CHIMES
DOOR TUNES £17 Is 1- VAT.
Waddrigton's1.1deornaster announce a doorbell that doesn't
go 8ffreggg. DegOong or Bwrrn. Instead it plays 74
efferent classical and popular runes. It will play the tire
you select for am mind, the season or the enter yeu are
expecting to Cali. Dear tunes to not only great hot and a
wonderful ice breaker. but is also very funchonalb and
ceautiluily designed to enhance your home There is

something for Christmas. something for you continental
waiters or your abhors from the states, and even
something for Me Olean. Door tures s easy to install and
has sepaate canines for volume, tone and tempo.

T.V. GAMES
PROGRAMMABLE E29.50 -1- VAT.
COLOUR CARTRIDGE T.V. GAME.

The TV game can be corroared to an auto cassette deck
and is programmed to pby a muhitude of different games
in COLOUR, using Van= plug -41 cartridges. At long last a
TV game is avartble which mil keep pace wrth improving
tedtralogy by anomie you to extend your Wary of Barnes
with the purcham at additional cartridges as new games
me devebpee Each cartridge cremes up to len different
atom games and the first cartridge metering ten sports
games Is included tee with the console. Other cartridges
are currently avaiable to enable souls play such games as
Grand Prix Motor Racing, Super Wipeout and Stunt Rider.
Further cartridges are to be released later this year.

ecieding Tank Bade Hunt the Sub end Target. The
console comes comobte with two removable joystick
player Kotrob to enable you to move in al four directions
lierdmworightlehl and but sire these joystick controls are
ball serve and Inc fire buttons. Other features include
several &fficulty opbon switches. automatic on screen
digital scoring and colour coeng on scores and bails.

Lifelike sounds are transmitted through the TV's Speaker,
smutting the actual game being played.
Manufactured by Waddington's Videomaster and
guaranteed for one year.

EXTPA CARTRIDGES:

ROAD RACE - DUI + VAT.
Grand Prix mom racing With pea- changes. cish noises

SUPER WIPEOUT - 0117 + VAT.
10 Mrfferem games cf blasting obstacles off the at -reap

STUNT RIDER - E12.16 + VAT.
Mutate -0e speed nets. iumbung obstacles, leaping various
tows Of up to 74 buses etc
NON -PROGRAMMABLE IV GAMES

8 Saw - COLOURSCORE II - £13.50 VAT.

10 Game COLOUR SPORTSWORLD 02.50 - VAT.

CHESS COMPUTERS
STAR CHESS - L55-09 + VAT.
PLAY CHESS AGAINST YOUR PARTNER.

using your own TV to display the board and prom. Star
Chess is a new absorbing game for two Players, which wit
interest and excite al ages. The unit Mega into the aerial
socket of your TV set and displays the board and pieces in
f cobra for black and white) on your 1V screen. Rased on
the moves of chess It adds even more ennement and
:Merest to the game. for those who hare never played.
Star Chess is a novel introducien to The classic game of
chess For the experienced chess player, there are whole
new dimensions of unprefittabilny and chance edded to
the strategy of the game. Not only can pieces be taken in
conventional chess type moves, but each piece can aLso
exchange rocket fire with AS opponents. The Ma comes
complete with a free 18V mains adaptor, 11.13 instructions
and twelve months guarantee

CHESS CHALLENGER 7 -L85-65 + VAT.
PLAY CHESS AGAINST THE COMPUTER.

The stylish, compact. portable conscue can be set to pay et
seven different levels of abibty from beginner to expert
including -Mate in two" and "Chess by mal". The compute
will only make responses which obey international chess
wits. Caserkg. on passant, and promoting a pawn are al
included as Dart of the computer's programme 11

possible to enter any given problem from magairnes or
noaspapers or arternaryery estahksh your ono boats
position and watt the tempura react. The passions of as
pieces can be verified by using the computor memory recall
button.
Price includes aid wall wood grained housing, and

Staunton design chess pieces_ Computer plays black or
vane and agars( itself and cones complete with a mains
edainor and 12 months guarantee.

OTHER CHESS COMPUTERS IN OUR. RANGE INCLUDE,

CHESS CHAMPION -6 LEVELS L47 - 39+ VAT.
CHESS CHALLENGER -10 LEVELS E138.70
+ VAT.
BORIS - MULTI -LEVEL TALKING DISPLAY
E163.04 -4- VAT.

ELECTRONIC CHESS BOARD TUTOR E17.17
+ VAT.
A special bulk purc5ase of dime amazing chess teaching
machines ambles us to offer them at 7.171ess than

half recommended Tie! price. The electronic chess liner d
a sirrot battery operated machine that can actually teach
anyone to play chess and improve their gave right up to
chompenshe level This machine is not only for total
beginners but also for established players wanting to play
better chess. Unit contains the electronic chessboard emit

32 chess pieces. a EA page explanatory booklet and a set of
32 progressive programme cards includog 6 beginners
cards, 16 check mate postions. 9 miniature games, 5
openings, 3 end games. 2f chess problems and 2 master
genies.

DRAUGHTS COMPUTERS
CHECKER 2 LEVELS 543.00+ VAT.
CHALLENGER 4 LEVELS £77.78 + VAT.
The draughts computer enables you to sharpen your skes,
irripmve yore game, and play whenever you wart The

computes ncorpbrates a sophrsticated. reliable. Pecos+,
Makiig microprocessor as as brae Its nigh level of

Plinking ability enables n TO respond with its best counter
moves like a skiled human opponent You can select
offence or defence and change playing difficuhy levelS
any tune. Positions can be verified by computer memory
retail. Machine does not permit liege' moves and can solve
set problems Computer comes complete with instructions,
gins adapator and twelve months guarantee.

PLAY DRAUGHTSICHECKERS AGAINST THE COMPUTER

FOR FREE BROCHURES - SEND SA.E
lot FREE Ufistr mid brochures and reviews on TV and chess games please said a stamped addressed envelope, and state

which particuer games you requfe inlormation on.
Callers welcome at our shop m Waling - demonstrations daily - open from 9arn-5.31lan Mon -Sat (Ban: IpmWedl.

To order by telephone please Quote your name, address and Accessdiardaycerd number.
Ponape end Packing FREE.

AJD DIRECT SUPPLIES LIMITED, Dept. EE 5 102 Bellegrove Road,
Welling, Kent DA16 3QD. Tel: 01-303 9145 (Day) 01-850 8652 'Evenings!

GREENWELD
443D MILLBROOK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON 501 OHX
All prices include VAT -just add 40p post. Tel (0703) 772501

COMPONENT
CABINET
IDEAL FOR THE
NEWCOMER TO
ELECTRONICS
Contains hundreds of brand new
resistors, capacitors, transistors
diodes and I.C.'s. All useful values,
carefully chosen to help the new
constructor pursue his hobby without
finding himself short of some vital parts!
All pans contained In clearly marked
bags In a plastic storage cabinet
232 a 121 x 165mm with 9 drawers Into
which all parts can be neatly located.
If bought Individually parts plus case
would cost Over £47 but we are offering
this for ONLY £31 -ES + & p.
Simply send a cheque -or P/0 for L3254
for immediate despatch.
CONTENTS:
200 E watt resistors

20 Wire wound resistors
70 Ceramic Capacitors
70 Mylar Capacitors
50 Polyester Capacitors
56 Electrolytic Capacitors
61 Translators
12 I.C.'s
20 L.E.D.'s
55 Diodes and rectifiers

Altogether 614 components.
Price Includes current catalogue and
Greenwald pen for reordering supplies.
Plus FREE surprise gift

PC ETCHING KIT MK III
Now contains 200 sq. Ins, copper clad
board, 1 lb. Ferric Chloride, DALO etch -
resist pen, abrasive cleaner, two miniature
drill bets, etching dish and instructions.
E4 -9S

KITS OF BITS
FOR EE PROJECTS
We Supply parts for nearly all EE
projects -for a detailed components list
of this month's, and previous articles,
please send SAE.

VEROBLOC BREADBOARD
New from Vero, this versatile aid for
building and testing circuits can accom-
modate any size of IC. Blocs and be
loined together. Bus strips on X & Y axis -
total 360 connexion points for just £3+70.

VU METERS
V002 Twin type. 2 meters 40 v 40mm and
driver board, supplied with circuit and
connexion data, £3-50.
V003 New type, just in. Twin type moulded
in one Piece. 80 x 40mm (no driver board
but suitable circuit supplied). £2.50.

THE NEW 1980
GREENWELD

CATALOGUE
FEATURES INCLUDE:
 60p Discount Vouchers
 Quantity prices for bulk buyers
 Bargain List Supplement
 Reply Paid Envelope
 Priority Order Form
 VAT inclusive prices

PRICE 40p + 20p POST

WIRE & FLEX
Solid core -Ideal for breadboards etc.
50 x 2m lengths many assorted colours.
total 100m for El -30.
Flex packs -5 x 5m lengths of multi -
strand thin flex, Ideal for wiring up circuits.

Only 35p

EX -COMPUTER PANELS
Z528 Pack of boards containing 100's
R's, C's diodes, Including at least 50
transistors. Only £1-30.
Z529 TTL pack -Panels with 74 series on,
together with code sheet From simple
gates to complex counter*. 20 IC's El;
100 IC's £4.

COMPONENT TRAY
Attractive yellow tray 265 x 165 x 42mm
with clear hinged lid and movable com-
partments. Up to 15 can be made from
dividers supplied. As an added bonus, a
selection of new surplus components are
included, all for the special low price of
£3-95.

INVERTER
Prepare for the Power Cuts! Ready built
Inverter, 24V DC 290 x 55 x 37mm In,
will power 6 x 8W fluorescent tubes.
Circuit supplied. Only £2-90.

VEROCASE SALEll
3 popular sizes of Verocase at dras-
tically reduced prices -these were part
of their standard range (75-1411 etc.)
but are in GREEN and have been discon-
tinued by Vero. We have purchased their
entire stock and offer them as below:
Type No Size Peace
21051 180 x 120 x 65mm £230
21052 154 x 85 x 60mm £1 75
21053 125 s 65 x 40mm £1+45

VERO OFFCUTS
Packs of 100 sq Ina of good size pieces
ahout 4 x 3" in the following types:
KW 0.1" copper clad £2- 00
Also pieces 2i,<T--101E1 '20. 100/59
17 x 3E" x 0.1" sheets - 101£17.50

BUZZERS & MOTORS &
RELAYS

Z401 Powerful 6V DC Buzzer all metal
construction 50mm dia x 20mm 70p.
Z402 Miniature type Buzzer 6, 9 or 12V;only
22 x 15x 16mm. Very neat 53p.
Z450 Miniature 6V DC motor, high quality
type 32mm dia x 25mm high, with 12mm
Spindle. Only £1.
Z459 tismov ac high torque motor with
geared reduction down to 60 rpm. Sturdy
construction, 70mm dia in 20rnm. Spindle
6mm die x 20mm long. Only £2-00.
W892 Heavy duty 12V relay. ideal for car
use -single 15A make coats et. Coil 25R.
EtSp.
W890 DIL reed relay-SPCO 2.4V -10V
200R coll. Only 52-20.
W847 Low profile PC mntg 10 a 33 x 20
mm 6V coil. SPCO 3A contacts. 93p.

TEACH IN 80
We are again supplying all parts required for tins major series which
started last October. The price for all the Tutor Deck parts is £19-50.
Also supplied without breadboard for £13-50. The price for the addi-
tional components required for Parts 1-6 is £2-00 and Parts 7-12 is
£3-00. All prices include VAT and Postage. Reprints of parts 30p
per month
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IMLM
ELECTRONIC

SUPPLIES

SOLDER

A high quality standa
r!

solder by Ersin Multrcore.

Ideal for miniature
comp:menu riswo.

Avg

reel, about 163 metres.

Order as mem
Price £8.50

MINIATURE
gaTRANSFORMERS

Goo° quality mains
transformers In 65415.

6V type: secondaries
0.6V at

50Pell = 0 60 al 5110mA.

Order as WBO6G
Price 42.63

5V type: secondaries
0 at 500nA - 0 911 at

500nA. Order as
WBI1M Price 43.40

I2V type- secondaries
0 120 at 250,,A 

0 170 at

250mk Order as
WBIOL Price 42.63

I5V ppe: secondaries
0 15V at Minn -

0.15V at

1130mk Order as
VifB15R Pier £2.63

AMP KITS

Complete lots of partsorth

,/ instrueions to make hi S

amplifiers wit excelled

:.71 specifications.
8IN amp krt. Order as 1W36P

Price 63.83
50W amp kit: Order as LW350

Price £13.73
159N amp km. Order

as I.W32X Price £14.89

UOUID CRYSTAL

DISPLAY

HO quality 3ki digit
12.7mm, 1'i:thin:oh
figures. Display has
centre colon for use

in 12 hour clocks
and dermal ponds.

plus and minks

thgns and overflew
indicator for use in panel meters_

Dater as FYI39W Price 03.89

MlnIVIIMTV211.1,11111NRAP

it
SIREN

A small. but penetrating
siren operating on

123 DC

0.216 D2. rsrmr,-
Order as MSC
Price £9.81

McKENZIE POWER
SPEAKERS

High quality. high punier
speakers.

12in. 90W 8.17
Order as X0791

\ Price 419.60
1710. 501k ifiY

Order as 30000

Pose

r26E19.5260
12m, 011W 01

iTtdET as 0031C

11-n. 80W 15112 Order
as 00820

Price E2692
15n. 150W EV

Order as X0636

Price £57.80
1551. 1596i 1R':

Order as X1184F

Price 657.80

PIEZO HORN TWEETER

Vera amply added to any

speaker system up to 103W

rms. No crossover rewire°.

Dissortain <1%.
Order as MINK
Price 65.27

20,000 OHM,VOLT

MULTIMETER

A 20.000 ohms per volt

millimeter at an incredak

low priCE. DC volts 5.25,

125, NA 2,50110 AC
wogs 10.

50,250. 1.000: DC amps 0

to 0.05mA 0 to 250ok:
Resistance 0 to 50k. 0 to

551 ohms: Bert&
-20 to

-22dB. Complete with
test

leads, battery and
estructron leaflet.
Order as YB83E
Price f13.70

MIC STAND

Quality nucrophone
stand emends

to 1.5m. Boom arm
lre lorzv

adostable.
Stand: Order as XE345Y

Price 612.71
Been: Order as X846A

Price 61125

SOLDERING IRONS
B KITS

Ades CX iron. 117 usicapoe

Order as FY62S
Price 45.25

Antes X25 iron. 25W.

Order as FR12N
Prim £4.98

CX icon with stand
in presenter:on

pack.

Order as FY68Y Price £6.89
X25 iron with stand rn

preketerun pack.

Order as FY6SA Price E6.89

CLOCK MODULE

I J . Module reveres
only randarmer

_
and two push
switches to

operate 4 digit, Urn red LEO display.
Warm and recto

outputs. Battery
backup when mains

fad. Seep and

snooze timer.
Seconds display. Just

add speaker for

alarm tone. Full dealt
on page 267 of our catalogue.

Order as XL140 Price 16.41

QUICK CHARGE
RECHARGEABLE

CELL

1.21/. Size 4.461Pi1
Fully rectiac9ed xt 5

hours et 150nk Capacity: 430,11A6

WA last kw at least
WU dine:

discharge cycles -
Change to quick -charge

cells now!

Order as 1R74R
Price £1.49

POCKET MULTIMETER

Ameang vine
4.059 ohms per

volt OC levelled
moving

coil metes.
Ranges: DC volts

5, 25, 750. 500;
AC volts 10,

50, 52,1,20:
DC amps 0 to

026nA, 0 to 250mk
Resistance 0 to RD ohms,

Decibels -10 to -
22dB. Size only

3lk x 21i x
inches. Complete

with test leads.
battery and

instructions_
Order as FLEO0

Pore 5.75

r
oi

e.

____----,_____,,___

REVERBERATION
SYSTEM

The 'cancan tell'
sound in your hying room.

Oliver mod*:
Order as %USG

Prise 66.14

Requires r and - 15V
20mA power supply Deady

built) Stable for Driver Module.

Order as YLITT
Price E4.73

Suring line with 3 sec.
rekerb time:

Order as XL138.1 Rice
E5.43

Spring Me virdi 7 sec. reverb rime.

Order as %ME Price 611.13

t
KEYBOARDS

High quality
keyboards wart ha:O.

wearing sloping
Palled plastic keys
Wen keys mounted

en nylon bushed
steel levers 49 note C to C.

Order as X815R
Price 426.42

51pote C to C.
Order as 0816$ Price £32.33

With keys pivoted on
a harcrwearing

mouidec

49 note C to C.
Order as X13173

Price £21.87

MULTIMETER 6 TRANSISTOR

TESTER
Superb high sensfertY mttoleler

and transistor tester
or one.

Sensitivity 100.000 ohms
per volt

DC Ranges OC vans
0.5, 2.5. 10,

50, 250, 1.000; AC
volts 5, 10.50,

I,008: DC current 0.01, 0.025.

05. 5. 50, 5160rnk
105: AC current

105 Resistance 51.
50k. 5M, 50M

ohms: Decibels -10dB
to -62dB.

Complete and, test leads, three

'rads for transistor
tester batteries

and instruct -no leaflet.

Order us YEI871.1
Price 639.30

TURNTABLES

Autochanger complete
with stereo ceramic

cartridge and Ward to

make a complete
low.cosi record

player ideal for the
wring pop fart.

Order as X000A
Price £18.48

Sople-play rim dove
turntable with stereo ceramic

cartridge.
Order as XB23A

Price 428.19

Single -play ben -drive
tuntabie 'S-shaped

tone airs.

Order as KB25C
Puce £30.63

Everyday Electronics, May 1980

sir

LASER TUBE

A helium -neon
0.5-n1N laser tote.

Fall details en page
262 or our

catalogue.
Order as XL11M

Price £124.00

ADJUSTABLE LAMP

Adiustable to get a bright

tight on miniature
xanporents. tfird', bracket

for damping or
butting to

bench or wall. Strode and

positron halt' adjustable
acrd

stable. Feted rn
Order as MSC
Price f 12.96

FOR FULL CATALOGUE
DETAILS SEE

BACK COVER

As purees viclude VAT and postage
and pacals but if total under f4

s g
?lease add 31Ip hancreg charge.

uaranteed oar JUNE 19th
1981 E,P3E1 customer del= 1.311
and Mort postage wig be charged

8Xtra al DIV.

PSeaSe order cede.WI

hems in stook at lime of Ong to
press.

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LIMITED
All mall to PO Box 3. Rayleigh. Essex SS6 8LR. Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155.

Shop: 284 London Road. Westclift on Sea. Essex (closed on Monday). Telephone: Southend (0702) 5544900
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DEPT. EE5, PO BOX 6, WARE, HERTS. Tel: 0920-3182

Visit our NEW shop: 3 BALDOCK ST., WARE, HERTS. Telex: 817861

BOOKS BY BABANI
BP6 Engineers & Machinists Ref. Tables
BP14 2nd Book Transistor Equivs. & Subs.
BP24 52 Projects Using IC741 (or Equiv.)
BP26 Radio Antenna Book Long Distance Re-

ception & Transmission
BP27 Giant Chart of Radio Electronic Semi-

conductor & Logic Symbols
BP32 Build Metal & Treasure Locators
BP35 Handbook of IC Audio Preamplifier &

Power Amplifier Construction
BP36 SO Cicts use GermiSlliZener Diodes
BP39 50 Field Effect Trans Projects
BP40 Digital IC Equivs. & Pin Connection
BP41 Linear IC Equivs. 3 Pln Connection
BP42 50 Simple LED Circuits
BP43 How to make Walkie-Talkies
BP45 Projects on Opto-electronics
BP46 Radio Circuits Using IC's
6/.47 Mobile Discotheque Handbook
BP48 Electronics Projects for Beginners
BP49 Popular Electronic Projects
BP50 IC LM3900 Projects
BP55 Radio Stations Guide
BP160 Coil Design & Construction Manual
BP202 Handbook of integrated Circuits Equiva-

lents & Substitutes
BP205 1st Book Hi-Fi Speaker Enclosures
BP713 Circuits for Model Railways
BP215 Shortwave Circuits & Gear for Experimen-

ters d Radio Hams
BP2t7 Solid State Power Supply Handbook
BP221 28 Tested Transistor Projects
BP222 Short-wave Receivers for Beginners
BP223 50 Projects using IC CA3130
BP224 50 CMOS IC Projects
BP225 A Practical Intro to Digital IC's
BP226 Build Advanced Short-wave Receivers
5P227 Beginners Guide to Building Electronic

RCC trgiesIto'r Colour Code Chart

£0.50
£1.10
£0-95

£0 85

£0.60
£100

£1.25
£0.75
£125
E2-50
£2.75
£0.75
£125
£1 25
£1 35
£135
£1 35
41-45
£1.15
£1.45
40-75

£1-00
E0-75
£1 00

£0.65
£0.85
£1.25
£0.95
£095
£0.95
£0.95
£1-20

£1 25
£0. i

NEWNES. BOOKS
216 Transistors 3rd Ed.

218 Radio & Television
219 Electronics
220 Colour TV 2nd Ed.
221 Hi-Fi

223 20 Solid State Proj. for Home
224 110 Int. Circ. Proj. for Home

231 Beginners Guide to Transistors
232 Beginners Guide to Electric Wiring
233 Beginners Guide to Radio
234 Guide to Colour TV
235 Electronic Diagrams
236 Electronic Components
237 Printed Circuit Assembly
238 Transistor Pocket Book

240
241
242
244
209

Semiconductor Handbook Part 1
Semiconductor Handbook Part 2
Electronics Pocket Book
Beginners Guide to Integrated Circuits

51-PAK CMOS Data Book

SWITCHES

I 06

£1-25
1115
£1-15

£1-95
£2.35

£225
£2.25
£2.75
E2-25
£180
£140
LI 80
£3.90

£5.25
£4.2.8
£3-90
£2.75

500

Description
DPDT miniature slide
DPDT standard slide
Toggle switch SPST 12 amp 250V ac
Toggle switch DPDT 1 amp 250V ac
Rotary on -off mains switch
Push switch -Push to make
Push switch -Push to break

ROCKER SWITCH
A range Of rocker
switches SPST-moulded
in high insulation
material available in a
choice of colours ideal
for small apparatus

No.
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978-
1979

Colour No.
RED 1980
BLACK 1981
WHITE 1982
BLUE 1983
YELLOW 1984
LUMINOUS 1985

Description No.
Miniature SPST toggle 2 amp 250V ac 1958
Miniature SPST toggle 2 amp 250V ac 1959
Miniature DPDT toggle 2 amp 250V ac 1960
Miniature DPDT toggle centre off 2 amp

250V ac 1961
Push-button SPST 2 amp 250V ac 1962
Push-button SPST 2 amp 250V ac 1963
Push-button DPDT 2 amp 250V an 1964

Price
£0-16
£0.17
£0 33
£048
£0.511
£0.16
£021

Price
£0 35
£0.35
£035
£0 35
£0 35
£035

Price
£0 81
10-86
£0.91

£1'07
£1-04
£1-09
£134

MIDGET WAFER SWITCHES
Single bank wafer type -suitable for switching at 250V ac
100mA or 150V dc in non -reactive loads make -before -break
contacts. These switches have a spindle 0.25 in dia. and 30
indexing.
Description No. Price
1 pole 12 way 1965 £0.55
2 pole 6 way 1966 40.55
3 pole 4 way 1967 £0-55
4 pole 3 way 1968 £0.55

MICRO SWITCHES No. Pries
Plastic button gives simple 1 pole change over action £0.29
Rating 10 amp 250V ac 1970

OPTOELECTRONICS
NEW INCREASED RANGE -ALL 1ST QUALITY
LEDS (diffused)
0/No. Type Size Colour
1501 ARL209 (TIL209) 3mm (-125) RED
1502 MIL3232 (TIL211) 3mm (125) GREEN
1503 MIL3331 (OPL212A) 3mm (-125) YELLOW
1504 ARL4850 (FLV117) 5mm (.2 ) RED
1505 MIL5251 (TIL222) 5mm (-2 ) GREEN
1508 MIL5351 (MV5353) 5mm (.2 ) YELLOW
1509 FLV111 5mm (-2 ) CLEAR

(ill. Red)
SUPER 'HI-BRITE' TYPE
1521 MIL32 3mm (-125) RED
1522 MIL52 5mm (-2 ) RED
1514 ORP12 Light dependent resistor
1520 OCP71 Photo transistor
LED CLIPS
15081125 pack of 5 12Lc clips
1508/2 pack of 5 2

Price
£0-10
10 16
£0-16
a 10
£0 16
£0 15
£0 13

£0 11
£0 11
£0-70
£0.60

£0 17
£021

DISPLAYS:
DL703 7 segment 0 P left (30" height) Common Anode
RED Single Digit 0/NO. 1523 £0-35
DL707 7 segment D P left (30" height) Common Anode
RED Single Digit OINO. 1510 £0.92
DL527 7 segment D P left (50" height) Common Anode
RED Two -Digit Reflector Oft40. 1524 £2-08
DL727 7 segment D P right (510" height) Common Anode
RED Two -Digit light Pipe OINO. 1512 £2.07
I/L747 7 segment D P left (630^ height) Common Anode
RED Single Digit Light Pipe OfNO. 1311 £173
OPTO-ISOLATORS
Isolation Breakdown -Voltage 1500 -continuous fwd. current
100 mA

L74 Single Channel 6 pin DIP standard typo -optically
coupled pair with infra -red LED Emitter and NPN Silicon
Photo Transistor OINO. 1497 £0-81
ILD74 Multi -Channel 8 pin DIP Two Isolated Channels .

OINO. 1498 £122
074 Multi -Channel 16 pin DIP Four Isolated Channels

ONO. 1499 £2.69
MEL II (TULIN) NPN LIGHT DETECTOR
Silicon Photo Darlington Amplifier-VCBO 30V VECO 10V 10iii Ptot . I in - T mA 1. 1 . m Ti '

6 20

TEACH -IN 80
We can offer ex stock all the parts required (except battery
and euroboard) for this series of projects as listed in the
October issue of Everyday Electronics.
(a) KIT I TUTOR DECK (except Battery 4, Euroboard)

£14-00 inc. P & P AND V.A.T.
(b) KIT 2 ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS for Parts 1-6

£1-75 inc P & P AND V.A.T.
(c) KIT 3 ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS for Parts 7-12

£2-55 ins P & P AND V.A.T.
OR buy ALL the above 3 kits for the total price of £18.00
including P £ P and V.A.T.

FUSE HOLDERS AND FUSES
Description
20mm x 5mm chassis mounting
13In. x 3n. chassis mounting
13in. car inline type
Panel mounting 20mm
Panel mounting 1;in.
OU1CK BLOW 20mm

No.
506
507
508
509
510

Price
£0-18
£0-14
£018
£0 23
£037

Type No. Type No. Type No.
150mA 611 7p lA 615 6p 3A 619 6p
256mA 612 Op 1-5A 616 7p 4A 620 10p
550mA 613 6p 2A 617 Op SA 621 6p
800mA 614 Op 2-5A 818 7P
ANTI -SURGE 20mm
Type No. Type No. Type No.
100mA 622 1A 625 2.5A 628
250mA 623 2A 625 3.15A 629
500mA 624 1f6A 627 5A 630

All Op each
OUICK-BLOW 1:,in
Type No. Type No. Type No.
250mA 631 500mA 632 800mA 634

All Ilp each
Type No. Type No. Type No.
IA 635 2/5A 638 4A 641

2A 637 3A 639 SA 642
All 6p each

NUTS AND BOLTS
BA BOLTS -packs of BA threaded cadmium plated crews
slotted cheese head. Supplied in multiples of 50.
Type No. Price Type No. Price
tin. 013A 839 £1.30 41 n. 4BA 846 £0.37
;in. OBA 840 £0.86 lin. 4BA 847 £029
tin. 2BA 842 £0.75 tin. 6BA 848 £0-46
3 n. 2BA 843 £0.52 ;In. 6BA 849 £024
lin. 2BA 844 £0'60 din. 6BA 850 £0.29
1 in. 4BA 845 £0.51
BA NUTS -packs of cadmium plated full nuts in multiples
of 50.
TYPO No. Price Type No. Price
OBA 855 £0.83 4BA 857 £035
2BA 856 £0.55 6BA 858 £0-211
BA WASHERS -flat cadmium plated plain stamped washers
supplied in multiples of 50.
Type No. Price Type No. Price
OBA 859 £0-16 4BA 861 £0.14
OBA 860 £0-14 6BA 862 £0.14
SOLDER TAGS -Hot tinned supplied in multiples of 50.
Type No.- Price Type No. Price
OBA 851 £045 4BA 853 £025
2BA 852 £0.32 6BA 854 £0.25

AUDIO LEADS
No. Type
107 FM Indoor Ribbon Aerial
113 3-5mm Jack plug to 3.5mm Jack plug length

1.5m
114 5 pin DIN plug to 3-5mm Jack connected to

pins 3 & 5 length 1.5m
115 5 pin DIN plug to 3-5mm Jack connected to

pins 1 & 4 length 1.5m
116 Car aerial extension screened insulated lead.

Fitted plug and socket
117 AC mains connecting !ead fo rcassette record-

ers and radios 2 metres
118 5 pin DIN phono plug to stereo headphone.

Jack socket
119 2 + 2 pin DIN plugs to stereo Jack socket with

attenuation network for stereo headphones.
Length 0-2m

120 Car stereo connector. Variable geometry plug
to fit most car cassettes. 8 -track cartridge and
combination units. Supplies with inlined fuse
power lead and Instructions

123 6-6m Coiled Guitar Lead Mono Jack plug to
Mono Jack plug Black

124 3 pin DIN plug to 3 pin DIN plug. Length 1.5m
125 5 pin DIN plug to 5 pin DIN plug. Length 1.5m
126 5 pin DIN plug to Tinned open end. Length

1-5w
127 5 pin DIN plug to 4 Phono Plugs. All colour

coded. Length 1-5m
128 5 pin DIN plug to 5 pin DIN socket. Length

1 -5m
129 5 pin DIN plug to 5 pin DIN plug mirror Image.

Length 1.5rn
130 2 pin DIN plug to 2 pin DIN inline socket.

Length 5m
131 5 pin DIN plug to 3 pin DIN plug 1&4 and 3 &

Length 1.5m
132 2 pin DIN plug to 2 pin DIN socket. Length 10m
133 5 pin DIN plug to 2 Phone plugs

Connected pinS 3 & 5. Length 15m
134 5 pin DIN plug to 2 Phono sockets

Connected pins 3 & 5. Length 23cm
135 5 pin DIN socket to 2 Phono plugs

Connected pins 3 & 5. Length 23cm
136 Coiled stereo headphone extension lead.

Black. length 6m
178 AC mains lead for calculators. etc.

Price
£0.69

10-116

£0-98

£0-9i

£1-46

£078

£121

£104

£0-69

£1 72
£0.85
£0 15

£0-85

£1 40

£092

£121

£0-78

£0.95
£1-13

£0-86

£0.78

£0.71

£2.01
£0 52

TRANSFORMERS
MINIATURE MAINS Primary 240V
No. Secondary Price
2021 6V -0-6V 100mA £1 04

2023 12V -0-12V 100mA £1 .29

MINIATURE MAINS Primary 240V
with two independent secondary windings
No. Type Price
2024 MT280-0-6V 0-6V RMS £1-84
2025 MT150-0-12V 0-12V RMS £1-84

1 AMP MAINS Primary 240V
No. Secondary Price
2026 6V -0-6V 1 amp E2-88
2027 9V -0-9V 1 amp £2.30
2028 12V -0-12V 1 amp £2-99
2029 15V -0-15V 1 amp E3-16
2030 30V -0-30V 1 amp £3-97

P & P 45p
P 4. P 45p
P & P 55p
P & P 66P
P & P 86p

STANDARD MAINS Primary 240V
Multi -tapped secondary mains transformers available in; amp,
1 amp and 2 amp current rating. Secondary taps are 0-19-25-
33-40-50V. Voltages available by use of taps.
4. 7, 8, 10. 14, 15, 17, 19, 25, 31, 33,40, 25-0-25V
No. Rating Price
2031 3 amp £3-91 P & P 86p
2832 1 amp £5-66 P & P 136p
2033 tamp £6.27 Pa P
2035 240V Primary 0-55V .e

2A Secondary £7.30 P & P 11

SPECIAL OFFER
2042240V Primary 0-20V .4 2A Secondary. By removing Slums
for each volt from the secondary winding any voltage up to 20V
q 2A is easily obtainable Ideal for the experimenter.

£1.50 P & P 86p

CASES AND BOXES
INSTRUMENT CASES In two sections vinyl covered toy
and sides, aluminium bottom, front and back.
No. Length Width Height Price
155 Bin 51in 2in £1.73
156 11in 6in 3in £2-82
157 6in 41In llin £1.79
158 gin 551e 21in £2-43
ALUMINIUM BOXES Made from bright all. folded con-
struction each box complete with half -inch -deep lid and
screws.
No. Length Width Height Price
159 51in 23in 13in £0 -OS

160 4in 4in 11in £0.85
161 4in 23 -in 13in £0-85
162 53 -in 4in 11in - £097
163 4in 21in 2in £047
164 3in 2in lie £060
165 7in 51n 23in £1.43
166 8in Sin 3in L142
167 6in 41n 2in £1-18
SLOPE frontaluminium boxes with black vinyl base and sides
& aluminium back, top & front -strong construction easily
accessible.
169 2 118in 53181n 23in 12in 33in 8in £5-45
168 2 5i8in 7;in 4in 16in 41in 11 in £8'31

Terms cash with order. Cheques/Postal Orders made payable to Bi-Pak at above address.
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Projects...Theory...

and Popular Features ...

The integrated circuit ("microchip")
is nowadays a commonplace compon-
ent widely used in all manner of
projects, from the simplest to the
quite complex designs.

Indeed we have becoma dependent
on this device to a very marked
degree, for without it many projects
would just not be possible. This
month, as it happens, four out of the
six projects presented use i.c.s.

The circuit diagram of any project
where one or several i.c.s are used
gives a much simplified picture of the
true or actual state of affairs circuit -
wise. Within the outline symbol repre-
senting the i.e. exists another world
of microcircuitry, made up of ele-
ments that are the microscopic
counterpart of those discrete resis-
tors, diodes and transistors we are
also dependent upon.

But is it important what lies within
the i.c.? Maybe not to the average
constructor who sticks to published
designs. The i.c.s can remain simply
"black boxes" performing their
allotted functions. The inside "works"
need not concern the user.

Most significantly of all, thanks to
the widespread use of i.c.s we have
become accustomed to low component
counts for many projects. So when
some moderately ambitious circuit is
presented today in an entirely discrete
form we are likely to be staggered by
the number of individual components
involved.

The Dual Line Game (an analogue
computing system) uses 67 resistors,
49 transistors and 139 diodes. Truly
profligate, one might exclaim. But we
needs must refocus to the discrete
scene, and regain true perspective in
terms of actual basic circuit elements.

Of course using a large number of
discrete components makes for more
physical assembly work. But to the
hobbyist that should not be any
punishment. As a matter of fact the
method of assembly adopted for the
Dun/ Line Game is interesting and
instructive in itself; it illustrates a
compact "book form" of construction
where stacked circuit boards are
interconnected by ribbon wiring-a
method often used in advanced pro-
fessional equipment.

The hobby of electronics construc-
tion undoubtedly owes much of its
advancement and popular appeal to
microeleclionics. Yet there is still
plenty of fun and instruction to be
derived from the use of discrete
semiconductors, which bring one into
more intimate contact with the basic
circuitry. And suitable devices are
generally obtainable at attractive
prices.

Our June issue will be published on Friday, May 16. See page 337 for details.

Readers' Enquiries
We cannot undertake to answer readers' letters requesting modifications,

designs or information on commercial equipment or subjects not published
by us. All letters requiring a personal reply should be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope.

We cannot undertake to engage in discussions on the telephone.
Component Supplies

Readers should note that we do not supply electronic components for
building the projects featured in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, but these
requirements can be met by our advertisers.

All reasonable precautions are taken to ensure that the advice and data given to
readers are reliable. We cannot however guarantee it, and we cannot accept legal re-
sponsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current as we go to press.
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PRETUNED Frequency Coverage
1 - Range 850 - 1800kHz
2 - Range 500 - 050kHz
3 - Range 850 - 1800kHz
4 - Range 150 - 230kHz

performance. Insufficient voltage
reduces sensitivity, while excessive
voltage tends to cause instability.

The positive supply is at pin 1. via
R3, and obtained from a potential
divider formed by R2 to the battery
negative line, and VR1 with R5 to the
positive line. VR1 allows adjustment
to cover component tolerances, to
avoid any difficulty in this direction.

Audio output is via R4 and C9 to the
volume control VR2.

AUDIO SECTION
The amplification section consists

of TR1 and IC2, the latter requiring
very few external components.

Transistor TR1 is connected as a
common emitter amplifier with feed-
back biasing via R6. This acts as a pre-
amplifier for IC2 giving additional
boost to the output of JCL

4 -STATION RADIO
THIS receiver allows switch -selection

of Radio 1, 2, 3 or 4, without any
need for tuning adjustments when in
use. For a good performance without
too much circuit complication, two i.c.s
and a transistor are employed.

With the aerial and trimmer values
shown, approximate possible coverage
at each switch position is: 1 and 3,
1800 850kHz; 2 500-950kHz; and 4 150-
230kHz (longwave). This includes the
alternative programme frequencies
where applicable.

Note that in the London area, Radio
4 is best received using the 720kHz
frequency (medium wave), switch
position 2. Other frequencies include
the following: Radio 1, 1053kHz,
1089kHz; Radio 2, 693kHz, 909kHz;
Radio 3, 1215kHz; Radio 4, 720kHz,
2001:11z; Radio Wales 882kHz; LBC,
1152kHz; Radio London 1458kHz;
Luxembourg 1439kHz; Capital
1548kHz.

DETECTOR SECTION
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig.

1. The 2 -pole 4 -way switch Sla allows
the choice of four pre-set frequencies.
With SI at I trimmer Cl is in circuit,
while position 2 introduces C2 instead,
and 3 connects C3. Positions 1, 2 and 3
of Slb short the longwave aerial wind-
ing L2, for medium wave reception by
Ll. Position 4 gives longwave recep-
tion, with trimmer C4.

To avoid the additional tuning and
extra components of the superhet, the
ZN414 10 -transistor t.r.f. integrated
circuit IC1 is used. The r.f. resulting
from the resonant tuned circuit com-
posed of Cl, 2, 3 or 4 with Ll and L2
is fed to the input (pin 2) of IC1
which provides audio frequency out-
put at pin 1, so that it is only neces-
sary to follow this with an audio
amplification stage.

The ZN414 i.c. requires a supply of
about 1.3 volts and small changes in
voltage have a significant effect on its

HOW IT WORKS
FERRITE
AERIAL

PRESET
TUNED CIRCUITS

IC2 has a gain of 50, set internally
and an output power rating of over
1 watt into a 4 ohm loudspeaker. In
this design an 8 ohm loudspeaker is
used to reduce the peak current drawn
and conserve battery. This still pro-
vides adequate power output for
normal listening.

In areas of strong signal TR1 could
be omitted. Anyone wishing to reduce
the number of components and experi-
ment with this can omit R4, R6, R7,
R8, TR1, C10, C11 and C12, taking pin
2 of IC2 to the wiper tag of VR2.

RT. AMP AND

DETECTOR IC.

AUDIO AMP. LOUDSPEAKER

Radio frequency signals from the transmitter induce voltages in the
coils on the ferrite rod aerial. Four r.f. tuned circuits are formed with the
aerial which can each be inputted to the r.f. amplifier/detector i.c. The out-
put from this is the required audio signal which receives boost from the
audio amplifier to be heard in the loudspeaker.
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Fig. 1. The full circuit diagram for the Pretuned 4 -Station Radio. The coils with ferrite rod core is a standard ready made component
type FR5.

CIRCUIT BOARD
The circuit board employed is 0.1

inch matrix perforated s.r.b.p. measur-
ing 15 X 37 holes.

Both sides of this are shown in Fig.
2. First drill the board for the two
metal brackets, and the bolt to secure
tab MC. Both brackets are made from
aluminium to the dimensions shown
and can be fixed in place.

When fitting the board mounted
components as shown, their wire ends
will be long enough for many con-
nections. Elsewhere, use 20 s.w.g. or
similar tinned copper wire. With IC1,
note that pins 1 and 2 are well
separated, with the earth lead 3
between. The preset VR1 is placed
so that it can be adjusted from the
rear of the completed radio with back
panel removed.

1C2 is fitted in a holder, and must
of course be the right way round. An
indentation exists between pins I and
14 to aid polarity identification. Note
that there are eight pins of IC1 that
connect to the negative line.

Connect suitable lengths of flying
leads to reach the chassis mounted
components and the loudspeaker.
Multistrand wire is recommended.

CHASSIS
The chassis, which finally forms the

top of the case, consists of a 7 X 4in
"universal chassis" flanged member.
Drill or punch holes for VR2 and Si.
Also drill the fixing holes to match
those near the corners of the board, to
enable the board to be fixed to the
chassis. These bolts are countersunk
headed, and at least 15mm long.
Spacers or extra nuts hold the board
clear of the metal panel, and the tag

MC (Fig. 2) must provide a sound
connection from negative line to
panel.

Connections between board, Si and
S2 can now be made according to Fig.
2.

SELECTOR SWITCH
A 2 -pole 4 -way rotary switch may be

supplied as 6 -way, with a stop which
can be moved before the switch is

The completed prototype with back and side panels removed.
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PRETUNED 4 -STATION RADIO
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A close-up view of the Fig. 2. Full construction details showing the board and components in their relative positions
trimmer capacitor bank show- in the case. The L-shaped aerial bracket is bolted to the circuit board. The trimmer capacitor
ing fixing brackets used in brackets will need to be constructed to suit the trimmers obtained. One bracket is fitted
the prototype. by one of the board fixing bolts with the other on the chassis. However, this may need alteration.



COMPONENTS 77A
Resistors

R1 1001d2 R5 3.3kil
R2 68052 R6 820ki-I
R3 47012 R7 10k. C2

R4 4.7K1 R8 331d2
All IW carbon ± 5%

Potentiometers
VR1 1kG vertical miniature pre-set
VR2/S2 10k0 log, pot with ganged switch

Capacitors
C1 60pF 1 Compression trimmers C8
C2 200pF (type VC 29LC 60pF or C9
C3 60pF r VC29L 180p F suitable C10
C4 200pF j -Home Radio) C11
C5 10nF ceramic C12
C6 4.7,LIF 10V elect. C13
C7 OiltiF ceramic C14

Semiconductors
TR1 2N706 npn silicon
IC1 ZN414 t.r.f. radio i.c.
IC2 0:1380 audio amplifier i.c.

See

Sho
Talk

Page 323

10nF ceramic
0.1/2F ceramic or polyester
0.47gF ceramic or polyester
10nF ceramic
4.7pF 10V elect.
470/AF 10V elect.
1000yF 10V elect.

Miscellaneous
S1 2 -pole 4 -way rotary switch
LS1 8 ohm moving coil loudspeaker
L1/L2 ferrite rod aerial type MW/LW FR5 (Denco)
0.1 inch perforated s.r.b.p. size 37 x 15 holes; s.r.b.p. board size 30 x 40mm
(for aerial mount); 14 pin d.i.l. socket; control knobs (2 off); PP9 battery clips;
materials for case; aluminium for brackets; 6BA nuts, bolts and washers;
"universal chassis" flanged member size 7 x 4 inch (2 off).

£8.50
excluding case

mounted. Fixing the switch holds the
stop in place.

Those with an experimental inclina-
tion can use the two spare ways of a
6 -way switch for 1.w. and m.w. manual
tuning, with a 200pF variable
capacitor.

FERRITE AERIAL
Bolt a strip of perforated board

30 X4Omm (approx) to the central
bracket. Secure the rod to this, as
shown in Fig. 2, with adhesive and
cotton passed through holes in the
board. Ll (medium wave) and L2
(long wave) windings are then slid on.
The small coupling winding provided
on L1 is not needed, so this should be
removed.

The beginning of Ll is denoted by
A. Put sleeving on this lead and solder

it to Sla. The end of Ll and beginning
of L2 is denoted by B, and these are
joined at the strip supporting the rod,
and a lead run from this point to Slb.

The end of L2, C, runs to one side
of all trimmers and then Slb. The
windings of Ll and L2 must be in the
same direction. This can be seen.
Alternatively, if tuning of 200kHz is
impossible, take L2 off the rod, reverse
it and replace it.

TRIMMER BANK
The four trimmers are supported by

a strip spanning two brackets, see
photo. Stick a strip of paper marked
1, 3, 2, 4 close to the trimmers on the
chassis to identify adjustment from
behind. Wire the trimmers to Si, con-
nect LS1 and a battery.

Initially position Ll and L2 each
about 20mm from the ends of the

The fully wired chassis assembly with aerial secured to board.

rod, and check that with SI in posi-
tion 1, Radio 1 can be received with
adjustment of Cl. Similarly, that posi-
tions 2, 3 and 4 allow Radio 2, Radio
3 and Radio 4 to be tuned by C2, C3
and C4 respectively. If not, move Ll
slightly, or L2 for Radio 4. When in
order, cement Ll and L2 to the rod.

Other radio stations may be pre -
tuned in place of any of the above
mentioned; see frequencies and recom-
mended position discussed earlier.

CASE
The case can be made with

negligible cost and difficulty, but with
good appearance. In the prototype,
another 7 X 4in "universal chassis"
flanged member formed the bottom
panel. Each side is wood, cut 115mm
high by 130mm. Four 6BA counter-
sunk bolts fit each side to the chassis
members. The bottom is flush, but the
top panel is set down 5mm or so. The
front is another piece of 4mm plywood
size 178 X 115mrn, with an aperture
cut for the speaker, which is held
with countersunk bolts, or self -tapping
screws.

After checking that the pieces will
fit, temporarily remove the sides. A
piece of fabric about 215mm wide and
305mm long is then fixed with a suit-
able quick -drying adhesive along the
front of the bottom member. When
this is dry, stretch the fabric upwards
over the front, across the top panel,
and cement it at the back this
panel. It is necessary to cut holes for
the controls.

When the adhesive is dry, apply
more adhesive to the end flanges at
one side, and along the edge of the
front. Pull the fabric taut, fold it over,
and screw on the side. Repeat for the
other side. The back panel is the same
size as the front panel and held with
self -tapping screws.

FINAL ADJUSTMENTS
Glue on a facia and label as seen in

the photographs. Carefully check the
four trimmers. Also set VR1 so that
about 1.2V to 1.3V is present across
C6 (using a high resistance voltmeter)
or so that sensitivity is good without
instability.

For best reception in some areas it
will be found necessary to rotate the
receiver, for best volume of the
wanted transmission, and minimum
pick-up of other signals.

In many areas VR2 should not need
to be advanced very far and the
receiver will in general be operated at
considerably lower volume than the
maximum which could be obtained.

Final adjustment to the trimmers,
for the transmissions which are
required in any particular region, are
preferably made with a completely
insulated tool, with all the assembly
completed. 11
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LIGHTS
WARNING
SYSTEM

ALL drivers must at some time have
left their lights on when parking.

This is particularly likely to happen
when driving in daytime with lights
on, during rain or foggy conditions,
and also when setting off in darkness
and arriving at one's destination in
daylight.

The circuit to be described will
alert one to this condition. It has the
advantage that no setting or cancel-
ling switches are required; in some
cases, no additional warning light
may be needed. Instead, an existing
panel lamp may be used.

The indicator lamp (which may be
replaced by a buzzer if required)

flashes when the engine is switched
off with the lights left on. Turning
the lights off cancels the alarm. If
required, the lights can then be
turned on again without any alarm
indication. This allows for parking
with lights in awkward or hazardous
circumstances. If the alarm is acti-
vated and the engine re -started, the
alarm is cancelled.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram is shown in

Fig. 1. The circuit has three basic
inputs, +12V, IGNTTION and LIGHTS.
The 12 volt supply (car battery) is

connected at all times. The current
drain of the circuit is negligible and
the car could be left for weeks with-
out the battery becoming flattened. A
car clock consumes far more.

The +12V supply is filtered by R1
and C3 which removes any noise on
the line. The filtered supply is taken
to R5, R7 and pin 14 of IC1, a quad
dual -input NOR gate.

The ignition line is also filtered,
this time by R2 and Cl. When the
ignition is turned on, TR1 is turned
on via the flow of current through its
base network R3 and R4. The collec-
tor of TR1 is therefore pulled low,
taking the input to pin 6 with it.

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the. Lights Warning System. LP1 is a 12V bulb up to 2 watts and is only required if no in-built
panel light is available.
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The prototype component board. This differs from that shown below
where D2, D3 and R14 have been incorporated on the board.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 470f2iW R8 100kf2
R2 1kn R9 100kf2
R3 lokn R10 1 .5Mf2
R4 2- 2kf2 R11 101d2
R5 100kf2 R12 2- 2kf2
R6 low) R13 10kf2
R7 1MS2 R14 47f2 IW

carbon
All IW carbon ± 5% unless
stated otherwise

Capacitors
C1 0.1µF polyester
C2 0.47/iF 16V tantalumTal
C3 100pF 16V elect.
C4 0-33pF polyester

See

Sho
page 323

Semiconductors
D1 0A200 or similar silicon

diode
D2, 3 1 N4001 or similar 1 A recti-

fier (2 off)
TR1, 2 BC108 npn silicon (2 off)
TR3 BC307B pnp silicon
IC1 CD4011 CMOS Quad 2 -

input NAND gates

Miscellaneous
0.1 inch matrix stripboard size 25
strips x 18 holes; Veropins(7 off);
14 pin d.i.l. i.c. socket; 7 -way
2 -amp screw terminal block; case.

£2.20
excluding case

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 10. 0 0 0 0 tli 0   0 0 o   o
0 0    0 0 0 0 0  0 0  0 0 0 o,ooo0000000oo00000000o0000ooooo0000000000000000000000000oo00000000000000oo000o000000ooO 0000000000000oo 0000000000000 000000000000 000000o0o000 o0000000000o o0000000000o 00000000000 oooo00000000000000500000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000050550000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the topside of the board and the breaks to be made in the
copper strips. Numbered leads from the terminal block refer to Veropins on board. Only one
indicator lamp should be used, either LP1 or existing panel lamp for some other function (e.g.
rear screen demister indicator).
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HOW IT WORKS
ION 10

OFF---
HOFITS

-

The logic control circuitry normally provides an output to inhibit the
operation of the oscillator (it does not oscillate). However, when a con-
dition arises where the lights are on and the ignition is turned off, the
logic output changes and allows the oscillator to operate. This activates
a warning lamp (or buzzer) inside the car to flash (or sound). The logic
circuitry has a built-in parking facility which is enabled by turning the
lights off and then on after the alarm has sounded.

INHIBIT
(OUT)

A bistable latch is formed with
ICla and IClb which can be set and
reset by placing a low on pins 1 and
6 respectively. Once the latch is set
or reset it remains in that condition
indefinitely until the corresponding
input is taken low to change it.

Pin 1 is normally held slightly
below positive rail voltage (logic I)
by the network R6 to R8. We shall
now assume that the car is being
driven with the lights on. The IGNITION
and LIGHTS lines are both high (logic
1) and TR1 collector is low. The out-
put from pin 3 is low.

OPERATION STAGES
The driver arrives at his destination

and turns off the ignition. The ignition
line goes low, and TR1 turns off; pin
6 goes high. The low excursion of the
ignition line takes pin 1 low, via C3.
Capacitor C3 then charges via R7 so
that pin 1 is high again. The low
on pin I has, however, set the latch,
so that the output from pin 3 is high.
This output is taken to pin 8 where
it enables the relaxation oscillator
consisting of IC1c and ICid to operate.

The output from pin 11 pulses
alternately high and low, at a rate
determined by the time constant
(C4 X R10). In this case a rate of
approximately 1Hz is obtained.

The output from pin 11 is taken
via R11 to TR2, and turns TR2 on
and off. Likewise, the output from
TR2 turns TR3 on and off, via the
network R12 and R13. Transistor TR3
is a pnp transistor fed from the LIGHTS
rail. Its output is taken to a suitable
indicator lamp LPL for example 12V
100mA.

In the author's prototype, the lamp
used was the fitted rear screen
demister indicator. This is fed via D2,
R14 and D3, so that the light is on
dimly when the demister is in use, but
when the alarm turns on, the lamp
flashes brightly.

PARKING FACILITY
It will be noticed that Dl is also

connected to the LIGHTS line. When

the driver turns the lights off, the
cathode of D1 goes low, and the in-
put to pin 6 is pulled low. This resets
the latch, and cancels the alarm. The
lights can then be turned on again,
but since the latch has been reset,
the alarm condition is no longer
given. The output at pin 3 will now
be low, and so will pin 11. Thus TR2
and TR3 are turned off.

If the driver, instead of switching
his lights off, starts his engine after
an alarm has been given, TR1 turns
on again and pulls pin 6 low, so re-
setting the latch and cancelling the
alarm.

It will be observed that pin 6 is
permanently low while driving. This
ensures that no transient pulses from
the car can set the latch and give a
spurious alarm. This could be a most
disturbing situation in the middle of
a motorway, for example.

This system has been in use from
the winter of 1977 onwards without
malfunction and has proved very use-
ful.

Those readers wishing to use a
separate alarm lamp or buzzer may
dispense with D2, D3 and R14. The
lamp is then connected between chas-
sis and the collector of TR3.

CIRCUIT BOARD
All the components (except the in-

dicator lamp or buzzer) are mounted
on a small piece of 0.1 inch matrix
stripboard size 25 strips by 18 holes.
The component layout on the topside
of the board and the breaks to be
made on the underside are shown in
Fig. 2. This differs slightly from the
author's prototype as shown in the

photograph where D2. D3 and R14
were mounted around the alarm lamp.

The prototype was wrapped in foam
sponge and this held the board in
position in the case. If a bolt fixing
is preferred, the board should be ex-
tended to accommodate the fixing
holes. The screw -terminal block can
be fitted to the outside of the case
which should be equipped with lugs.

ASSEMBLY
Begin by making the breaks on the

underside and fitting the Veropins
and i.c. socket. Continue with the
link wires, resistors, capacitors and
semiconductors in this order. Solder
sufficient lengths of flying leads and
secure these to the terminal block.
Finally insert IC1 and the unit is
ready for assembly in its case and
installation in the vehicle.

Note that if a buzzer is used in
place of a lamp, a diode, must be
connected across its coil to prevent
the back e.m.f. generated when acti-
vated, from damaging TR3. The
cathode of the diode should connect
to TR3 collector with its anode con-
nected to chassis. i.e. the diode is
normally reversed biased.

INSTALLATION
It is recommended that the unit be

installed inside the car in an area
not prone to excessive temperature
changes (e.g. heater flow duct) or
moisture build-up. The glove compart-
ment is a likely position.

All the connections from the termi-
nal block should be made with flexible
(multistrand) wiring to reduce possi-
bility of vibration fractures. Connec-
tion to the required points in the
electrical system are best made with
push -fit spade connectors or the
"piggy -back" type. Self-adhesive foam
pads are suitable for fixing the case
to a horizontal surface and do provide
some form of shock absorption.

"1 was going to construct a Time Machine, but
there's no future in it."
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By Dave Barrington
For The Workbench

We would think that with the "shrinkage"
in size of most electronic components
over the years, a light duty vice is now
considered a must for most workshops.
Two such products worthy of consideration
for addition to the workshop are the
OK VV -1 vice and the Absonglen Mini -
bench.

Both professional and amateur will
find OK's new VV -1 light duty vice ideal
for handling small components and
assemblies.

The 33mm jaws are adjusted by a
knob which takes the place of the usual
"tommy" bar. Normally the vice would
be fixed to worksurfaces by a lever
operated suction mechanism but where
permanent installation is required it
can be screwed down.

The VV -1 vice is available from OK
Machine & Tool (UK) Ltd., Dept EE,
Dutton Lane, Eastleigh, Hants., S05 4AA,
price £2.58 inclusive of packaging.

Although we have not had the pleasure
of trying the Minibench we like the idea
of gripping small boards in its jaws and
being able to "flip" the workpiece over
for component mounting and soldering.
Another good feature is the facility for
flexible arms terminating in crocodile
clips to hold components and possibly
to act as heat sinks.

Further information can be obtained
from Absonglen Ltd., Dept EE, The
Forge, Staplow Cottage, Staplow, Led -
bury, Herefordshire, HR8 1NP.

VV -1 vice from OK Machine & Tool

Magnetised
An item which you would not normally

associate with the amateur workshop,
but once used soon becomes an invaluable
"tool" is the magnetiser/demagnetiser.

Ideal for demagnetising those screw-
drivers and drills which have a habit of
becoming magnetised, without reason
and picking up any metal debris, including
nuts and bolts, often found on the work-
bench and depositing them in the work-
piece before you can take any action.
Then there's the opposite case where
you wish you had a magnet to reclaim an
item which had accidently dropped
into the "works" and caused untold
time wasting and curses trying to devise
other methods of retrieval.

A suitable magnetiser/demagnetiser,
at a fairly low budget price of £9.95, is
available from Magnadyne Products and
may prove to be a worthwhile investment
for those "butterfinger" types like myself.

Claimed to be capable of producing a
bar magnet up to 9mm diameter and any
length, the magnetiser/demagnetiser is
available from Magnadyne Products,
Dept EE, 6 Lulworth Road, Welling,
Kent, DA16 3LQ.

Magnadyne
magnetiser/demagnetiser

DIP Extractor Plier
from Toolrange

Extractor Plier
Another unusual item, available

from Toolrange, which may appeal to
the constructor who has tried to remove
i.c.s from circuit boards is the DIP Ex-
tractor Plier, price £6.50 plus VAT.

It is claimed that this new hand tool
will remove 8 to 40 pin dual -in -line devices
from sockets and desoldered circuit
boards in seconds. The teeth of the
pliers grip devices as close as 0-25in
in densely packed boards. The pliers
are insulated for live board work and the
metal teeth also act as a heat sink and
shorting bar.

PLEASE NOTE
All prices quoted in this issue are

Pre -Budget

Soldering Irons
A new range of soldering irons from

S & R Brewster Ltd., may be worth further
investigation.

These irons are the Ceco Vad-Stat
range, for which they have acquired the
manufacturing and sales rights, used
extensively by the trade.

Amongst the range is the S.R.B. "Mighty
Midget" which is an excellent 18 watt
iron with interchangeable bits suited for
our type of work. The more robust of
their range, primarily designed for in-
dustrial use, are temperature controlled
and ratei: from 50W to 500W. For more
details readers should contact S & R
Brewster Ltd, Dept EE, 86.88 Union
Street, Plymouth, PL1 3HG.

Another company we must not overlook
when we are talking about soldering
iron requirements is Light Soldering
Developments Ltd.

They cover such an extensive range
that you can practically hand pick one
to meet your own personal needs, in-
cluding a "carry -it -anywhere" cordless
type with built-in recharger.

For more details and leaflets readers
should write to Light Soldering Develop-
ments Ltd., Dept EE, 97/99 Gloucester
Road, Croydon, CRO 2DN.

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

Availability of components for this
month's constructional articles should
not cause too much difficulty and should
only be a matter of looking through
advertisers catalogues.

Dual Line Game
In view of the _large quantities of tran-

sistors and diodes called for in the Dual
Line Game it would seem to be a good
idea to approach advertisers regarding
a special "bulk purchase" price for
these items. A discount price may also
be available for the 3.5mm jack plugs
and sockets. The rest of the components
for this project should be ready available
items.

Most advertisers will probably supply
the BC108 in the metal TO -18 can. This
also applies to the Lights Warning.

Battery Voltage Monitor
The multiturn preset potentiometer

VR1 listed in the Battery Voltage Monitor
project is available from Watford Elec-
tronics and Maplin Electronic Supplies.
However, there is no reason why a stan-
dard miniature preset potentiometer
should not be used with a slight loss in
fine adjustment.

Lights Warning System
The CD4011 used in the Lights Warning

System is a standard CMOS i.c. and
is usually generally available from most
advertisers. Transistor type BC307B is
listed by Watford Electronics. The suffix
B denotes the gain of the device.

Pretuned 4 -Station Radio
The ferrite coil needed in the Pretuned

4 -Station Radio is the Denco type MW/
LWFR5 and is stocked by Watford, Maplin
and Ambit International. Suitable trimmer
capacitors for C1 to C4 are available
from Home Radio as types VC29LC and
VC29L.

We cannot foresee any buying problems
for the Uniboard-Audio Tone Generator
and the Auto Fade projects.
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FOLLOWING last month's des-
cription of the basic principles

of transistors, we will now go on
to look at one of the most impor-
tant uses of transistors-as simple
two -state devices, with a clearly
defined ON state and OFF state.

In isolation such circuits can be
used to drive simple devices such
as indicator lamps or relays but
together with other similar circuits
they can form part of a logic
circuit such as may be found in
a digital computer.

ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL
Over the past twenty years or

so electronics has divided into
two main fields: analogue and
digital. They have almost become
two separate disciplines since the
techniques used in each appear to
be completely different.

Analogue electronics is con-
cerned with the generation and
manipulation of continuously
changing signals. The term "ana-
logue" is used since the electrical
signals are often an analogue of
some physical quantity. For in-
stance, an amplifier has voltages
inside it which are analogies of the
sounds which we want to hear-
voltage is used to represent air
pressure.

In digital circuits only two states
are normally to be found for any
particular section. These two
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B.Sc.
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states are used to represent the
two logical alternatives true and
false. By coding information in
terms of complicated patterns of
true and false, complex and
manipulations can be carried out
on the data at incredible speeds.

Analogue electronics is the
older field, probably since con-
tinuously variable signals occur
more often in nature than discrete
signals. A wave in water or sound
travelling through the air can be
simulated using electronic voltage
to represent height of the wave
or sound pressure. Fig. 8.1 shows
an analogue and a digital signal
compared.

Fig. 8.1. The analogue signal
shown at (a) varies con-
tinuously between its limits
whilst the digital signal at
(b) only takes two distinct
values, the change from one
to the other being very rapid.

Digital circuitry implies a more
abstract conception of real situa-
tions but the power of this
approach can be judged by the
proliferation of digital machines
in more and more aspects of
modern life.

The purpose of this month's
part is not to look at "logic" in
the abstract but to look at how
transistors can be used as two -
state devices and how they can be
combined to do useful tasks.

THE TWO STATES
The basis of the digital approach

is that the transistor is used
simply as an on/off switch, the two
states representing "true" and
"false."

It does not matter which state
we use to represent true provided
all the circuits are designed with
the same convention. Also it does
not matter what the absolute
voltages are which are used to
indicate true and false; provided
there is no possible way in which
they can be confused we are quite
safe.

The two states which we are
trying to achieve must therefore
be stable, repeatable and indepen-
dent of variations in the transis-
tors themselves.

Of course, there must be a time
when the transistor is in neither
the ON state or the OFF state, that
is when it is changing from one
state to the other, but we must
make sure that the time the tran-
sistor spends in this intermediate
state is as small as possible and
that it cannot get stuck in this
undesirable position.

(a)

STAGE A

Fig. 8.2. A switch which is
part of a system must be able OuTPuT .

to switch othersimilarcircuits
and must be capable of being
switched by a circuit similar
to itself.

STAGE B

e7;;,,SWITCH

NPUT/ OUTPUT

INPUT

INPUT
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Fig. 8.3. A simple transistor switch using
the common emitter configuration. The
base current must be greater than that
just needed to saturate the transistor.

Let us look at how the circuitry
around a transistor can be de-
signed so as to achieve the con-
ditions we require.

If the switch that we are design-
ing is to be used along with other
similar switches in a system, then
it must both be capable of being
switched by another stage and of
switching other similar stages.

Fig. 8.2 shows how the switch
might fit into a system. Note that
we do not allow outputs of differ-
ent switches to be connected to-
gether as we could get into a situa-
tion where one switch is trying to
switch on and the other off-
which one wins will be a matter
dependent on the circuitry rather
than the inputs to the two
switches.

However more than one input
can be connected together since a
switch will often be required to
drive many other switches.

THE OFF STATE
If we define the transistor as

being off when no current flows in
its collector then we can achieve
this quite simply with a common
emitter circuit by either leaving
the base open circuit or by making
sure that the voltage on the base
is not high enough to forward bias
the base -emitter junction.

Now, since we have said that the
switch must be able to be driven
by another similar switch, the
option of open -circuiting the base
is not possible. We must therefore
make sure that the voltage on the
output of our switch is well below
the voltage needed to forward bias
base -emitter, that is about 0.7V
for a silicon transistor.

As we saw last month, the cur-
rent through the collector will
never be exactly zero as some

leakage current will flow even
when the base is not forward
biased. However, this current is so
small that it can be ignored in this
context.

When the transistor is in this
state we say that it is "cut-off".

THE ON STATE
Looking at the circuit of Fig.

8.3, if the base current is gradually
increased from zero the current in
the collector resistor R., will gradu-
ally increase and the voltage at
the collector will fall steadily be-
cause of the increasing voltage
across the resistor.

Fig. 8.4. The transistor switch (Fig. 8.3) as it
output feeds it whilst it feeds many inputs.

Increasing the base current still
further produces a lower voltage
at the collector until a point is
reached when increasing the base
current any further produces virtu-
ally no change in. the collector
voltage.

What has happened is that the
base current has produced a cur-
rent in the collector which pro-
duces a voltage across the collector
resistor which is almost equal to
the supply voltage. Obviously this
resistor cannot drop more than the
supply voltage so the extra base
current has very little effect.

We call this state saturation for
obvious reasons. To define satura-
tion more rigorously we say that
saturation will be reached when
the base current exceeds the
maximum collector current (the
power supply voltage divided by
the collector resistor) divided by
the 12FE of the transistor.

4> vs + hFESaturation :
Re,

Now the voltage at the collector
cannot fall to zero but reaches a
minimum of about 0.2V for a sili-
con transistor. In order that this
voltage is reached no matter what
the gain of the transistor, we can
use a safety factor of ten by mak-
ing the base current ten times that
which is needed to just saturate
the transistor, assuming minimum
gain.

For a BC108 the minimum gain
is 110 so providing the base resis-
tor is ten times the value of the
collector resistor we can be certain
that even at worse case the output
voltage will be around 0.2V when
the input is taken to the positive
supply.

looks when in a system. Note that only one

RESISTOR VALUES
To put in some resistor values

then let us use a 1 kilohm collec-
tor resistor and a 10 kilohm base
resistor. Does the circuit thus pro-
duced fulfil our needs? To find
this out we have to slot the circuit
we have produced back into our
original system of Fig. 8.2 (see
Fig. 8.4).

Fig. 8.5. The loading on the switch in
Fig. 8.4 can be redrawn thus. The load
appears as a number of 10kS2 resistors in
parallel all to 0.7V.
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Fig. 8.6. When a pulse is applied to the
input of our switch the output does not
change instantly but with the delays
as shown here.

Assume the first stage (A) is on
so that the output voltage is 0.2V.
The base emitter junction of the
second stage (B) cannot be forward
biased as the voltage to do this is
0.7V. Thus stage B will be off (no
current in its collector resistor).
Now the collector resistor of stage
B has to supply the base current to
all the other stages to which it is
connected.

Each stage has a 10 kilohm in-
put resistor, all of which have
0.7V on their lower ends if their
respective transistors are conduct-
ing. We can thus draw the loading
on stage B output as in Fig. 8.5.

Note that if ten stages are con-
nected to output B then the
voltage drop across its collector re-
sistor will be 4.15 volts and the
current through each of the base
resistors will be only half of that
stipulated in the first design.

If we now say that this current
is our absolute minimum then we
are merely stating that one of
these circuits can drive no more
than ten similar circuits.

This figure is called the fan -out
of the circuit since it defines how
many other circuits we can fan out
our output to.

Apart from this restriction our
circuit seems to meet the criteria
of two distinct states, independent
of the transistor variations. But
how long does it take to switch
from one state to the other?

SWITCHING SPEED
To predict how long a switching

circuit takes to go from one state
to the other requires a much
deeper investigation of the work-
ings of a transistor that it is pos-
sible to present in this series.

Fig. 8.7. If 't is desired to drive a light
emitting diode from one of our switches
then the circuit shown can be used.

However, we can look at the actual
behaviour of the circuit and make
some remarks about the speed of
switching circuits in general.

Assuming we are driving the
switch with a voltage that changes
from high to low and back again
in zero time, what will the output
of the circuit under consideration
look like? Fig. 8.6 shows the input
and output waveforms that we are
likely to see.

We see that the output does not
follow the input immediately but
both at "switch on" and "switch
off" it goes through two stages.

There is a delay when nothing
appears to be happening followed
by a gradual change from one
state to the other. The delay
before the transistor switches on
is due to the time taken for the
base voltage to build up to a value
sufficient to forward bias the base -
emitter junction. After this the
collector current increases steadily
to its final value. We call these
two times the turn -on delay and
the rise time.

Now, we are putting much more
base current into the transistor
than is needed to produce the
collector current that we have.
When the input voltage is taken
to zero this extra current is
"remembered" in the form of a
charge within the transistor which
tends to keep the transistor on for
a short time. This is called the
turn-off delay. After this the col-
lector current falls steadily to the
off state. This is called the "fall
time".

You may have got the impres-
sion that we have a very slow
circuit but it must be realised that
the times we are talking about are
measured in millionths of a second

(microseconds or i.ts) or less so
that even this very crude switch
is extremely fast by everyday
standards.

HIGH CURRENT LOADS
Quite often the requirement will

arise to be able to drive some sort
of output device such as a lamp
or a relay using a simple switch
such as the one we have described.
We used light emitting diodes in
an earlier section of this series to
indicate the flow or absence of
current, so how would one of these
be driven by a transistor?

First  ascertain the current
needed through the load; for an
l.e.d. this would be about 10mA.
Now the l.e.d. will drop about
1.6V when it is conducting. The
transistor if fully on will drop
about 0.2V so that we must use
a series resistor to drop the re-
maining voltage which will be the
power supply minus (1.6+0.2)V.
For a 9V supply the resistor must
drop 72V at 10mA. This works
out as 720 ohms, the nearest pre-
ferred value being 680 ohms.

Assuming the transistor has a
minimum gain of 100 then a base
current of 0-1mA will just saturate

transistor. Allow a safety
factor of ten, giving a required
base current of lmA. If we are
driving this switch from a similar
one then we must be rather care-
ful in selecting our base resistor
since our base current has to flow
through the 1.e.d. of the previous
stage.

A base resistor of 8-3 kilohm is
needed if connected to the power
supply, so dropping this to 6- 8-
kilohm should give some allow-
ance for the voltage drop across
the l.e.d. and its resistor.

But note: if we try to feed two
similar stages then the current
through the output I.e.d. will be
1- 5mA, enough to illuminate
it! Therefore this circuit has a
much lower fan -out than the tran-
sistor switch described previously.
In fact it has a fan -out of only I.
Fig. 8.7 shows the circuit.

A TWO -STAGE CIRCUIT
As an alternative to a l.e.d. we

might want to drive a relay which
needs say 100mA. Out first prob-
lem is that 100mA is the maximum
current for a BC108 transistor so
right away we must look for a
transistor with a greater current
capability than this.
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The next problem is that using
our "ten times" criterion means
that we need 10mA to switch on
the driving transistor and if we
want to drive it from the output
of one of our simple transistor
switches, this value of current is
just not available.

The answer to the problem is
that we will have to use a two -
stage circuit of some kind: the
first one to "buffer" the output of
the driving switch from the high
current demand of the relay
driver.

A simple circuit is shown in Fig.
8.8. The first transistor (TR1)
needs only lmA to switch it on.
When it is on there is only 0.2V
on the base of the driver (TR2)
so the latter is off. When the first
transistor is off then 10mA base
current flows into the driver
through the collector resistor of
the first transistor which now be -

Fig. 8.8. A relay with its higher current
requirement and back e.m.f., requires a
slightly more complicated circuit. This
circuit also produces an inversion of the
logic input.

comes the base resistor of the
second.

DIODE PROTECTION
Note the diode across the coil

of the relay. This is to protect the
transistor from the large back
e.m.f. which is produced when the

transistor switches off.
The current which flows when

the transistor is on cannot dis-
appear instantaneously as the in-
ductance of the relay coil acts as
a store of current. If the diode is
not there the voltage at the col-
lector would rise to many tens of
volts and could destroy the
transistor.

The diode clamps the voltage at
the collector to the supply voltage
plus one diode forward voltage
drop (0-7V). This does mean that
the energy in the relay takes
longer to be dissipated but we are
not interested in this time for our
particular application.

One further point to note about
this circuit is that it inverts the
sense of the input. When the input
is high (near the positive supply)
the relay is off and when the input
is low (near the OV supply) the
relay is on.

EXPERIMENT 8.1:
LED DRIVER

Components needed: 680.0. 3-W resistor
(2 oft), 10k9, 4-,W resistor (2 off), BC108
transistor (2 off).

In this simple experiment we use a
switch to provide the input signals for a
light emitting diode driver which then
drives another similar stage. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 8.11a and the layout on the
Tutor Deck in Fig. 8.11b.

With the switch in one position, I.e.d. D1
is on and I.e.d. D2 is off. The situation is
reversed when the position of the switch
is changed, showing the inverting action.

Fig. 8,11a

TRANSISTOR
TYPE BC108

UNDERSIDE VIEW
WITH LEAD
IDENTIFICATION

Fig. 8.11b

Fig. 8.11(a) Circuit diagram of the two stage I.e.d.
driver as described in Experiment 8.1. (b) Layout
of the components on the Tutor Deck for Experiment
8.1.
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EXPERIMENT 8.2:
SWITCH WITH DELAY
Components needed: 6800 INV resistor,
100k0 :kW resistor, 470,uF 16V capacitor,
BC108 transistor.

91
9V

co 51

Fig. 8.12(a) Circuit diagram of Experiment 8.2. (b) Layout of the components on the Tutor Deck for Experiment 8.2.

This experiment shows how the charg- The switch is used to switch the I.e.d. capacitor has to charge (or discharge)
ing time of a capacitor can be used to pro- on and off but the change in the state of through the base resistor before the base
duce a delayed switching circuit. The the I.e.d. occurs some time after the becomes forward biased and the transis-
circuit is shown in Fig. 8.12a and the change in the state of the switch. The tor switches on (or off).
layout in Fig. 8.12b.

D

 l4.1Z:

Fig. 8.13b
In this experiment the simple AND gate

using two diodes (see Fig. 4.11) is im-
proved by adding a transistor switch.
Note, however, that the diode AND gate is
now a diode -transistor NAND gate be-
cause the transister switch produces an
inversion of the logic levels.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 8.13a and
the Tutor Deck layout in Fig. 8.13b.

Fig. 8.13a

20V©

ovO

20V©

EXPERIMENT 8.3:
TRANSISTOR -DIODE NAND
GATE

Components needed:
6800 -PN resistor,
10k0 IW resistor,
IN4148 diodes (3 off),
BC108 transistor.

Fig. 8.13(a) Circuit diagram of the two input NAND gate
as described in Experiment 8.3. (b) Layout of the compo-
nents on the Tutor Deck for Experiment 8.3.
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LOGIC GATES
When we looked at diodes (Part

4) we saw how a simple logic
"gate" could be formed which
gave a "true" output only when
both inputs were "true". The prob-
lem with the gate shown there
(Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9) was that it could
not easily be connected to other
circuits of the same type.

Combining the diode gate with
a transistor switch produces a gate
circuit which can be connected to
many other circuits.

Note the extra diode D3 that is
needed in the base circuit of the
transistor (Fig. 8.9). This is neces-
sary because even with both
diodes (D1, D2) fed with a low
voltage (0-2V) from previous
stages, the voltage at the base of
the transistor without the extra
diode would be 0.2+ 0. 7V. This is
more than enough to forward bias
the base -emitter junction and
switch the transistor on when it
should be off. The extra diode
reduces the voltage at the base to
0.2V so that it is well and truly
off.

DIGITAL INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS

Because of the importance of
digital techniques, a lot of work
has gone into producing switching
circuits which act at extremely
high speeds yet consume as little
power as is possible. The huge
number of switches needed in a
large digital computer led to the
development of integrated circuits
which are packages in which a
large number of transistors and
resistors and diodes are fabricated
on a single piece of silicon (a
"chip").

PART 8 QUESTIONS

8.1. The collector to emitter voltage of
a saturated transistor is:

a) 2V c) 5V
b) 0-2V d) 0.7V

8.2. What current into the base is
needed to saturate a transistor with
hfe = 50 and collector current of
100mA:

a) 100mA c) 2mA
b) 1 mA d) 10mA

8.3. To increase the fan -out of our
switch we could use a transistor with
different characteristics. Which of the
following is most useful, all other
parameters being the same:

a) higher gain
b) higher power

The most dominant technology
in digital integrated circuits over
the last ten years has been Tran-
sistor Transistor Logic or TFL for
short.

TTL circuits have now become
extremely cheap because of the
vast quantities in which they are
made. They are very fast, switch-
ing speeds being measured in
thousandths of millionths of a
second (nano seconds or ns) rather
than microseconds. They are reli-
able and can drive many other
similar circuits. Nowadays im-
proved versions of these circuits
have been produced which are
even faster and consume far less
power.

A typical TTL circuit is shown
in Fig. 8.10. Some special features
worth noting are the input tran-
sistor TR1 with its multiple
emitters which act just like the

9V

INPUT A

INPUT 8

Fig. 8.9. The circuit shown is a logical NAND gate. Only when
both inputs are high does the output go low.
Fig. 8.10.(right) The circuit of a TTL two -input NAND gate which
performs exactly the same logical function as the circuit of
Fig. 8.9 but a great deal more effectively.

c) higher collector current capa-
bility

d) higher speed

8.4. Switching time of a transistor
switch depends on which of the follow-
ing:

a) type of transistor
b) the circuit used
c) both of these
d) neither of these

8,5. What does TTL stand for:
a) Two transistor levels
b) Transistor timing logic
c) Transistor transistor logic

PART 7 ANSWERS

7.1. a) 7.2. c) 7.3. b) 7.4. a) 7.5. b)

diodes in our simple gate, and the
fact that the collector resistor of
the output transistor TR3 has been
replaced by another transistor
TR4. This gives the circuit the
capability of driving other circuits
at higher speeds than would be
possible with just a simple resistor.

Other technologies that are
popular are CMOS which has the
advantage of working with a wide
range of supply voltages whilst
consuming only miniscule amounts
of power and PMOS which is used
for cramming vast numbers of
circuits onto a single piece of
silicon since each transistor can be
made very small.

In a later part of this series we
will look at CMOS logic and go a
little further into its capabilities.

Next month we will consider the
transistor as a linear amplifier.

5V

INPUT A

INPUT B
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ATELEVISION feature described
some of the secret cat and

mouse activities in World War II
that are now called Electronic
Warfare. And from time to time
this intriguing term appears in the
press, as for instance the announce-
ment by Decca Radar of the order
for £2 million work of "EW equip-
ment" to be installed in new
Danish warships. Little else was
said and in fact intimate details
are never published by the manu-
facturers or armed forces con -
concerned.

This is generally in line with
military necessity; but new air-
craft, for instance, are often item-
ised minutely, particularly in
American specialist magazines, so
why this secrecy about Electronic
Warfare equipment and what is it
anyway?

A major chess game is in con-
tinuous operation between NATO
and Iron Curtain electronic design
engineers, each side trying to get
a step ahead of the other. As made
clear in the TV programme, there
is nothing new about this, the first
instance of the use of EW having
been by the Royal Air Force in
April 1942.

As soon as a radar is switched
on, either by an aircraft, ship or
ground station, two things follow.
First, a suitable receiver can

supply its operator with several of
the radar parameters (from which
can be obtained considerable in-
formation about their source) and
second, after an internal delay for
assessment, a jamming device can
be set in operation which will con-
fuse the radar's operator.

Bearing in mind that radar first
came about for warlike purposes,
it was natural that these two activi-
ties should follow its introduc-
tion almost immediately.

EARLY JAMMING DEVICES
It was a jamming device that

first appeared, RAF bombers using
it against the German "Freya"
early warning radars, and within
months an improved version was
in use along a 200 mile front. The
next year US bombers used
"Chaff", thousands of small strips
of aluminium foil that were re-
leased to provide an effect some-
what similar to dense sea clutter,
in order to obscure their own
echoes.

Chaff is still in use (a Squadron
Leader was recently on record des-
cribing an amusingly Heath -Robin-
son method he thought up for dis-
pensing it from the Jaguar air-
craft) but enormous strides have
since been made in both monitor-

ing and jamming Nor is that all:
anti -jamming measures on behalf
of the radar have been developed
and the scene soundly set for our
international chess game.

Here it is necessary to introduce
the accepted EW jargon. The
passive side-monitoring-is ESM
(Electronic Support Measures); the
active side - jamming - is ECM
(Electronic Counter Measures); the
defence against jamming is ECCM
(Electronic Counter Counter
Measures); and there is also Elint
(Electronic intelligence, of a
future tactical rather than imme-
diately useful nature).

The early jammers (ECM) were
simply radio transmitters that
radiated a continuous amplitude
noise -like signal across the enemy
radar's frequency band, already
deduced by special aircraft with
sensitive receivers (ESM). Gener-
ally speaking the radar would
receive a strong signal that
obliterated that of the inevitably
weak echo -return.

In the case of Plan Position
Indicator displays, the jamming
signal served to illuminate a
wedge-shaped sector whose angu-
lar width corresponded to the
beamwidth of the radar aerial.
Because the early radars had rela-
tively wide beamwidths an air -
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borne jammer could nullify a large
portion of the display. The early
aerials also had significant side -
lobes and this further assisted the
jammer by expanding the width of
the "whited -out" section.

COUNTER COUNTER
MEASURES

With the Cold War, followed by
conflict in Korea and Vietnam, EW
continued to develop, particularly
ECCM. The airborne jammer had
weaknesses that the ground radar
could exploit, one being limited
power due to limited size and
weight. Not so restricted, the
ground radar designer had re-
course to greater power, defying
jamming, and larger aerials with
reduced beamwidth and sidelobes.

Another ploy was the use of
radar magnetrons which could be
rapidly retuned to a different fre-
quency, forcing the jammer either
to carry a special operator with
radio receiver for monitoring, or
to resort to "barrage jamming"
across an active band which re-
duced available jamming power.

Yet another technique was to
have two or three different trans-
mitters, so that perhaps three suc-
cessive radar pulses would all go
out on different frequencies. This
necessitated a separate jammer
for each frequency and the
jammer was further embarrassed
by the introduction of new types
of high power valves which could
be retuned more quickly and over
a broader band. The advent of the
digital computer provided new

techniques for processing radar
signals that made it easier to de-
tect weak target echoes among
jamming.

ft might be thought that ECM
was now well on top of ECCM but
developments in microwave valves
were also helping the designers of
jammers. For example, valves such
as the backward -wave oscillator
and voltage - tuned magnetron
enabled the jammer to retune
more rapidly or to sweep the jam-
ming signal across the known
band. The chess game was gather-
ing momentum!

TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE
The travelling wave tube (TWT)

amplifier, a broadband linear de-
vice was the next ally of the
jammer, offering an entirely
different approach in that in com-
pany with the frequency memory
loop it could be used to deceive a
radar rather than overwhelm it.

This combination made it pos-
sible to receive and transmit back
to a ground radar a copy of its own
pulses, however varied these
might be by ECCM techniques.
They stored the received pulse in
a memory device and then retrans-
mitted it, so that the radar first re-
ceived the weak echo return and
then an identical but stronger one.
The result was a series of spurious
targets, each at a different range.
This type of jammer was of par-
ticular use against radars used for

afire control, in particular the
many types of missiles which de-
pend on radar for guidance.

Our heading picture (artist's impression)
shows a Vosper Type 21 frigate in an "EW
environment". The anti -missiles are inter-
cepting a sea skimming missile and a high
flying aircraft, while the ship engages enemy
ships with Exocet missiles.

A Decca hand-held lightweight ESM system
for use in helicopters and small vehicles.

MISSILES
The sinking of the Israeli des-

troyer Eilat by a single (Russian)
missile from an Egyptian gunboat
one tenth its size in the Six Days
War awoke the armed forces of
the entire world to the efficiency
of missiles. Their cost-effectiveness
was such that here was a long
range, powerful, accurate weapon
that could be carried in a fast
patrol boat as easily as in a
cruiser.

Almost from that moment there
was a rush to arm with missiles,
and also of course to arm with the
anti -missile capabilities of Elec-
tronic Warfare. From then on,
activity has been immense and as
varied as there now are radar sys-
tems to be assisted or combated
with specialised departments of
major electronics firms doing noth-
ing else.

Fire control radars normally
track the target automatically
once the human operator has
designated it. He does this by
assigning it a range tracking gate.
The radar locks on and, in effect,
turns off its receiver until an echo
can be expected at the approxi-
mate range of the chosen target,
taking its speed into account. This
procedure is open to deception
jamming by "range gate stealing".

At the outset, the jammer immer
diately repeats back the received
pulse, which allows the radar's
A typical small ship ESM for gleaning
information about enemy radars and their
sources.
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automatic gain control to adjust to
this stronger signal (because it
assumes it to be the chosen tar-
get). The deception jammer then
gradually introduces increasing de-
lays before transmitting back. The
radars range -gate circuiting begins
to track the stronger jammer
signal and gradually wanders off
from the correct target range.

BEAM SPLITTING
In order to measure target

position within the beam more
accurately, modern surveillance
radars use a signal processing
technique called beam -splitting.
This boils down to measuring the
point of strongest return because
it corresponds to the centre of the
beam. A deception -repeater can
upset such a technique by using a
procedure called inverse -gain. This
effects the direct reversal of the
normal method of retransmission
of the received radar pulse using
power proportional to the strength
of the received signal.

When the leading edge of the
radar beam first (weakly) strikes
the jamming aircraft, this retrans-
mits the pulse with higher power;
and when struck by the strong
signal from the centre of the radar
beam, the jammer replies weakly.
Thus the beam -splitting process is
turned on its head.

CONICAL SCAN
Some fire control radars, both

ground and airborne, employ a
conical -scan technique to track
their targets. The aerial points in

the last -known direction of the
target and its narrow beam is
made to scan across a small arc
around the aiming point to ensure
that the beam will catch the target
occasionally, despite the latter's
movements.

This small volume scan is
usually effected by a high speed,
off -centred rotation of the aerial
or its feed. The return will be
strongest when the beam is
directly on target, it will be weak
to zero when the target is only
partially or not illuminated at all.
The radar continuously compares
echo strength with aerial position
to determine target position (and
to redirect the aerial centre in the
right direction).

A deception -jammer can disrupt
this type of radar every effectively
by retransmitting pulses that are
modulated with spurious ampli-
tudes at the conical -scan frequency,
i.e. displaced in time -phase. This
will cause the radar to sense that
the target is, for instance, below
and to the left of its aerial posi-
tion when in fact it is above and
to the right. The jammer can
gradually introduce errors by in-
creasing the spurious time -phase
shift.

An alternative radar design
which is not vulnerable to this
jamming technique is to use a non -
scanning transmit aerial and a
separate receive only aerial the
beam of which does the scanning.
This means that the jammer can-
not tell the frequency of the
radar's receive aerial, forcing the
former to sweep its modulation
across a band.

The Electronic Warfare Engagement Simulator built by Plessey. Under development
for four years, it can simulate, in real time, many different combat conditions including
intensive use of ECM techniques by the supposed enemy. Its purpose is to aid develop-
ment of new ECM techniques that can be used to protect aircraft flying against fire control
radar systems.

Spy in the sky. A German Dornier
"Kiebitz" tethered rotor platform goes
aloft from its support truck. Unmanned,
it takes electronic equipment up to 1,000ft
greatly Increasing its operation range.

Monopulse radar is another
method of frustrating angle -
deception jammers. This employs
the interferometer principle to
measure target angle, using two or
more separated receiving aerials
for training and two others for
elevation (the displaced aerials
measuring the relative phase, or
amplitude, of the echoes to deter-
mine angle).

DOPPLER SYSTEMS
When continuous wave and

pulse Doppler type radars were
introduced to detect low flying air-
craft in ground clutter (see Rapier
Missile System, EVERYDAY ELE0-
TRONICS, April, 1977) special decep-
tion procedure had to be de-
veloped. The basic principle of
these radars concerns the Doppler
shift of echoes due to target
velocity.

For the first mentioned (con-
tinuous wave) the method of de-
ception is to retransmit the signal
with a spurious Doppler shift,
gradually increasing its magnitude
to cause break-up of velocity track-
ing. Apart from introducing
errors into the system's computa-
tion of lead angle, velocity gate
wander can result in loss of target
tracking when the jammer stops
its retransmission.

Against the pulse Doppler type,
a TWT is used, the jammer intro-
ducing a spurious Doppler shift
when it retransmits the received
pulses.

AT SEA
Though the foregoing has con-

centrated on land and air, navies
are equally dependent on Elec-
tronic Warfare. Ships are loath to
use their radars for fear of giving
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their presence away to an ESM
equipped enemy. When they do,
ECCM is employed to the full to
confuse the ESM operator.

Chaff is fired from rockets or
guns, ships sometimes putting up
a modern version of the old smoke
screen, behind which they
manoeuvre to outwit the detected
missiles.

Missiles do not always fly
straight, some rise to a great
height and plunge down on their
target, though the mechanism to
ensure accuracy to the necessary
few yards beggars the imagination
and is of course hideously expen-
sive.

Many types of missiles can be
launched from over the horizon,
directed by near real-time targeting
data provided by reconnaissance
aircraft or air/ship-based Elint
receivers and data linked to the
launching platforms. These can be
small fast patrol boats, as men-
tioned or submarines below the
surface. It is also thought that the
integration of data obtained by
satellite is possible. Probably the
best defence is a mixture of
weapons (such as guns and anti-

ciR t.EAD BENDER

missile missiles), the EW tech-
niques touched on above, and
suitable tactics.

SUPERIORITY BATTLE
Further examples of move and

counter move are endless, some-
times one side gaining the
ascendancy, sometimes the other.
It is obvious why secrecy is vital.
Historically, the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia was a big plus to
them, since their ECM technique
was successful in blinding NATO's
early warning devices on the
frontier. Later the Americans can
be said to have won the EW battle
against the Russian supplied N.
Vietnamese air defence system.

Lastly, in the Israeli -Egyptian
"October" war, Electronic Warfare
was a key element all round, both
at sea and in the air. The Israelis
used a pilotless decoy plane that
on one occasion was attacked by a
total of 32 missiles but returned
safely and in a naval engagement
the Eilat defeat was reversed by
four Israeli fast patrol boats who
hit eleven Egyptian ones, all con-
cerned armed with missiles.
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Double cake shaped aerial of Dacca's
EW equipment. Being designed to fit
around a mast, it does not compete for
the sought after masthead position.

It is a fair conclusion that all
radiating electronics can be
jammed and any jamming tech-
nique can be countered eventually.
So an end to Electronic Warfare
is not in sight, nor ever seems
likely to be.
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;BATTERY
VOLTAGE
,MONITOR

THIS article describes a simple car
voltmeter using Le.d.s to give a

continuous indication of battery volt-
age. The instrument can be calibrated
over a range of about 11 to 15 volts
and is easily constructed and installed
in any car whether positive or nega-
tive earth.

CIRCUIT
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The

LM324 integrated circuit contains
four operational amplifiers (op -amps).
The inverting terminal of each op -
amp is connected via R13 to the junc-
tion of R14 and 1)6 (1)5 is a Zener

TO CAR
ELECTRICAL

SYSTEM

DONLEAVY

diode, providing a fixed reference
voltage of about 6V).

REFERENCE VOLTAGE
Resistors R1, R3, R6, R9 and VR1

form a potential divider chain. The
values of these resistors are chosen
to give voltages of between 5 and 7
volts at the non -inverting terminals
of the op -amp.

The actual values will vary with
the supply voltage, that is the battery
voltage. Each op -amp will amplify
the difference in voltage between its
inverting and non -inverting inputs
several thousand times.

HOW IT WORKS
The output from the car regulator is fed into the unit. As the output from
the generator increases so the voltage going into the sensing switches
rises. The I.e.d.s are switched on one by one by the voltage comparators
within the voltage sensing switch circuitry. The number of illuminated
I.e.d.s gives an indication of the size of the input voltage and hence the
battery voltage.

If the voltage at pin 10 of ICI is
higher than that at pin 9 (which is
the reference voltage), then the out-
put at pin 8 will be high (12V approxi-
mately) and the 1.e.d. D1 will be on.

As the supply voltage increases,
more of the non -inverting inputs will
be at a higher potential than the
reference voltage, hence more l.e.d.s
will be turned on. VR1 is adjusted to
give the range of voltage measure-
ment required.

The diode D6 is used to prevent
damage to IC1 if the instrument is
wrongly connected to the supply. It
could be omitted but this is not
advised.

COMPONENTS
Many components used in this

design are not critical and there is
a wide range of tolerances in the
published values and types.

The variable resistor VR1 is a
multi -turn preset, although the more
usual skeleton type could be used
instead.

136 is any diode which has a reverse
voltage greater than 20V and D5 is
any Zener diode with a value between
5 and 6V.

Resistor R1 may need to be a
slightly different value to compensate
for the actual Zener value used.

The l.e.d.s D1 to D4 may be of any
type or colour. A different colour may
also be used for the last l.e.d. D4
giving a warning of too high a battery
voltage, indicating a faulty voltage
regulator.

The brightness of the l.e.d.s may
be altered by changing the values of
R4, R7, R10 and R12.
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Fig.1. Complete circuit diagram for the
Battery Voltage Monitor.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 8.242 R11 100ki2
R2 1001d2 R12 1ki2
R3 1k0 R13 33kS2
R4 ikn R14 lokn
R5 100kS2
R6 11d2
R7 1k& See
R8 100kil ShopR9 ikn
R10 1k0 Tali(All IW carbon ± 5%

page 323
Semiconductors

101 LM324 quad op -amp i.c.
D1 -D4 T I L209 I.e.d. (4 off)
D5 BZY88C5V6 5.6 volt

400mW Zener diode
D6 1N4001 rectifier diode

Miscellaneous
VR1 20kC2 multi -turn preset

potentiometer
TB1 2 -way screw connector

block
Stripboard, 0.1 inch matrix, 17
strips x 32 holes; case, 100 x 50
x 25mm (optional); connecting
wire; screws for fixing unit to
vehicle; d.i.l. socket for IC1.
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Fig.2. Component layout on the topside of the
stripboard, wiring to the terminal block and under- VIA IGNITION
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track. The I.e.d.s may be mounted separately
from the board, see text.
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ASSEMBLY
All the components, including the

1.e.d.s, are mounted on a piece of
0.1 inch matrix stripboard, 17 strips
by 32 holes. The layout is shown in
Fig. 2.

The unit is housed in a small box.
50 x 100 x 25mm. Drill the lid of
the box in such a way that the 1.e.d.s
protrude through the surface and fit
tightly into these mounting holes.

The constructor may like to alter
these mounting arrangements. One

possibility is to mount the 1.e.d.s
separately in the case. Another is to
drill the dashboard and mount them
where they can clearly be seen, fitting
the stripboard somewhere behind the
dashboard.

The input from the battery is made
via a double screw connector block
TM glued on the outside of the case.

CALIBRATION
Calibration is best done before

installation. Connect a voltmeter
across the input terminals and adjust
VR1 so that the fourth l.e.d. DI turns
on at about 15V.

Check that all the l.e.d.s are ex-
tinguished at somewhere between
10.5 and 11V. The value of resistor
lil may need to be altered to achieve
this, either 6.8 or 10 kilohms may be
necessary depending on the value of
D5.

An 18V supply to feed the current
through a 1 kilohm variable resistor
will suffice for a power supply to cali-
brate the instrument. The current
consumed will be about 18mA with
all four 1.e.d.s alight.

INSTALLATION
When installing the unit in the car

use an auxiliary lead from the igni-
tion switch to provide power. In
normal operation D3 and D4 should
light when the ignition is switched
on. D2 may also light when the engine
is running.

If D4 lights up on its own, this
indicates that the battery voltage is
low and so the battery needs re-
charging or replacing. If all the 1.e.d.s
come on, the voltage regulator may
be suspect (assuming the instrument
has been properly calibrated).

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE BY PAUL YOUNG

First Exhibition
In December I visited the "Breadboard

Exhibition" and splendid it was too.
I do wish that they would rename it.
Several people thought it was a Bakery
Exhibition.

I MUST say it bought back memories.
It was held in the Horticultural Hall at
Westminster and I remember years ago
that one of the first of these exhibitions
was held there. It was called the "Radio
Hobbies Exhibition".

We had a stand there, and three inci-
dents stick in my mind. My brother had
pre -fabricated our display on hardboard.
We arrived at the hall and started to
erect it. Blunder number one; up rushes a
Union Official and told us we had to
employ a Union man to do it.

We had no alternative but to agree.
As it turned out our chap was quite useful
and didn't object to our helping him.

The next calamity was even more
worrying. Thirty minutes before the
show was officially opened, along comes

an Inspector. He takes one look at our
hardboard and says, "That's not fire proof,
I can't allow the show to open".

Fortunately in the end he compromised,
andsaid that if we painted the backs of the
display boards with fire proof paint he
would lift the ban. I remember us slapping
on black paint as hard as we could go,
and the day was saved. Between you and
me, the paint we put on would have made
it burn better than ever, but as they say,
what the eye doesn't see the heart doesn't
grieve about.

Finally, when we were packing up to go,
I carried out a beautiful display case
made of quarter inch plate glass. It was
raining and I stood it on the bonnet
of our van. Slowly, it slid to the edge while
I stood and watched hypnotised. then
it plunged into the road and shattered
into a thousand fragments.

My brother came along a few seconds
later, while I was still gazing at the mess
in sheer disbelief. His only cryptic com-
ment was, "Ohl dear, what a pity, I would
like to have seen MI"

Component problems
Over two years ago, I forecast that the

range of components might be reduced,
and I pointed out that it was not likely
to inconvenience the constructor. This
has now happened. Toggle switches
for example are reduced to two types,
single -pole on/off and double -pole
double -throw, but since this covers the
whole of our needs it is of no great
consequence.

Sometimes we run out of a particular
value of quarter -watt resistor so we
send a half -watt. This upsets no one and
only worries the un-enlightened.

I had a case recently. of a customer
returning a small transformer and com-
plaining it was open circuit. I remembered
that I had had a similar experience myself,
but I refused to believe that both the
primary and secondary windings were
faulty, so I rubbed the connecting wires
with"emery"and re -tested it. Itwas perfect.

These transformers are obviously dipped
in a clear varnish which invisibly coats
the connecting wires and prevents con-
tact. I mention this in case you come
across a similar problem.

JAM PLUG & FAMILY... BY DOUG BAKER

THE REVOLUTIONARY CHIP WILL PROVE TO
YOU KNOW, APART FROM EVERYTHING ELSE,

BE A TIME -SAVING AND-)
1/

IT'S OBVIOUS. YOU SIMPLY WARM UP THE
NEW PRE-COOKED CHIPS AND SERVE,
SO YOU SAVE TIME BY NOT HAVING TO

PEEL POTATOES.)

Aa
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AUTOPHASE
One of the most popular effects

units with pop bands. A four -stage
phasing unit that has continuously
variable symmetrical automatic
sweep. The sweep rate is adjust-
able by externally mounted control.
Suitable for all musical instru-
ments and vocals.

A

COURTESY
LIGHT DELAY

Allows for a delay-adjustable 0 to 30
seconds-in the operation of the car
interior light so that driver and passenger
may settle down with doors closed and to
start the engine before the light goes out
automatically. A boon for every motorist.
Easy to build and install.

A.F.sion
GENERATOR
A valuable item of test gear covering the

entire audio frequency spectrum in three
ranges. Sine and square waves. Continu-
ously variable attenuator. High level of
performance. Low noise and distortion.

*

fi
*A

AUTOWAR
An add-on effects unit for the

pop guitarist and organist. This
produces the usual waa-waa
sound without the use of a foot -
operated pedal. This has been
simulated electronically and has
variable speed and adjustable
sweep contour.

JUNE 1980
ISSUE ON SALE
FRIDAY, MAY 1E
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RULES OF THE GAME
THE GAME of Dual Line is played by

two contestants on a board marked
out with a lattice of interwoven red
and blue lines. One contestant (for
example BLUE) has a supply of blue
plugs, the other (mu) has red plugs.
Each player takes turns to insert a
plug into an unoccupied socket on the
board (there are sockets at each point
on the board where red and blue lines
cross).

The object of the game, for the RED
player, is to create an unbroken red
line from top to bottom of the board.
When a red plug is inserted into a
socket, the red line through that point
is assumed to be completed, and the
blue line broken. A winning line may
zigzag about all over the board so
long as it connects the two opposite
sides of the board with an unbroken
line.

Similarly the BLUE player is trying
to complete a blue line stretching be-
tween the left and right hand sides
of the board. Unlike the game of
noughts and crosses the game can
never end in a draw because one
player can only prevent his opponent
from winning by winning himself.

RESISTOR ANALOGUE
The unit decides the moves for one

of the players (in this case BLUE). It
operates on the following principle. A
resistor network (Fig.1) corresponds

the lines open
player (lines of play for the RED player
are shown on the same diagram as
dotted lines). All resistors have the
same value.

When BLUE inserts a
plug into a jack socket,
the resistor corresponding
to that socket is short-
circuited. When RED in-
serts a plug into a jack
socket, the resistor corres-
ponding to that socket is
open -circuited. Thus when
BLUE completes his line
from left to right hand
side of the board and
wins, the entire network
is short-circuited.

Similarly when RED
completes a line from top
to bottom of the board
the network is open -
circuited. These two con-
ditions are detected by
the win detecting circuit
(Fig.3) and cause the RED
WINS Or BLUE WINS l.e.d.s
to light.

MAKING A MOVE
When the circuit is

called upon to decide
its next move, a volt-
age source is applied
across the network. The

By A. Russell

strategy of the machine consists of
choosing the resistor across which the
maximum voltage occurs. If two or
more resistors show the same maxi-
mum voltage, one is selected at ran-
dom.

The move is indicated to the human
contestant by lighting two l.e.d.s
which point to the row and column
co-ordinates of the socket where the
machine would like its move made.
Of course this requires a measure of
integrity on the part of the human
contestant because the machine can-
not tell when it is being cheated.

A simple machine may be made by
using light bulbs, instead of resistors,
in the network of Fig.1. The machine
moves can then be determined by
observing which bulb glows the
brightest. It is often difficult to decide
which of several bulbs is brightest
and so a more sophisticated circuit
was developed to automate this deci-
sion.

The difficulty here is how to detect
the network resistor with the highest
voltage across it, bearing in mind
that there is no common point in the
circuit to measure the voltage with
respect to.

Fig.1. Resistor analogy network for the Dual Line
Game.
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Fig.2. Block diagram showing all sections of the game.

In this circuit the emitter -base volt-
age of a silicon transistor (which is
the same between transistors at the
same temperature) is used as a refer-
ence. Each resistor in the modelling
network has a transistor emitter -base
junction across it. Those resistors
where current could flow in either
direction depending on the state of
play have two transistors connected in
opposite senses.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
The sequence of events, which takes

place when the machine decides its
next move, is best visualised by refer-
ing to the block diagram (Fig.2).
When the GLUE Go button is pressed,
row and column lock -out circuits
(Fig.4) are reset which in turn send
compute signals to the control circuit
(Fig.3). Compute signals cause a
variable voltage generator in the con-
trol circuit to apply an increasing
voltage to the modelling network
(Fig.5).

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE
Voltage continues to rise until the

potential difference across one resis-
tor is enough to switch on its asso-
ciated transistor. Sensing lines (E, F,
G, H, 1 and J, K, L, M, N) from the
row and column lock -out circuits
(Fig.4) detect row and column co-
ordinates of the switched on transis-
tor, light the appropriate l.e.d.s and
take away the compute signals which
causes the output of the voltage
generator to return to zero.

Lock -out circuits hold the row and
column l.e.d.s on until BLUE GO is
pressed again. If either BLUE or RED

has won, no voltages will be developed
across any resistor in the modelling
network. The output of the control
circuit will rise until the win detect-
ing circuit comes into play and identi-
fies the winner.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 10kf2
R2 47k1-2

R3 1 kf2
R4 220t1
R5 10kf2
R6 2.742
R7 27kS2
R8 10k0
R9 10kf2
R10 100k12
R11 2.2kf2
R12 low
R13 100kf2
R14 2.2kf2
R15 10kf2
R16 100kf2
R17 2.2kf2
All carbon ±5%

Capacitors
C1 50µF 15V elect.
C2 50pF 15V elect.

R18 10kfl
R19 100kf2
R20 2.2ka
R21 2.21d2
R22 100kf2
R23 2.2kfl
R24 100kf2
R25 2.21d2
R26 1Okf2
R27 100kf2
R28 2.2kfi
R29 10kf2
R30 100k52
R31 2.2kfl
R32 10kf2
R33 100kf2
R34 2.2kfl

Semiconductors
TR1, 2,3 BC108 npn silicon (3 off)
TR4-TR15 BC557pnp silicon (12 off)
TR16-TR49 BC108 npn silicon (34 off)
D1 -D4
D9 -D14
D16 -D21
D23 -D28
D30 -D35
D37 -D48 IN 4148 or similar small
D50 -D55 signal silicon diode
D57- D62 (126 off)
D64 -D69
D71 -D76
D78 -D139
D5 BZX85 5.1 V

R35 10kf2
R36 100kf2
R37 2.2kfl
R38 10kf2
R39 100kfl
R40 2.2kf2
R41 100kf2
R42 2.2kf2
R43-67 2.21d2 (25 off)

D6-8
D15
D22
D29
D36 TIL 220 red light
D49 emitting diode (12 off)
D56
D63
D70
D77

Zener diode Page 323

Miscellaneous
SK1-SK25 3.5mm jack sockets with one normally closed switch (25 off)
S1 single -pole on/off toggle
S2 miniature push -to -make single -pole switch
B1 9V type PP3
Stripboard: 0.1 inch matrix, 36 strips x 51 holes (3 off); 6 metres of ten -way
ribbon cable; PP3 battery connector; size 10 knitting needles, one set plastic
one set metal, for pegs; 7mm diameter wood dowelling and red and blue enamel
paint for pegs; materials for cabinet; three 4BA nuts and bolts with spacers
for mounting circuit boards.
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Fig.3. Complete diagram of the control and win detecting circuit. This is built on board A.

CONTROL CIRCUIT
The complete circuit of the control

and win detecting circuit is shown
in Fig.3.

When the BLUE GO button is pressed
9V is applied via diodes Dl and D2 to
lines A and B of the row and column
lock -out circuits. This resets the sys-
tem and in turn applies 9V back to
the control and win detecting circuit
via the diode ox gate D3 and D4.

Because of the C -R network
up of R1 and Cl), the voltage at the
base of TR1 rises exponentially to-
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wards 9V. This rising waveform is
buffered by the emitter follower stage
formed by TR1 and fed into the
modelling network (Fig.5).

If nobody has won yet, the voltage
across the modelling network con-
tinues to rise until the voltage across
one of the resistors in the network is
sufficient to cause the associated
BC108 transistor (TR16 to TR49) to
conduct. Current is then fed from this

through two isolating
diodes, onto two sensing lines from
the lock -out circuits.

MC.,DELL:NG NET'WCPK

TR5(1ll
37557

0,2'i621

MA Ni Et?, ARE ","E 17035

515132)

223(;11

G22)631
T7. 239

50

MT :34
2.2kr:

11533)
10Gki2

IRS (12)

Dz7ei:

328I19)

332:731

TR7(13)
sc5S7

033176 035,73:I

F321:331
17ka

onw

WIN OR LOSE
If RED has won, the modelling net-

work is open circuit and the emitter
voltage of TR1 is free to rise toward
9V. When this voltage reaches 5.8V,
D5 starts to conduct and feeds cur-
rent into the base of TR3 which
switches on and lights the RED WINS
1.e.d. D7.

Similarly, if BLUE has won, the
modelling network is short circuit and
the current through TR1 rises until
about 3mA is flowing at which time
the voltage drop across R4 is about
0.7V; TR2 switches on and the BLUE
WINS l.e.d. D6 is lit.

LOCK -OUT CIRCUITS
The modelling network is flanked

by two lock -out circuits, one for the
rows, one for the columns, and their
function is to record and display the
network element with the highest
voltage across its terminals.

When the BLUE GO button is pressed,
line A or B (depending on whether we
are considering row or column lock-
out circuits) is taken to +9V (see
Fig.4). This energises TR9 (or M15)
which switches off TR4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
(or TRIO, 11, 12, 13 and 14). At the
same time compute signals are applied
to the control and win detect circuit
which in turn applies a rising voltage
to the modelling network.

Assuming neither player has won,
one of the elements in the modelling
network switches on causing a volt -

:336,,771

TR8(14)
9205'

523co:
2-232

013139)

TR9(15)
BC337

f)33,.59I

Fig.4. Complete diagram of the lockout circuits. Note that two of these are required, one for the rows and one for the columns. Bracketed
component references are for the column lockout circuit and unbracketed ones for the row lockout circuit. These are both built on board B.
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HOW IT WORKS

ANALOGUE /

COMPUTER

411=RED PEGS

0 -BLUE PEGS

In this electronic game of Dual Line, the machine always uses blue
pegs and the human contestant red pegs.

Assuming red moves first, the appropriate colour peg is taken and
placed in the selected position. The BLUE GO button is then pressed. This
causes the analogue computer within the unit to work outthe best counter-
move and indicate its position by lighting up two l.e.d.s on the front panel.

The player then inserts a blue peg in the position given and the whole
process is repeated again and again until there is a complete line of pegs-
either blue or red.

When this happens, the machine works out who has won the game and
lights up the correct WIN I.e.d.

age to appear on its respective sensing
line. When this happens, the a cso-
dated transistor in the lock -out circuit
switches on illuminating the 1.e.d. in
its collector line.

To stop other transistors being
activated at the same time, a set of

MODELLING
NET

inhibit lines are provided. These are
initially all at OV. When one transis-
tor turns on it immediately clamps its
associated inhibit line to +9V which
turns off TR9 and prevents any of
the other lock -out transistors from
turning on.

SENSING L NES FROM
COLUMN LOCK-OUT CIRCUIT

J At.411,4q6,6 Ji.K14$P

gito4s.yr (IL Frit
II ,

*SEE TEXT

MODELLING NETWORK
The complete circuit of the model-

ling network is shown in Fig.5. You
will notice that there are two types
of circuit elements. However, both
essentially consist of a resistor con-
nected across a semiconductor junc-
tion, the ends of which are connected
into the matrix. There are also two
sensing outputs X and Y each con-
nected to the sensing lines from the
lock -out circuits.

When the applied voltage across
the network is sufficient to turn the
transistor on in a particular element,
these outputs go high energising their
respective sensing lines. This causes
the lock -out circuits to register this
condition and indicate the next move.

CIRCUIT BOARDS
Most of the components in the Dual

Line Game are mounted on three
circuit boards. These are all identical
pieces of 0.1 inch matrix stripboard
36 strips by 51 holes and full details
of component mounting and drilling
are given in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.

Construction should start with the
control and win detecting circuit
board (Fig.6). It will be noticed

TR16-31
e BC108

090-105 1N4148

a X

0106-1211M148
a

0122-1321NCI48

a X

Fig.5. Circuit diagram of the modelling network. Note that this is made up of identical network elements, the circuit diagrams of which
are shown on the right. This is built up on board C.
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Fig.6. (above and left). Circuit board layout
of the control and win detect circuit (Board
A).

Fig.7. (below and left). Circuit board layout of
the lockout board (Board B). See text for an
explanation of the inter -board wiring refer-
ences.
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The left hand photograph shows a view of the top of the lockout board. Note the use of ribbon cable for off -board connections.
The other photo shows a view of the modelling network board. Note the circular shaped plastic encapsulated BC108 transistors and
copper bus wires.
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Fig.8. Circuit board layout for the modelling
network board (Board C).
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immediately that only half the board
area is used. However making all cir-
cuit boards the same size, means that
mounting them in the cabinet is a lot
simpler and this is what has happened
here.

Multi -way ribbon cable is used for
front panel connections both on this
board and the others as this makes
lead identification much easier and
keeps the wiring reasonably neat.

To make it easier to keep track of
interboard wiring, a simple system of
board location identification has been
adopted. The first letter refers to the
board itself, and the rest of the letters
and numbers refer to the strip/hole
co-ordinates of a particular location
in the usual way.

For example location CAA17 refers
to location AA17 on board C (the
modelling network board).

The lock -out circuit board (Fig.7)
can be tackled next. Both row and
column lock -out circuits are accom-
modated on the same piece of strip -
board and apart from C2 are identical.

NETWORK BOARD
Finally the network board can be

assembled. A quick glance at Fig. 8
will confirm that this consists of a
large number of separate small cir-
cuits each with two wires going to a
socket on the front panel and one
each to the appropriate row and
column lock -out circuit.

Bus wires made up of thick gauge
copper wire are mounted about 7mm
clear of the board from one side to
the other to provide common returns
for the lock -out circuit board input
lines. This can be seen clearly in the
layout diagram.

You will see that plastic encapsu-
lated BC108 transistors have been
used in the prototype. The more
familiar TO -18 types can be used in-
stead but take care that their cans do
not short circuit to other parts of the
circuit.

Component identification is made
very simple by the fact that all tran-
sistors, all resistors and all diodes
are of the same type and value. On the
other hand, lead out wires from each
section should be made easily identi-
fiable so that they can be connected
to the correct socket on the front
panel. Care must also be taken to get
the polarities of circuits round the
edge of the board correct.

CABINET AND FRONT PANEL
In the prototype the cabinet

(dimensions 200 X 130 X 70mm) was
made up from 75 X 15mm (3 X12 inch)
softwood with a hardboard bottom.

The front panel is made up from
a piece of 3mm coloured Perspex.
Great care is needed in drilling this
material and a hand powered drill is
best. Red and blue lines are made
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with coloured drafting tape and cap-
tions with rub on lettering protected
by clear sticky tape.

The interior layout can be seen
both in Fig. 9 and in the accompany-
ing photographs. It is sensible to mark
out and drill all the holes in the Pers-
pex panel before mounting any com-
ponents and it is also a good idea to
check each jack socket. Some may
need their contacts adjusting and this
is easier to do before they are
attached to the front panel.

A battery holder can also be made
from a suitably shaped piece of plas-
tic (or metal) and glued into position
in one corner of the box (see Fig.10).

The completed circuit boards are
mounted one above the other on three
4BA bolts which have been fixed with
Araldite to the floor of the case.
Spacers can be made up from old ball
point pen cases.

Once interwiring between the
boards is complete, they can be fixed
in position using 4BA nuts, and wiring
to the front panel completed. The
unit is now ready for testing.

BLUE AND RED
To complete and test the Dual Line

Game a set of plugs (or pegs) is re-
quired, 12 for RED and 12 for BLUE.

The red pegs are made up from
size 10 plastic knitting needles. A
25mm section of needle is cut and
Araldited to a 7mm long section of
7mm diameter wooden dowel. The
pegs are finished off by giving the top
a couple of coats of red enamel.

The blue pegs are made up in a
similar way, the only difference being

The completed unit before installation in its case.

that metal knitting needles should be
used, sanded down to ensure a good,
contact in the sockets.

Testing and setting -up the equip-
ment can now proceed.

TESTING
When the circuit is first switched on

it should draw about 10mA from a 9V
battery and two l.e.d.s should be lit,
one row and one column indicator.
Pressing BLUE GO will cause the l.e.d.s
to flash briefly, during which time
current consumption will rise to
about 25mA. A row and column 1.e.d.
will again be lit, probably different.

The 2.2 kilohm resistor on the
modelling network board, board C, in

circuit LG (R63) should
now be increased in
value (to about 3.3 kil-
ohms) until every time
BLUE GO is pressed D22
and D63 come on (no
jack plugs should be
in the board for this
adjustment). This en-
sures that when the
circuit is given the first
go in a game it will
choose the centre posi-
tion which is the best
first move.

Each position on the
board can then be
tested by forcing the
machine to choose
every position in turn.
This is done by making
a line of red pegs from
top to bottom of the
board, broken only at
the point you wish the
machine to choose.

Obviously, if the cir-
cuit is working cor-
rectly, it must choose
to place its plug in the
gap this being the only

move which can prevent immediate
defeat. Any fault shown by this test
must be traced back from the front
panel to modelling network board to
lock -out circuit board until the error
is found.

After passing this test the machine
is ready to challenge you to a game.
If you give it the first move you can
expect to lose the game on most
occasions. (Only one line of play has
been found that can defeat it when
it has first move.) When you take first
move it has less chance of winning,
but will if vou make a bad mistake.

The advantage of the first player
can be reduced if it is agreed that the
first move may not be in the centre
position. Under these rules the
machine cannot calculate its first
move, but it plays rather well if it is
give position MG as its first move.

COMPONENTS
This circuit uses quite a large

quantity of rather a small range of
common components. For this reason
it pays to shop around to find the best
value. The advertisements in this
magazine are a good place to start.

The semiconductors used in this cir-
cuit are not critical, any small signal
silicon npn transistor will do instead
of BC108 and any silicon pnp instead
of BC557. The TIL220 and 1N4148
diodes may be replaced by any
reasonable equivalent. It is not recom-
mended that manufacturers "fall
outs" be used in this circuit.

This article has described an
analogue electrical resistance network
which calculates moves for a simple
game. There are similar resistance
analogues for some other games. The
processing power of these and more
complex networks containing induc-
tors, capacitors and other elements
are overlooked in these days of digital
computers. 21
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Protective Words
Specialists In any area tend to talk their

own particular language. This is partly
because It Is all too easy for an "expert" in
electronics, hi fi, video or computers to
forget that others are less expert in that
field. But it is also a defence mechanism;
a protective moat of words to ward off
critics.

It isn't just electronics specialists who
talk in jargon. Professionals, such as
doctors, solicitors and accountants are
past masters at the art of staying "one up"
by using long words understandable only
to other professionals in the same field.
(An animal vet once told me that a cat
which licked off Its fur had "chronic lick-
titis"). Some shop assistants, especially
in the electronics area, play exactly the
same game, assuming that no one will
want to risk losing face by admitting that
they don't understand a technical term.

Don't fall for it. If you are being sold
something, whether it's advice from a pro-
fessional, education from an instructor or
equipment from a shop, you are entitled to
understand what is being said. If you don't
understand a technical term when it's
thrown at you, don't try and disguise the
fact. Instead own up and ask for an ex-
planation.

As often as not you'll find that those
who use the most exotic technical terms,
and gabble them the fastest, don't really
understand what they mean. It is they who
will be embarrassed, not you, if you ask
for an explanation. If you don't believe me,
try it just once when you are next shot a
piece of jargon by an expert .. .

Headphone Stereo
This train of thought was triggered by

the realisation that it still isn't safe to
write, even in the hi fi press, about "bin-
aural" or "dummy head" stereo without
also adding a brief explanation of what this
technique involves. The idea of binaural
stereo reproduction, which provides a very
wide spread of sound from a two channel
recording heard over headphones, dates
back to the early part of the century and
long before anyone succeeded in repro-
ducing a stereo spread of sound from a
pair of loudspeakers.

When you think about it, binaural re-
cording is the obvious way to reproduce a

By ADRIAN HOPE
realistic all-round image of sound, In real
life we hear sound from all around, and
identify the direction of individual sounds,
by listening with our two ears. The brain
is able to decode subtle directional clues
in the sound arriving at each ear because
the size and shape of a human head intro-
duces phase, time and level differences
into similar sounds arriving at both ears.

In theory, if you put a microphone in
each ear of a human stereo head and
record sound picked up at each ear on a
two channel stereo recording system you
will capture an accurate replica of the
original sound field. You can achieve a
similar effect by building a dummy head
of the same shape, size and mass as a
human head.

For reproduction you simply feed sound
from the left recorded channel into the left
side of a pair of stereo headphones, and
feed the sound from the right channel into
the right headphone. This gives each ear
the artificial equivalent of what the ears of
the recording head heard. The brain then
decodes the phase, time and level differ-
ence to produce a mental illusion of the
original sound field.

You'll notice that I used the phrase "in
theory". A binaural (two -eared) or dummy
head stereo recording system can work
remarkably well but it isn't quite as straight
forward in practice as it sounds on paper.

A microphone, which is an electro-
mechanical transducer and not flesh and
bone, obviously can't accurately imitate
the audio characteristic of the human inner
ear, especially when it's fixed outside in
the ear lobes. Likewise a headphone unit,
which is another electromechanical trans-
ducer and is clamped over the outside of
the ear lobe can't completely accurately
mirror the sound of nature.

In practice the main audible short-
coming of binaural sound reproduction is
what has become known as "front back
ambiguity". A sound recorded from the
centre in front of the recording head may
sound on replay as if it is coming from
behind, and vice versa.

This is why many binaural recordings
cheat a little by giving the listener an
artificial fix on the sound field. For
instance someone on the recording con-
veniently announces that they are "stand-
ing in front". It also has to be said that
some binaural recordings are technically

much better than others in this respect
and recordings that produce a good
illusion of the sound field for one listener
may not sound so realistic to another.

Bad Image -
Why hasn't binaural sound recording

ever been a commercial success? In short
it's anti -social and inconvenient to listen
on headphones. So engineers soon lost
interest in headphone stereo after they
had devised a system of producing a
stereo spread of sound from a pair of loud-
speakers in a room.

Unfortunately a binaural stereo record-
ing will not produce good stereo from
loudspeakers. Moreover, a conventional
stereo recording intended for loudspeaker
reproduction (which in effect means virtu-
ally every commercially available record-
ings) will not produce a true surround of
sound when heard on headphones. In fact
an ordinary stereo recording usually
sounds as if it is coming from inside the
listener's head when heard on head-
phones.

When a binaural recording is played
over loudspeakers the stereo image is
muzzy and diffuse unless the listener sits
in just the right position so that only sound
from the left speaker reaches the left ear
and only sound from the right speaker
reaches the right ear. In fact this neatly
sums up the basic difference between the
two types of stereo.

With binaural stereo the sound for each
ear is at all times kept separate: for loud-
speaker stereo the sound from the left and
right channels mixes and blends in the
room after it leaves the loudspeakers.
This mix or blend is heard slightly differ-
ently by each ear of the listener and the
slight differences produce an illusion of
natural sound.

Binaural Sounds
For anyone whose appetite has been

whetted by this brief introduction to bin-
aural sound, the BBC occasionally broad-
casts a binaural programme and there are
several binaural records on the market.
But because many record shopkeepers
haven't a clue what binaural is all about
(another good example of disguised
specialist ignorance) they will often file
binaural under "quadraphonic" and re-
commend that the records need to be
played on "special" reproduction equip-
ment. In fact all you need is a stereo
gramophone system and a pair of stereo
headphones.

So where to buy binaural records? A
good starting point is Quadramail, the
Huntingdon based mail-order company
which specialises in specialist discs and
usually has a sales stand at major hi fi
exhibitions. Also, part-time audio journa-
list Mick Skeet has produced a range of
binaural EP discs which are available at
E1.50 each (including postage) from
Whitetower Music, 2, Roche Gardens,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3 6HR.

Some discs are far more worthwhile
than others but If you like rock music I'd
suggest AMC 705 (which features a semi-
pro rock band called "Sinner") and if your
musical tastes are more conservative I'd
suggest AMC 704 (which on one side
features some delightfully original organ
.and trumpet music recorded in a church).

Everyday Electronics, May 1980



OP10
LED's 0.125in. 0.2irt each

Red TIL209
Green TIL211
Yellow TIL213
Clips 3p

DISPLAYS
DL704 0.3 in CC
DL707 0.3 in CA
END500 0.5 in CC

T1L220
T1L221
TIL223
3p

10p
15p
15p

130p
1300
100p

Low profile
by Texas

8 pin 10p 18 pin 160' 24 pin 22p
14 pin 12p 20 pin 18p 28 pin 26p
16 pin 13p 22 pin 20p 40 pin 38p
3 lead T018 or TO5 slo. 12p each.
Soldercon pins: 100 for 60p.

TRANSISTORS
AC127
AC128
AC176
AD161
AD162
BC107
BC108
801080
8C109
801090
BC147
BC148
BC177
BC178
BC182
BC182L
BC184
BC184L
BC212
BC212L
BC214L

22p
22p
22p
40p
40p
12P
10p
12p
12p
12p
9p
9P

16p
16p
100
10p
10p
10p
10P
10p
10P

5C548
BCY71
BCY72
60131
BD132
60139
BD140
BEY50
BFY51
BEY52
M.12955
MPSA06
MPSA56
TIP29C
TIP30C
TIP31C

11p
16p
15p
40p
40p
33p
33p
23p
23p
23p

100p
16p
16p
60p
48p
50p

TIP32C
TIP2955
TIP3055
ZTX107
ZTX108
ZTX300
ZTX500
2N3053
2N3054
253055
2N3702
253704
253706
2N3819
2N3904
253905
253906
255459
255777

60p
66p
53P
12P
12p
14p
15p
25p
56P
50p

9p
9P
9p

20p
10p
100
10p
33p
50p

DIODES
1N914 4p 1N4006 7p
154148 3p 155401 14p
1N4002 5p BZY88ser. 8p
154148 £1.50 per 100.

PcBS
VEROBOARD

Size in. al in. 0.15in. Vero
25 x 1 16p - Cutter 1100.
2.5 x 3.75 52p 45p
2.5 x 5 60p 55p Pin insertion
3.75 x 5 70p 70P tool 150p.
3.75 x 17 250p 210P
SS pins/100 45p 45p
Fibreglass board: 80p each.
Alfac - 33p per sheet.

RESISTORS
Carbon film resist-
ors. High Stability,
low noise 5%.

E12 series. 4.7 ohms to 10M. Any mix:
each 100+ 1000+

0.25W 1p 0.9p 0.85p
0.5W 2p 1.5p 1.3p
Special development packs consisting of
10 of each value from 4.7 ohms to 1 Meg -
ohm (650 res) 0.5W £8.50. 0.25W £5.30.
METAL FILM RESISTORS
very high stability, low noise rated at SW
1%. Available from 51ohms to 330k in
E24 series. Any mix:

each 100+ 1000+
0.25W 4p 3.7p 3.5p

POTENTIOMETERS
Preset vertical or horizontal 100 ohms -
151 . . ... 6p
Rotary 5K -2M2 Log or Lin single 300
Rotary 5K -2M2 Log or Lin double 900
Slide 60mm travel 5k -500k Log
or Lin, single 60p
Suitable knobs for above with coloured
caps in red, blue, green, grey, yellow and
black. Rotary controls 16p each. Slide
type 12p each.

MISC.
Murata Ultrasonic Transducers 350p pair
64mm Bohm speakers 1600 each
64mm 64 ohmspeakers 100p each
SRB 17W soldering iron 430p each
Reel of 22swg solder (39.6m) 320p each
Desoldering tool 510p each
Precision screwdriver set 170p each
Titan Electric drill 1095p each
Minaiture 606 and 909

at 100mA transformers 110p each

SWITCHES
TOGGLE
Standard SPST 36p DPOT 50p
Miniature SPDT 75p DPDT 85p
Subminiature SPST 580 DPDT 78p
SLIDE
Standard DPDT 170
Miniature . DPDT 16p
ROCKER (10A rating)
SPST 34p each. SPST 46p each.
ROTARY
11.12W, 2P6W, 4P3W or 3P4W 51p each
Key operated DPDT (Yale key1395p each
PUSH
Non locking - push to make 16p each

- push to break 22p each
Locking - SPST 75p each

DPDT 100p each

REW
MOBS

100mA ve
78L05 30p
78L12 30p
78L15 300

LM309K 140p
LM317T 220P
LM323K 480p
LM723 400

1A - ve
7805 700
7912 70p
7815 70p

lA - ve
7905 85o
7912 850
7915 85p

CAPACITORS POLYSTYRENE
High quality foil type. 63V working, 5% toI.
22pf to 100pf 7p each
1500pf to 0.01u F' 9p each
TANTALUM BEAD
0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47, 0.68
1 & 2.2uF @ 35V 10p each
4.7, 6.8, 10uF @ 25V 180 each
22@ 16V, 47 @ 6V, 100 @ 3V 22p each
MY LAR
0.001, 0.01, 0.022, 0.033, 0.047 . . . 4p each
0.068, 0.1 5p each
POLYESTER
Mallard C280 series
0.01, 0.015, 0.022, 0.033, 0.047, 0.068,0.1. 6p ea.
0.15, 0 22 8P each
0.33, 0 47 12p each
0.68 17p each
1.0uF 22p each
CERAMIC
Plate type 50V. Available in E12 series from
22pF to 1000pF and E6 series from 1500pF to
0.047uF 2p each
MINIATURE TRIMMERS
Miniature film type, in 1.4pF - 5pF, 2pF - 22pF,
2pF - 22pF, 2pF 10pF, 5.5pF - 65pF. 22p each
RADIAL LEAD ELECTROLYTICS
63V 047 1.0 2.2 4.7 10 6p each

22 33 47 8p each
100 16p each

220 20p each
25V 10 22 33 47 6p each

100 8p each
220 12p each

470 180 each
1000

pAciks

28p each

Specially developed packs
intended for development
work.

'AW CF resistor, 10 each value E12 series
4.7 ohm to 1 Megohm (650 total)

CF resistor, 10 each value E12 series
4.7 ohm to 1 Megohm (650 total)
4W MF 1% resistor. 10 each value E24
series 51 ohms to 33oK (930)
Preset potentiometers 5 each value
from 100 ohms to 1 Megohm (65)
Polyester capacitors 5 each value
0.01 to 2.2uF (70)
Ceramic plate capacitors 10 each value
220F to 0.01uF (310)

530p each

850p each

2950p each

390p each

690p each

5750 each

STEVENSON
Electronic Components

otios
4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4022

20p
20p
20p
90p
200
95p
30p
200
35p
80p
80p
30p
65p
90p

100p
1000

4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4031
4033
4036
4039
4040
4041
4042
4043
4046
4048
4049
4050
4051
4053

20p
50p
20p

160p
45p
850
85p

220p
150p
350p
3009
110P
85p
80p
95p

110p
60p
45p
45p
70p
80p

4054
4060
4063
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4078
4081
4082
4086
4093
4095
4098
4501

120p
1200
120p
60p
20p
200
200
20p
200
20p
200
90p
20p
20p
20p
200
75p
60p

110P
120P

20p

4502
4507
4508
4510
4511
4512
4516
4518
4520
4527
4528
4529

-4531
4532
4538
4543
4566
4558
4559
4581
4585

1200
60p

330p
80p
90p
80p
800
80p
80P
90p
900

150p
1500
130p
160p
110p
170p
120P
420p
330p
110p

LSTTL
74 SOO
74LSO1
74 LSO2
74LS03
74LSO4
74LSO8
74LS10
74LS13
74 LS14
74 LS20
74 LS21
74LS27
74LS30
74LS32
74LS37
74LS42

16p
22p
16p
22p
16p

- 220
22p
38p
65p
22p
22p
28p
22p
30p
40p
60p

74LS47
74LS48
74LS54
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS93
74LS95
74LS107
74LS114
74LS123
74 LS125

80p
90p
22p
35p
35p
40p
40p
45p
68P
85p
40p
40p
55p
650
450
40p
80p
45p

74LS126
74LS132
74LS136
74LS138
74 LS139
74LS151
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS173
74LS174

45p
800
50p
75p
75p
60p
65p
80p
70p
650
75p
68p
800
80p
80P
80p

135P
95p

74LS175
74LS190
74LS191
74 LS192
74LS193
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS251
74LS266
74LS290
74LS365
74L5366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS386
74 LS670

90p
90p
90p
90p
90p
90p
90p
85p

100p
70p
35p
BOP
55p
55p
55p
55p
500

200p

TTL
7400
7402
7404
7408
7410
7413
7414
7420
7427
7432

12p
12p
14p
16p
14p
24p
39p
14p
22p
18p

7442
7445
7447
7448
7473
7474
7475
7476
7485
7486
7490
7492

40p
50p
50p
45p
23p
23p
26p
25p
55p
18P
30p
30p

7493
7496
74121
74123
74125
74126
74132
74141
74145
74148
74150
74154

30p
380
29p
40p
38p
36p
46p
48p
48p
90p
55p
68p

74157
74164
74165
74174
74177
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74196
74197

40p
550
550
550
500
50p
50p
500
50p
50p
50p
50p

CONNECTORS
-400

2.5mm 10p 15p
3.5mm 10p 16p
Standard 16p 30p
Stereo 23p 39p
1mm PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Suitable for low voltage circuits, Red & Black.
Plugs: 7p each. Sockets: 8p each.
4mm PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Available in blue, black, green, brown, red, white
and yellow. Plugs: 12p each. Sockets: 13p each.

DIN PLUGS AND SOCKETS
plug chassis line

socket socket
2 pin 8P 80 12p
3 pin 12p 100 12p
5 pin 180° 12P 11p 17p
5 pin 240' 14p 11p 22p
JACK PLUGS AND SOCKETS

unscreened screened socket
8la
9P

19p
22p

MICRO

21 L02

LINEAR
709 400
741 18p
747 50p
748 35p
7106 8509
AY -1-0212 6600
CA3046 700
CA3080 75p
CA3130 900
CA3140 500
F X209 820P
ICM7555 100p
ICM7556 POA
LF347 135p
LF351 45p
LF353 850
LF355 92p
LF356 95p
LF357 92p

LM10
LM301A
LM308
LM318
LM324
LM339
LM348
LM377
LM378
LM3795
LM380
LM381
LM382
LM383
LM386
LM387
LM389
LM391
LM1310
LM2917
LM2924
LM3900

4000
30p
70p
850
52p
55p

100p
170p
230p
4100
80p

140p
120p
200p
90p

120p
1000
1700
140p
2800
160p
60p

LM3909 72p
LM3914 280p
121,13915 280p
LM3911 120p
LM13600 160p
MC1496 80P
LM1458 40p
LM1830 1800
MC3340P 135p
MC3360P 135P
MM57160 650P
NE531 110p
NE555 23p
NE556 60p
58566 1200
NE567 120p
NE570 420p
NE571 460p
NE5537 POA
RC4136 100p
SAD10241310P
SN76477 230p

TBA800 80P
TBA810S 1100
TDA1008 3500
TDA1022 6300
TDA1024 1200
TDA2020 360p
TL071 75p
TL072 135p
TL074 2000
TL081 45p
TL082 85P
TL084 125P
TL170 600
XR2206 390p
XR2207 450p
Z5414 80p
ZN419 POA
ZN424 150p
ZN425E 420p
ZN460 3600
251034 230p

2112 220p
2114LP 420p
4116 620P
2708 6800

120p 2716 1980P

CPU's
6800
8080A
Z80

650p
6100

1090P

SUPPORT
6810 3500
6821 6000
6850 550p
AY5-1013 370p

We now offer one of the widest range of components at the most competitive
prices in the U.K. See catalogue for full details. We welcome callers at our
shop in College Road, EF5mley, from Mon  Set, 9am - 6pm (8pm on Wed and
Fridays). Special offers always available. We also provide an express telephone
order service. Telephone orders recieved before 5pm are shipped same day.

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 01464 2951/5770.

Details of our entire range of components are con-
tained in our new 1980/81 catalogue containing
over 100 illustrated pages. Price 50p includes post-
age (Si 50p voucher). Prices VAT inclusive.

=2:111111
VISA BARCLAYCARD

& ACCESS WELCOME

Please add 50p carriage on orders under £15. Official orders welcome.

Mail orders to: STEVENSON (Dept EE)

76 College Road, Bromley, Kent BR11DE.



Everyday News
"Contrariwise," continued
Tweedle-dee, "if it was so, it
might be; if it were so, it would
be; but as it isn't it aint. That's
logic!"

Try asking the man in the street
what he knows about the silicon
chip and you may end up feeling
like Alice. Indeed the very mention
of the "mighty -micro" will prob-
ably cause his eyes to glaze over
and conjure up visions of Star
Trek and a certain Italian car
commercial.
In the Home

In fact the microprocessor is more
commonly used than we think
although you wouldn't really know
unless you looked closely. The Daily
Mail Ideal Home Exhibition held last
month at Earls Court gave ample
opportunity to seek out examples of
the "new technology" applied around
the home-and we do mean seek out,
despite what you may have been led
to believe by pre -show publicity.

It is clearly evident from the exhibi-
tion that domestic appliance manufac-
turers seem notoriously slow in adopt-
ing new ideas. It's true that the odd one
or two washing machines, cookers and
sewing machines use microprocessor
control, but we are still a long way off
complete electronic control-strange,
when it is cheaper and more reliable
than equivalent electromechanical sys-
tems. Perhaps it's not a strong selling
point.

Quartz watches are now
being produced in China for
the growing world market.
They use a Japanese elec-
tronic assembly but the
cases are made locally.

GOLD RUSH
Electronic component

manufacturers have been
rushing ahead with gold
surcharges following the
huge lift in world gold
prices. First in the field was
RCA with a gold surcharge,
quickly followed by TI, Fair-
child and National.

Gold is used extensively in
semiconductors, thick and
thin film microcircuits, and
edge 'connectors. Surcharges
can be as little as 0-3p for a
simple low-cost plastic pack-
aged device but as much as
50p for a complex ceramic
assembly.

AN IDEAL HOME FOR CHIPS

This is a silicon "chip"

Choose Electric says Fred the talking robot on the
Electric Council Stand

Singer Futura 2001 touch sensitive machine Credo Carefree Electronic Cooker

The one exception to this was Plessey
Ltd. Their whole stand was devoted to
silicon chip technology and many
devices one would expect in the Ideal
Home of the '80s were on display. These
included a new infra -red remote con-
trolled slide projector, a heat sensitive

Fly Electric

hair dryer and a special set-up designed
to illustrate silicon chip manufacturing
techniques.

So perhaps next year we can look
forward to a true Ideal Home of the
future.

A new concept in aviation is the all -electric plane
proposed by research engineers in Lockheed. It would
still use aviation fuel for propulsion but would sub-
stitute very efficient electric generators and motors
for the present hydraulic systems.

This, says Lockheed, would use less overall power and
reduce fire risk because an all -electric system would
be lighter and hydraulic fluid is prone to ignition.

Reduction in fuel consumption, first costs and main-
tenance costs over the lifetime of a medium-sized
transport aircraft could be as much as £50 million.
Electronic solid state control would be an essential
feature in any new design.

Colour Blind
Advice for the component

manufacturer for selecting
suitable colours for marking
resistors and capacitors is
the subject of the new
British Standard BS5890
"Guide for the Choice of
Colours to be used for the
Marking of Capacitors and
Resistors." Price El  20.

The object of the new stan-
dard is to reduce errors or
misunderstandings which
may result from improper
selection or interpretation of
colours.

348 Everyday Electronics, May 1980



, from the World of Electronics

"Hands on Experience" is
the title of a series of new
exhibitions currently being
planned by Eurofairs to
appear throughout the
country, commencing in Bris-
tol on 27 to 29 June.

The exhibitions aim to
introduce the latest home
computers, electronic games
and remote control equip-
ment/models to potential
buyers. For further details
write to Eurofairs, 9 Park
Place, Clifton, Bristol BS8
1JP.

ANALYSIS

Inta-Stella Encounters
Scientists working on high energy physics are sending each

other scientific data through the European OTS communica-
tions satellite.

The new scientific data network is called Stella and it
enables participating laboratories to exchange data with high
accuracy at a rate of a million bits of information a second.
This is roughly the same speed as a scientific computer and
will obviate the long delays of sending magnetic tapes by
post.

Stella will link the Rutherford Laboratory in the UK with
other laboratories in Germany, France, Italy, Austria and
Ireland.

In 1979 zhere. were 18 pro-
secutions for illegal use of
CB Radio with another 56

HOT STUFF
We know now that the electromagnetic spectrum is

enormous extending from wavelengths of 100km at the low
frequency end up to mere fractions of a micrometre (10-6
metre). Visible light is only a small part of the spectrum with
wavelengths between 0.4 and 0.8 micrometres (i.e. 750-
375GHz in frequency).

During this century, scientists and inventors have managed
to exploit the whole of the spectrum in various applications.
At the low frequency end for terrestrial communications,
long wave, medium wave, short wave radio in the first quarter
of the century, gradually extending up to v.h.f., u.h.f. and
microwaves which gave us more communication channels in-
cluding television, plus radar and a number of navigational
aids as well as satellite comn-unications. At the frequencies
higher than the visible spectrum, X-rays and gamma rays are
used extensively in medicine and industry.

Either side of the visible spectrum are the infra red and ultra-
voilet which also have medical, industrial and military applica-
tions.

It is the infra red region which has attracted so much
research in the past twenty years. Most people don't realise
that any and all objects emit radiation in the infra red region,
the amount depending on temperature. Even as you are
reading these words you are unconsciously radia"ting infra red
rays, as indeed are all the objects around you.

Such emissions can be detected with an infra red sensor and
by scanning a scene it is possible to build up, point -by -point
an infra red "picture" and, by electronics, convert it to a
visible picture, The process is known as thermal imaging.

Who would want to use infra red imaging? More than at
first appears. In medicine an infra red picture will show up
incipient breast cancer because a tumour has a higher tempera-
ture than the surrounding tissue. Point an infra red camera at
high voltage power lines and you can pick out instantly the
hot spots that could lead to breakdown, and without climbing
the pylon.

An infra red sensor is a good intruder alarm, sensing the
heat of a body against a less hot background. In air-sea rescue
the body in the water shows up plainly against the cooler
background of the sea. An overflight of a housing estate will
show which houses have roof insulation and which haven't.
Fire brigades can locate the seat of a fire in a building even
though inaccessible and obscured by smoke.

Obscured by smoke! This is the clue that leads up to the
reason why infra red imaging is a top military priority. Infra
red operates through cloud, smoke, camouflage and in dark
shadow. Ordinary TV can't do this.

Brian G. Peck

cases pending. This com-
pares with only three prose-
cutions in 1978 and four in
1977.

The Irish Republic, revers-
ing an earlier decision, is
now to legalise CB but the
waveband to be used is still
in question.

COMPSTAT '80
The fourth Symposium on

Computational Statistics,
COMPSTAT '80, is being held
at University of Edinburgh
from 18 to 22 August.

Papers will include reviews
of current methodology as
well as descriptions of recent
research on new techniques
and software. An exhibition
featuring the main statistical
packages, computational aids
and microprocessors is also
planned, including "hands
on" demonstrations.

Since Compstat '80 coin-
cides with the first week of
the Edinburgh Festival
accommodation is obviously
going to be limited and any-
one interested in attending
is advised to register early.

Further information and
registration forms can be
obtained from Compstat 80,
Program Library Unit (Dept
EE), University of Edinburgh,
18 Buccleuch Place, Edin-
burgh EH8 9LN.

On -Line Computers

A computer -controlled voice
and data radio link is to be
introduced on the St. Pan-
cras -Bedford line of British
Rail. It is being supplied
under a £750,000 contract by
Ultra Electronics and the
German company AEG-Tele-
funken.

London Transport has in-
vested in two extra Honey-
well computers for control of
times, routes and frequencies
of trains to Cockfosters.

Carfax
Some 450 cars fitted with

radios adapted for the BBC's
Carfax motoring information
service should be on the
road by the end of June.
The service is only in its
trials stages but if proved
successful later this year the
go-ahead will be given for
car radio manufacturers to
produce equipment.

Motorists can stay tuned
to Carfax or listen to other
programmes with Carfax
automatically overriding the
programme whenever there
is a motoring announcement.
Additional cost to the
motorist for a Carfax radio
is expected to be in the
region of £5 to £20.

Credit Card Petrol
A pilot experimental

scheme in the Norwich area
allows motorists to pay for
their petrol at the pump by
direct debit using their Bar-
clay cards. The service is
available at a number of
Esso garages.

Automatic funds transfer
is the basis of the cashless
society which reduces "mug-
ging" and the risk of robbery
where there are large con-
centrations of cash.

Video
Pirating

Illegal recording
has cost the audio
millions of pounds
worrying the video

which
industry
is now

com-

panies who are now
researching encoding
systems which will make it
difficult or impossible to
copy a video recording
successfully on a home re-
corder.

Cheap Video
Japanese researchers are reported to be active in

eveloping techniques to enable digital video signals
he recorded on a standard audio cassette although

be tape may need to be of special type,
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IHE UNIT TO be described here
was originally designed with a

factory background music system
in mind to provide voice -operated
paging which overrides the music,
when calling the required per-
sonnel.

This Auto Fade Unit can also
be used by a DJ with a disco
system to provide voice announce-
ments over the music. The unit
has provisions for stereo music
and a mono microphone, where the
speech can be switched into both
channels at once. There is no
problem in using a mono system,
one input being left unconnected.

The unit cannot really be used as
a simple voice -operated switch, for
example in transmitter applica-
tions, as there is no relay in the
circuit to switch external power

...... AND NOW AN ELECTRIFYING
NUMBER FROM EE

BY STEVE BEECHING

circuitry. Nevertheless the unit
can be considered versatile and no
doubt be used for other applica-
tions to those originally intended.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The full circuit of the Auto

Fade Unit is shown in Fig. 1.
The actual switching between
music and speech is provided by
IC4a to IC4d, a CD4016 quad
bilateral switch cmos i.c. Normally,
in the off condition there is a very
high resistance between input and
output of each switch for example
IC4a. Here, between input, pin 1
and output, pin 2 there is a resist-
ance of approximately 10MCI. The
control terminal for this gate is pin
13, which is normally low when the
switch is considered to be off.

The remaining three switches
operate in a similar manner. When
the control input is taken high the
switch is turned on and a low
resistance appears between input
and output, this being about 300
ohms.

In the normal rest state the con-
trol inputs to gates IC4a and IC4b
are high, thus the switches are on
and the music is able to pass
straight through to the output.

The remaining two gates, IC4c
and IC4d have their respective in-
puts connected together to which
the speech signal is applied. Their
outputs, pins 9 and 10 are con-
nected to the LEFT and RIGHT
channels respectively. Thus when
these gates are turned on speech
is applied to both channels at the
same time. In the normal rest state
the control inputs are low.

AMPLIFIER
An LM382 dual amplifier is used

in two stages as a microphone
amplifier with a gain of about
20dB. The first stage consisting of
IC2a amplifies the low level signal
from the microphone to a sufficient
level so that it can pass through
the remaining stages with little
attenuation. A proportion of this
signal is tapped off by the TRIGGER
LEVEL control, VR1 and applied to
the second stage, IC2b.
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The second stage provides a
high gain limiting action, amplify-
ing the signal to a more than
sufficient level for applying to the
d.c. rectifying circuit. The rectify-
ing circuit comprising R4, D1, D2
and C8 provides a d.c. switching
level which is used to change the
states of IC3a and IC3b.

Normally pin 3 is high, and pin
4 low. We thus have the required
conditions applied to the switches
to enable them to assume the
states mentioned earlier.

When speech is applied through
the various stages, the d.c. level
causes the high condition at pin 3
of IC3a to go low, thus turning off
the music, and the low condition at
pin of IC3b to go high thus turning
on the speech enabling the speech
to be connected through to the
output.

When there is no further speech,
there is a delay of about half a
second before the circuit reverts
back to its original state and the
music is once more able to pass
through.

Power for the unit is provided
by two batteries giving 18V. A 15V
regulator i.c., IC1 is then used to
provide a stable 15V supply to the
circuit.

MUSIC SOURCE

Music is fed into an electronic
switch inside the unit. When
the microphone is not in use, this
music is directed straight
through to the amplifier, but
when an announcement is made
the electrical signals from the
microphone are amplified and
passed to the electronic switch.

A control signal is also pro-
duced from the voice input in
the switch control circuit which
causes the switch to change
over and direct the speech
signals to the amplifier.

At the end of the announce-
ment, the switch changes back
to its original state and the
music will again be heard.

HOW IT WORKS

MAIN
AMPLIFIER

ELECTRONIC SWITCH

CONSTRUCTION
The entire circuit is built on a

piece of 0.1 inch matrix stripboard
26 strips x 49 holes. The layout for
this board is shown in Fig. 2. There
is nothing critical about the layout
and it could if desired he mounted
on a printed circuit board.

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Auto Fade Unit.
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Fig. 2. Complete wiring details for the Auto Fade Unit. Be extra careful when wiring the
links, as a mistake will be difficult to trace later on. Note the four links on underside.

Rear view of the unit showing
the phono socket strip and mic.
input jack socket.

Also shown in this diagram is
the front and rear panel wiring
details. The case used was a small
Verobox type 65-2520J, with

Bidimensions of 150 x 80 x 50mm,
although any similar size case can
be used. It does not have to be
metal to provide screening for the
circuit.

Remember to observe the usual
precautions when handling the
cmos i.c.s. Sockets were used in
the prototype, but providing you
are fairly swift with a soldering
iron, they could be dispensed with.

Screened lead is used for the
input and output sockets. It is not
advisable to use ordinary connect-
ing wire as there is a possibility
of hum appearing. This is especi-
ally true of the input.

TESTING
After assembly is complete, it is

a good idea to check over for
errors, particularly because of the
large number of link wires. It is
easy to miss one or two. If all
seems well the batteries may be
connected and the unit switched
on. If possible check with a volt-
meter that 15V appears across the
supply.

Connect a mono audio source to
one channel of the music inputs and
connect the corresponding output
to an amplifier. If the circuit is
functioning correctly the audio
will pass through with little or no
attenuation. Do the same with the
other channel.

Now connect a microphone to
the SPEECH input, start with the
trigger level control fully anti-
clockwise and slowly rotate it
clockwise until a point is reached
where the circuit switches, and
the speech appears across the out-
put. You may find that after
speech is removed the circuit
tends to oscillate very slowly, not
switching off cleanly. If this
happens, it is probable that VR1 is
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Layout of components on the completed circuit board for the Auto
Fade. We strongly recommend the use of i.c. sockets as the i.c.s can
easily be damaged during soldering.

COMPONENTS TfP
Resistors

R1 27k1)
R2 10k5).
R3 27kC2
R4 470k0

+W carbon -I- 5%

Potentiometer
VR1 47kSl lin. carbon

Capacitors
C1 470,uF 18V elect.
02 0 .1uF polyester
C3 0.1,uF polyester
C4 22,uF 18V elect.

Semiconductors
IC1 ,uA7815 15V voltage regulator
IC2 LM382 dual preamplifier
IC3 CD4011 quad 2 -input NAND gate
IC4 CD4016 CMOS quad bilateral switch
D1,2 1N914 silicon diode (2 off)

Miscellaneous
S1 miniature single -pole toggle
B1,2 9V PP3 battery (2 off)
SK1 standard jack socket page 323
SK2-SK5 phono sockets (4 off)
Stripboard 0.1 inch matrix 26 strips x 49 holes; Verobox type 65-2520J
150 x 80 x 50mm or similar size case; 14 pin i.c. sockets (3 off); small
knob; miniature screened cable; stranded connecting wire.

C5 0.1/./F polyester
C6 0-150-- polyester
C7 4.7uF 18V elect.
C8 4.7pF 18V elect.

excluding case

See

VAU

set too high or that the value of R4
is too high. Rotate VR1 until the
circuit switches off. This must be
done slowly. Then recheck that,
with speech applied, the circuit
switches.

At this stage you may notice
that the microphone signal is
somewhat larger than the music
signal. If this is the case then the
value of R2 should be increased

Fig. 3. Example of how to connect the unit into an audio system. This is for
guidance only-there will probably be variations with the equipment used.

The completed Auto Fade with top cover
removed.

Note the careful positioning of the two
batteries.

until the two signal levels are
roughly the same.

If the tests are satisfactory
the unit is then ready for use.
Remember though that the level
control is only adjusted for that
one particular microphone, if
others are to be used then the
control needs to be readjusted
each time.

IN USE
The reader will probably have

his own ideas on how to connect
the unit into an audio system, one
or two points however should be
observed.

As the unit is in effect a change-
over switch, both the microphone
output and the music source out-
put should be suitable for the
same amplifier input. This means
that if for example a magnetic
cartridge is used, it will need some
form of pre -amp and equalisation
before being fed into the auto -
fade unit.

The diagram of Fig. 3 shows one
suggested arrangement. Ti

The completed Auto Fade ready for use.

RECORD DECK

MICROPHONE

AMPLIFIER IA la/ _Fp

VOICE
OPERATED

SWITCH

--fik

inputs
rtoor

eck tape
speakers
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BOTH the Burglar Alarm Module
and Opto Alarm projects earlier

in this series have utilised a miniature
audible warning device as the alarm
tone generators. Being solid state,
these units have the advantage of
low current consumption (about
15mA) as well as small size when
compared with electromechanical
buzzers.

The project described here is a
two -transistor circuit which produces
an alarm tone via a miniature 8 ohm
loudspeaker. It can be used in place
of the audible warning device men-
tioned above.

The Audible Tone Generator is
easily constructed from readily avail-
able parts and is ideal for beginners.
This device incorporates a preset con-
trol enabling the frequency of the
tone to be varied to a certain extent.

It can be used in any project which
operates from a 9 volt rail; 12 volts
must be considered the absolute
maximum supply voltage for the unit.
Being a direct replacement for the
audible warning device described
earlier, this unit also draws in the
region of 15 to 20mA.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the Audible

Tone Generator is shown in Fig. 1.
Regular readers will recognise this as
a uni junction transistor oscillator,
TR1. followed by a single -transistor
amplifier, TR2.

TR1 has three terminals which,
unlike a "normal" transistor, are
designated emitter, base 1 and base
2. The transistor is connected to
form a relaxation oscillator operating
at audio frequencies. When power is
applied to the circuit, the capacitor
Cl will charge up through the
resistors RI and VR1. Eventually a
point is reached when the transistor
will switch over, and Cl will discharge
itself into the emitter of TR1 and R4
to OV.

TR1 will then switch back over to
its high impedance state, and so Cl
starts to charge up again. The whole
cycle repeats itself, a constant stream
of pulses being present at base 1.

By adjusting the timing compo-
nents (R1, VR1 and Cl), the fre-
quency of the pulses can be altered.
In fact by varying VR1 this particular
unit was measured as operating be-
tween 100 and 350 Hertz.

The output pulses are coupled to
TR2 by R3. This second transistor
amphlfies the audio tone generated
by TR1 and associated components,
and directly drives the loudspeaker
LS1. The speaker used in the proto-
type was a 45mm diameter type, al-
though a larger size (e.g. 65mm)
could be used.

Capacitor C2 decouples the power
supply and enables the peak current
requirements to be met.

UNIBOARDS
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AUDIO
TONE GENERATOR

CIRCUIT BOARD
The circuit can be built onto a

standard -sized piece of 0.1 inch
matrix stripboard measuring 10 strips
x 24 holes, Fig. 2. This particular size
is available from suppliers, but it can
if necessary be cut out from a larger
piece.

Commence by drilling two 6BA
clearance holes in the positions B3
and /3 as shown. These will enable
the completed board to be fixed
down with 6BA hardware and
spacers.

There are six breaks to be made in
the copper strips, in order to prevent
the mounting hardware from shorting
together adjacent copper strips. After
doing this, the components may be
soldered in.

The transistors being semiconduc-
tors of course are sensitive to heat,
so it is wise to use a heatshunt on
the transistor leads being soldered.

Transistor TR2 was fitted with a
push -on TO -18 heatsink purely as a
precaution, as the transistor tempera-
ture did rise slightly after prolonged
use with a 12V supply rail. The heat -
sink can be omitted if it is not avail-
able, but if one is used, it must be

fitted to the transistor before the
device is soldered into position. Other-
wise the possibility exists of the leads
of the transistor being accidentally
bent or deformed, because of the
pressure required to push on the
tight -fitting heatsink.

The only paints to watch are cor-
rect orientation of the transistor
leads, plus proper polarisation of the
electrolytic capacitor C2. Four flying
leads connect up the loudspeaker
switch and the power supply; these
can be made up from standard multi-
purpose hook-up wire (preferably
stranded) and can either be soldered
to terminal pins or straight to the
circuit board.

INSTALLATION
The completed unit can either be

installed in a separate box (together
with the loudspeaker) or it can be
fitted into the same case (if there is
any room) as the equipment from
which it is to be powered.

The miniature loudspeaker is care-
fully glued to the inside of the case:
a smear of Uhu or similar adhesive
around the rim of the speaker should
be enough to fix down the loud-
speaker, but do not apply any glue to
the actual cone of the speaker. A
series of holes should be made in the
case where the speaker is to be
positioned, so that the sound of course
can get out.

Testing the generator comprises
applying 9 volts (from a battery) and
setting VR1 until a tone of the de-
sired frequency is obtained.

Next Month: Voltage Converter
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the Audio Tone Generator.
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DIRECTION OF COPPER STRIPS

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 22ki-1-)
R2 10052
R3 100S2TAIII-W carbon ± 5%
R4 6852

Capacitors
C1 0 15,u F polyester type C280
C2 100p F 10V elect.

Semiconductors
TR1 TIS43 n -channel unijunc-

tion transistor
TR2 BC108 npn silicon

Miscellaneous
VR1 471d) miniature horizontal

preset
LS1 miniature 8 -ohm moving

coil loudspeaker
S1 push -to make pushbutton

switch
B1 9V type PP3 or in-built

supply-see text
Stripboard 0.1 inch matrix size
10 strips x 24 holes; push -on
TO -18 heatsink (optional, see text);
6BA mounting hardware; case to
suit; PP3 battery clip.

Approx. cost £2.20Guidance only

(above) The com-
pleted circuit
board, The use of
a heatsink for TR2
is optional.

Fig. 2. Layout of components on the topside of the circuit board together with
interwiring to loudspeaker, on/off switch and battery connector. Note that
there are six breaks to be made in the copper strips on the underside.

The completed Audio Tone Generator. The method of housing the finished unit Is
left to individual choice.
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RADIO WORLD
Power for Radio

When most of us think of radio, tele-
communications and broadcasting, we
think in terms of electronics rather than
electric power. Yet, in practice, as soon
as one moves equipment away from the
electric supply mains, the basic problem
of providing electricity looms very large
indeed.

A simple radio receiver can be run
from dry batteries, although the cost,
in terms of power delivered, is several
hundred times as much as from supply
mains,

Rechargeable cells, particularly the
convenient nickel -cadmium (nicad) units,
are the most popular and practical means
of powering smail amateur -radio trans-
ceivers, but this assumes moderate loads
and regular access to the mains. What
about equipment that needs to run,
day -In day -out, often unattended, in
remote I oacations?

Many exotic, high -density power sources
are regularly announced yet relatively
few of these prove in the end to be as
cost-effective as the traditional methods.
Remember when in the sixties "fuel
cells" were so confidently predicted
as being about to sweep normal large
capacity storage batteries off the market?
Somehow Leclanche dry batteries and
lead -acid car batteries seem to have
survived!

Some ingenious power sources were
exploited during World War II for clandes-
tine and infiltration radio links: stationary
bicycle generators (an energetic "rider'
can develop over 100 watts for a limited
period of time); the more sophisticated
form of this approach was a "beach
chair" version that could be folded up and
carried as a back -pack; wind -generators
of course; thermo-couple chargers using
the Seebeck effect of dissimilar junctions
(in the 1930s this was used to permit
radio receivers to be "run from the gas
mains"); there was even a small steam -
driven generator with a boiler that could
be suspended in a charcoal -burning
brazier, coupled to a twin -cylinder engine
which, with a steam pressure of 30 to 351b,
could charge a 6V battery at about 4A.

More recently the solar generator has
found increasing application, not only
for space satellites, but also for many
purposes in remote, sunny areas. Even
the early form of zinc -air batteries (once
used to operate door bells in many houses)
has been very successfully revived and
used in South Africa to run remote radio
repeaters; the trick is to use the dis-
posable but very large zinc -air battery
to keep large nicad cells (better able
to supply intermittent loads) fully charged.

Many systems have been used for
rural telecommunications in Australia.
For example Telecom Australia has over
50 solar power systems in use and these
are proving cost-effective for loads
of up to about 200 watts.

By Pat Hawker, G3VA

This organisation has also used
thermoelectric generators, mostly for
powers of under 60W. Originally these
were heated from propane gas but suffered
from high costs and poor reliablility;
however a new range of improved units,
delivering up to 120W, with hermetically -
sealed thermopiles and all -stainless -steel
construction, are now being developed
for locations where there are adequate
supplies of propane, butane or natural
gas.

Wind Generators
Wind generators have been found

to need careful design since their per-
formance in low wind conditions is
usually much more important than
their ability to deliver considerable power
in strong winds. Current work is on a
5kW design that is expected to "cut -in"
and deliver useful power whenever the
wind exceeds a modest 10km/hour;
these are expected to support (with the
aid of storage batteries) ten times the
load of earlier 2kW units.

The Americans are thinking of very
large wind -generators to feed power into
the electric grid; some of these may be
in the form of tall, elegant windmills.
Some people, however, are concerned
lest the large revolving blades upset
television reception over large areas,
in much the same way as reflections
from aircraft can do, or as happens in
areas where there are large moving
cranes producing a changing pattern
of multipath ("ghosty") pictures.

Late last year, an experimental American
medium -wave broadcasting station,
WBNO at Bryan, Ohio, began using a
large solar array of 33,600 photovoltaic
cells that can generate 15kW from sun-
light; they are used in conjunction with
four large unitized diesel tubular batteries.

The rising costs of electric power,
even from the mains, is already worrying
American broadcasters; a couple of
years ago an engineer at one of the
very high power u.h.f. stations told me
that his station had given up late night
TV as it was too expensive: not the cost
of programming but the power bill!

Lines on TV
The Science Museum in London is

currently staging a special exhibition
(open until September) called- "The
Great Optical Illusion" and marking 50
years of television broadcasting. The
anniversary is based a little tenuously
on one of the many events surrounding
the early Baird 30 -line mechanical system
which helped pave the way for good TV
pictures but which was never itself of
real home -entertainment value.

The poor performance was due to
poor synchronisation as well as the poor
resolution of the pictures; though mech-
anical systems of televison subsequently

proved capable of providing very accept-
able pictures on 180 lines, 240 lines and
even (with the Scophony large screen
system) on 405 lines. The limit of 30 lines
was due to the restricted bandwidth
available on medium waves; it was only
when televisioh moved up to v.h.f. that
real progress became possible.

In the UK we all recognise the extremely
valuable work done by the Marconi -EMI
research team leading to the 405 -line
system that opened (alongside the Baird
240 -line sequential system) in November
1936 at Alexandra Palace. But I do feel
that we tend, a little chauvinistically,
to overlook the important work during the
thirties in France and Germany.

A 180 -line service was officially opened
in Berlin in 1935 and soon included
the use of electronic cameras; at the
same time many firms in Germany were
working on 375 -lines and a public service
opened in 1938 using 441 lines.

The Germans televised the 1936 Olympic
Games using both mechanical and elec-
tronic cameras and, at the Berlin Radio
Exhibition that year, receivers for 180 and
375 lines were exhibited by Fernseh,
Telefunken, Loewe, Lorenz, Philips and
Te-Ka-De (a firm that specialised in
mechanical systems); the German Post
Office (which had opened a video tele-
phone link between Berlin and Leipzig
using a co -axial cable and a 180 -line
system) showed iconoscope-type cameras
as well as an intermediate film system
similar to that used by Baird at Alexandra
Palace. With this technique the film
was processed in just about a minute
(the main drawback curiously enough was
the poor sound of the film recording).

closed down on September 1, 1939, the
sound transmitter later being used to
"bend" German navigational beams,
the Germans kept their Berlin service
going until November 1943 when the
transmitter was destroyed by Allied
bombing; they also ran a service for
Wehrmacht occupation troops from the
Eiffel Tower that actually stayed on the
air until ten days before the Liberation
of Paris in August 1944. Pictures from
this service were monitored on the Kent
coast and it has been claimed that useful
information was obtained from this
Intelligence operation.

Our three -colour eyes
The truly remarkable colour -fidelity

that can be achieved with modern tele-
vision based on the transmission of
three colour signals (red, green and blue)
becomes more understandable now that
it is firmly accepted that human colour
vision similarly depends on just three
classes or retinal receptors and that these,
also like colour TV, have overlapping
spectral sensitivities.

Apparently these human colour sensi-
tivities are centred on violet, green and
yellow, though spectrally these are not
far away from TV's red., green and blue.

If one could only find a way of stimu-
lating the brain directly from video signals,
it might be possible to transmit a colour
picture without the need for a picture
tube or having to keep our eyes open!
But of course if we could do that, and
similarly with sound, we would be well
on our way to enabling the deaf to hear
and the blind to see.
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WATFORD ELECTRONICS
35 CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS., ENGLAND

MAIL ORDER, CALLERS WELCOME. Tel. Watford 40588/9

ALL. DEVICES BRAND NEW, FULL SPEC. AND FULLY GUARANTEED ORDERS
DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST. TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH'CHEQUE/
P.O.s OR BANKERS DRAFT WITH ORDER. GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS' OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRY
WELCOME. P&P ADD 30p TO ALL ORDERS UNDER 210.00. OVERSEAS ORDERS
POSTAGE AT COST. AIR/SURFACE.

TportoZers noV.A.T.to Customers on
cost

stated o:neVAlpric.3reo.0ecablese
add

1tototdiincludingep:
We stock many more Items. It pays to visit us. We are situated behind Watford Football
Ground. Nearest Underground,BR Station: Watford High Street. Open Monday to
Saturday 9.00 am -6.00 pm. Ample Free Car Parking space available.

POLYESTER CAPACITORS: Axial lead type (Values are in dF)
400V 1r.F 1n5, 202, 303, 4n7, 6r8, 10m, 150 Op; 18n 10p; 22:1;33n 11p; 470, 680 14p; 100n 17p;
150n, 220n, 24p; 330n, 470n 41p; 680n 52p: 1dF 64p; 20 82p,
160V 39µF, 100i, 150n, 220n 11p 330n. 470n 199; 690n, 1/iF 22p; 1µ5, 2d2 32p; 4d7 36p.
1000y: 10:1F, 15n, 200; 22n 22p: 47n 269; 100n 38p; 470n 53p; 1/1F 1759.

POLYESTER RADIAL LEAD CAPACITORS (250V) , FEED THROUGH
lOnF, 15n, 22n, 27n, 5p; 33,, 47n, 68n, 100n 7p; 150n 10p; 220n, 330n !CAPACITORS
13p; 470n 17p; 680n 19p; 1uF 22p; 1p5 341p; 2u2349. 1000pF 350V 8p

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS: (Values are in un 500V: 10 40p; 47 58P; 250V: 100 65p;
63V 0.47, 1-0, 1-5 2.2, 2-5. 3-3, 4-7, 8-8, 8p; 10, 15. 22, I0p; 47. 32, 5012p; 63, 10027p; 50V 50,
100, 220, 25p; 470 32p; 1000 50p; 40V: 22, 33, 9p; 100 12p; 2200, 3300 85p: 4700 98p; 35V: 10,
33 713; 330, 470 32p; 1000 49p ; 25V: 10, 22, 47, 80, 100 80;160, 220, 250,15p; 470 250;640, 1000 35p;
1500 40p; 2200 45p; 3300 77p; 4700 85p; 16y: 10. 40, 47 7p; 100, 125 8p; 220, 33014p; 470 20p;
1000, 15000 779 ; 2200349; 10V: 1006p; 640120; 1000 14P
TAG -END TYPE: 450V: 100uF 1809; 70V: 4700 165p; 64V: 3300130p; 2500110p; 50V: 3300
98p; 2200 99p; 50V: 15,000 399p; 4700 120p; 4000 929; 3300 98p; 2500 85p; 2200 85p; 2000 +
2000 1200 ; 30V: 4700 90p; 25V: 15000 195p; 6400 1200 ; 4700 98p; 3000 85p; 2200 60P

TANTALUM BEAD CAPACI-
TORS 35V: 0 1uF. 0.22, 0 33, 0.47.
0.68, 1.0, 2.20F, 3.3. 4 7. 6.8 25V:
1.5, 1020V: 1 516V: 100139 each
47, 100 40p. 'fily: 220F, 33 20p 6V:
47, 68, 100, 305 3V: 68, 100uF. 20p

MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
100V: 0.001, 0.002. 0 005, 0 01aF 60
0015, 002, 0-04, 0-05, 0.0561F 7p
0 10' 89 0 2 9p SOV: 0 47 12p

MINIATURE TYPE TRIMMERS
2-5.6pF, 3-105F, 10-405F 22p
5-25pF, 5-45pF, 605F, 880F 31313

COMPRESSION TRIMMERS
3-40pF, 10-80pF 30p; 25-1905F 33p
100 500pF 45p 1250pF 5861,

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS
10pF to 1nF flp; 1 .5nF to 10nF 10p.

SILVER MICA (Values in pF) 3-3,
4-7, 6-8, 10, 12, 18, 22, 33. 47, 50, 68,
75, 82, 85. 100, 120, 150, 18011p each
220, 250, 270, 300, 330, 360, 390, 470,
650, 800, 820 169 each
1000, 1200, 1800, 2200 2139 each

POTENTIOMETERS: (ROTARY) OPTO
Carbon Track. 0-25W Log & 0-5W ELECTRONICS
Linear Value. LEDs plus clips
500 0.1 K &2K (Lin. only) Single 29p TIL209 Red 13
5K-2 MO single gang 29p TIL211 Gm 17
5K-2 U 0 single with DP switch 69p T1L212 Yellow

105K-2 MG double gang 889 -2" Red i
2"Yellow Green 18

SLIDER POTENTIOMETER Square LED 36
0 25W log and linear values 60mrn OCP71 120

.1-500K0 single gang gip ORP12 63
1UK0-500K 0 dual gang 859 ORP61 85

Self Stick Graduated Bezels 309 2N5777
7 Seg Displays 45
TIL312 C An 3" 105
TIL313 C Cth 3"105
TIL321 C An 5"I15
TIL322C Cth 5"115
DL704 C Cth 3" 99
DL707 C.A. -3" 99
0L747 C.A. 6" 180
FN0357 120
MAN3640 175
-3" Green C.A. 180
-6" Green C.A. 225
LCD 3) Digit 875
TIL32 Inf. Red 58
TIL78 detector 70
Opto Isolators
IL74 48
TIL111, 112. 75p.
TIL116, 117 1009.
Bargraph Red.
Ten segment 225p

PRESET POTENTIOMETERS
Vertical & Horizontal
0-1W 50 n -5M0 Miniature 7p
0.25W 1000-3.3M R Horlz 10p
0-25W 200 0-4- 7M0 Vert 109

RESISTORS: Carbon Film. High
Stability, Low Noise, Miniature
Tolerance 5%.

Range Val. 1-99 100+
;;M/ 2512-4M7 E24 2p 19
8-W 2112-4M7 E12 2p 1p
1W 202-10M E12 5p 4p
2% Metal Film 10D -1M 6p 4p
1% Metal Film 5111-1M Op 6p
100+ price applies to Resistors of

CERAMIC CAPACITORS: 50V each value not mixed.
0- 5pF to 100F 40; 22n to 100n 6p.

TGS 812 or 813 gas and smoke
EURO BREADBOARD 8330. detector 415p. Socket for above 30p.

VOLTAGE REGULATORS*
1A T03 :e -ye

5V 7805 1455 7905 2209
12V 7812 1459 7912 2209
15V 7815 1459
18V 7810 1459
IA T0220 Plastic Casing
5V 7805 65p 7905 75p

12V 7812 65p 7912 75P
15V 7815 655 7915 75p
18V 7818 65p 7918 759
24V 7824 65p 7524 759

100mA T092 Plastic Casing
5V 78L05 30p 79L05 65p IP6V 781_62 30p

12V 78L12 309 79L12 559 /:
8V 78L82 309

15V 78L15 30p 79L15 65p

CA3085 95 LM323K
LM300H 170 LM32SN
LM305H 140 LM326N
LM309K 135 LM327N
LM317K 350 LM723

625 TAA550 50
240 TBA625B 95
240 TDA1412 150 DEL SOCKETS (Low Profile - Texas)
270 78H05 595 8 pin 10p; 14 pin 12p; 16 pin 13p; 18 pin 43p;

39 20 pin 229; 24 pin 25p; 28 pin 39p; 40 pin 52p.

SLIDE 250V:
lA DPDT 149
IA DP cloff. 15p
IA DPDT 139
4 pole clover 24p
PUSH BUTTON
Spring Loaded
SPST On/off 550
SPOT clover 70p
DPOT 6 Tag 650

SWITCHES
TOGGLE 2A 250V
SPST 28
DPDT 38pp
SUB -MIN
TOGGLE
SP changeover 59p
SPST on/off 549
DPDT 6 tags 70p
DPDT cloff 79p
DPDT Biased 1159

SWITCHES Miniature Non -Locking
Push to Make 15p Push to Break 25p
ROCKER: SPST on/of 10A 250V 30p
ROCKER: Illuminated (while)
Lights when on; 3A 240V 70p
ROTARY: (ADJUSTABLE STOP) 1 pole!
2-12 way 29/2-6W, 39,-2-4W, 45/2-3W. 43p
ROTARY: Mains 250V AC, 4 Amp 52p

JACKSONS VARIABLE
CAPACITORS
Dilicon
100/3005F 2059
500PF 250p
61 Ball Drive
4511/DAF 145p
Mal Drive 4103
6 1/36 1 7759
Drum 54mm 55p
0-1 -355pF 325p
00 2 365pF 3959

0 2 3655F with
slow motion
Drive 450p
00 208076 350p

with slow
motion drive 4109
C804-5oF 10 15
25 50 pF 250p
100, 150pF 335p
'L' 3 x 310pF 725p
00-3 x 25pF 5509

DENCO COILS
'DP' VALVE TYPE
Range 1 to 5 81.,
Rd., Yi. Wht. 92p
6-7 B,Y,R. 859
1.5 Green 999
'T' 1 to 5 BI., YI.,
Rd., Wht. 1 -05p
19A Valve Holder

289

RDT2 1059
RFC 5 1049
RFC 7 (19mH) 1209
IFT 13; 14; 15;
16; 17 1109
IFT 18/1-6 104p
IFT 18/465 1149
TOC 1 929
MWSFR 112p
MW/LW 5FR 120p

VEROBOARD 0.1 0.15 0- 15
(copper clad) (plain)

46p 39p 24p
55p 50p 31p
55p 509 -
62p 67p 43p

2) x 3)
20 x 5
38 k 35
33 v 5
21 k 17 169p 13515 9293/ 'A 17 2185 180p 120p
48 x 17 280p - 183P
Pkt of 35 pins 229
Soul face Cutter 1059
Pin insertion tool 144p

DIODES
AA129 20
BAIN) 10
BA1O2 15
BY126 12
BY127 12
CR033 148
0A9 75
0A47 12
0A70 12
0A79 15
0A81 15
0A85 14
OA90 7
0A91 6
°A95 8
0A200 9
OA202
181914 4
IN916 5
1814001;2 5
(N4003 6
1N4504,'5 6
IN4006:7
IN41413 4
1S44 20
3A/100V 18
3A/400V 20
3A1600V 27
3A:1000V 30

We stock a
wide selection
of Electronic
Books and
Magazines

ZENERS
Range 2V7 to
39V 40OrnW

Op each
Range 3V3 to
33V. 1-3W

15p each

NOISE
Z5J 160

BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS
(plastic case)
1A/50V
1A/100V
1A/200V
1A/400V
1A1800V
2A/50V
2A/100V
2A/200V
2A/400V
2A/600V
4A/800V
6A/100V
6A/200V
6A/400V
BY164
VM18 DIL

20

22
25
29
34
35
U
46
53
65

120
73
78
85
56
50

DIAC
5T2 23

SCRs
Thyristors
116A1200V 30p
0-8A/100V 200
0-8A/200A 35p
1A600V 70
5A300V 35
5A600V 43
8A300V 48
8A500V 58
8A600V 85
12A300V 59
12A500V 92
15A/700V 1959
2N4444 1409
2N5062 28
2N5064 35
BT106 150
C106D 38
TIC44 25
TIC45 45

TRIACS
3A100V 48
3A200V 49
3A400V 50
8A100V 54
8A400V 64
8A800V 108
12A100V 60
12A400V 70
12A800V 130p
16A100V 95
16A500V 150
25A800V 295
25A1000V480p
T280000 120

TTL 74 74128 55 LS54
7400 11 74128 74 L555
7401 12 74132 701LS63
7402 12 74136 6511-573
7403 14 74141 85.LS74
7404 14 74142 1951LS75
7405 18 74143 350'LS76
7406 48'74144 3501-578
7407 48 74145 901583
7408 22 74147 I 1111.085
7409 22 74148 145 LS86
7410 19 74150 150 LS90
7411 25 74151 75 LS91
7412 20 74153 75 LS92
7413 33 74154 140 1_593
7414 52 74155 75 L595
7416 .31 74156 80 LS96
7417 31 74157 75LS107
7420 19 74159 185:LS109
7421 38 74160 9915112
7422 26 74161 991LS113
7423 32 74162 991L5114
7425 30 74163 99:LS123
7426 44 74164 120 LS124
7427 32 74165 120 L$125
7428 35 74166 155 LS126
7430 20 74187 240 LS132
7432 28 74170 230 LS136
7433 38 74172 420 LS138
7437 35 74173 120 LS139
7438 30 74174 105 L5151
7440 20 74175 82 LS153
7441 74 74176 90:LS155
7442 71 74177 90L5158
7443 120 74178 14911.5157
7444 116 74180 90 LS158
7445 110 74181 290:L5160
77:17 132 74182 salsloi

99 74184 1451L5162
7448 99 74185 145'LS163
"IfIgi? 20 74188 2991L5164

26 74190 135 LS165
7453 20 74191 135.LS158
7454 20 74192 1351LS170 288
7460 20 74193 135 LS173 105
7470 41 74194 105 L5174
7472 31 74195 198 LS175
7473 40 74196 130 L5181
7474 34 74197 90 LS183
7475747 58 74190 195 L5189

41 LS190
7480 55 74L5 LS1-91
7481 120. LSOO 13 LS192
7482 75 LSO'
748,3 94 LSO2
7484 113 LSO3
7485 121 LSO4 218 LS197
7486 33 LSO5 231.3159
7489 215 LSO6 21LS200
7490 57 L509
7491 85 LS10
7492 59 LS11 32 LS240
7493 59 LS12 32 LS241
7494 95 LS13 40 LS242
7495 75 LS14 75 LS244
7495 95 LS15 40 LS245
7497 180 LS20 21 LS247
74100 130 LS21 32 LS251
74104 82 LS22 40:LS253
74105 62 LS26 49LS257
74107 35 LS27 451LS258
74109 60 LS28 48 iLS259
74110 54 LS30 2411..5261
74111 68 LS32 301LS266
74112 150 LS33 391L5273
74116 198 LS37 311.5279
74118 99 LS38 39 LS280
74119 125 LS40 28 LS299
74120 105 LS42 80 LS324
74121 42 LS47 85 LS367
74122 55 LS48 120 L5368
74123 95 LS49 120,LS373
74125 45 LS51 23LS670

4037
4038
4039
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044

13. L5193

23' L5202
20' L5227

1155 LL 2510946 133111:1124!2225050: 44444444°4400000706550545S09751

4056

4049

222522325 444081336021

122235705.4440005561

130

11112117055 4073
450 4075
75 4076

180 4077

250 4081

200 4085
65 4086
65 4089

180 4993
270 4094

TRANS STORS
AC125 35 BC172 11

AC126 25 15C173 15

AC127 22 BC177 15
AC128 20 BC178 14
AC141 27 BC179 15
AC142 28 BC181 10
AC176 25 BC182 10

AC188 24 BC102L 10
ACY17 60 BC183 10
ACY18 60 BC183L 10
ACY19 60 BC184 10
ACY20 53 BCI84L 10
ACY21 35 BC187 22
ACY22 BO BC212 9

ACY28 60 BC212L 9

ACY39 80 BC213 9

AD140 70 BC213L 9

AD149 75 6C214 10

A0161 42 BC214L 10

AD162 42 BC307 12
AF114 60 BC308 12
AF115 60 BC327
AF178 75 BC328
AF139 49 130330
AF178 75 BC441
AF180 70 00481
AF186 50 BC447
A F239 42 BC477
BC107 11 BC547
BC107B 11 6C548
BC108 11 BC549C
BC108B 11 80557
BC108C 12 BC558
BC109 11 BC5590
BC109B 12 BCY70 14
BC109C 12 BCY71 14
BC117 20 BCY72 16
BC119 23 130131 42
BC137 2 80132 42
BC140 2 00133 50
BC142 2 130135 30
BC743 2 80136 30
BC147 80137 30
BCI48 60138 35
BC149 80139 30
BC153 2 00140 30
BC154 1 80142 68
BC157 1 130145 175
BC158 1 8D205 110
BC159 1 80222 75
BC160 2 130378 70
BC167A 1 80434 32
BC168 t 130517 70
EIC160 1 80659A 65
BC170 1 80695 85
80171 1 00000A 85

40 4001
4002

45 4006
105 4507
105 4008
45 4009
50 4010

125 4011

40140123

4014
4015
4016
4017

80 4018
65 4019
49 4020
95 4021

180 4022
60 4023
60 4524
95 4025
SS 4026
70 4027
90 4028
95 4029
85 aoao
98 4031
96 4032
74 4033
85 4034

150 4035
98 4036

30

150
80 CMOS
40 4000

LS673
LS674

45

75
115
180

45
75

116:
184
165
210

147
110
sos 4046
29s 4047
120
120

BF224A
BF244B

12 8E244
12 8E256
12 BF256B
27 8E257
27 8E258
35 15E259
35 6E274
10 BF594

7 8E595
10 BFR39
15 BFR40
10 BER41
10 BER79

BERM
BFR81
BFX29
BEM
BFX84
BFX85
BFX86
BFX87
BFX88
BFY50
B FY51
BFY52
BFY56
BEY71
BRY39
BSX20
BSY55
BSY95A
BU105
BU205
BU208
MJ491

4069
4070
4071
4072

BOY17 195
BOY56 170
BOY60 110
BOY61 165
BF115 26
BF154 25

7501 4095
050 4096

4097
, 4098

18/ 4099
18. 4160
24- 4161
92 4162
22 4163
82 4174
40 4175
481 4194
24' 4408
24i 4409
45; 4410
89 4011
85 4412F
42 4412V
82 4415F
33 4415V
40 4419
99 4422

105 4432
95, 44.35
25' 4440
75 4450
25 4451

180 4452
48 4490F
82 4490V

105 4501
60 4502

225 4503
125 4506
175 4507
210 4508
123 4510
3651 4511
1161 4512
119 4520
ugh

750
750

28
125
75

760

32599

150
98

115

100L1NEAR EC's
801702 75
801709014 Pin 35
95'710 67
95'723 38

125 NE555
17 NE556

36
NE5561E

N60
15018E662
159 NE564
120 NE585
110 N£566
435 NE587
135 NE571
559 SN76003
860 SN76013

SN76023
.90,SN76033

196.SN78477

105185 .11SL-8701387

115 ICM7215

975
340

350 ICM7205

111228855 LI CC() M5113770255"5 A 179111419

11223055 LLL 5,MM 333,01 AH

452

350
170

98125
125 -SM

790 LM318

23

102075905 LLLMMM333324i

205
45

70

1520 LM379

70

1520850N5
A 2.48

375

145
80

90

320 125
570

LM382

1050
LM1458 40
LM3900 60

1066 LM3909N 70
999 LM3911 125
350 mLM 39A14 240
350 795

MMCC11338104P 149
280

mM0011432122P

85
195

MMCC114158 350
90

92mMCc11479106

79
MC3340P 120

MMCC34330581P 52
120

MC3403.. 135
MFC6040 97
MK50398 635
MM5303 635
MM5307 1275

210NNEE548518

1

210

20
55

325
395
410
425
120
160
170
420
210
170
170
195
200

390
250

260 TTB111k.64gi
250

F 70

450 TBA800 90
110 TBA810 96

68 120235 TTDCAA916,058
310
575
105
320

54
140
42
95

150

89156 29 MPF102 66 TIP2955
8E167 30 MPF103 36 TIP3055
6E173 25 MPF1O4 36 TIS43
13E177 24 MPF105 45 TIS44

TIS88A89178 25 MPF106 40

MPSAO5 15
T1590SFF112079 30

38 TIS91
8E194 MPSA05 16 ZTX107MP5Al2 22

IF81-19865
191 MPSA55 22

BF197 12
3E190 16
BF199 18
13E200 29

18
24
30
60

30
28

28
38
30
20
25
28
24
24
24
24
23
45

28
20
28

so
24
21
21

32
20
39
20
30
18

115
125
215
176

10230,7744712C 8 pin

65 748C
45 753
48 810
80,2102
802112
80'2114

130031LS97
135,AY-1-0212
135 AY -1-1313A

1900 AY -I-1320
575 AY -1-5080
130 AY -1-5051

1225 AY -1-672116
995 AY -3-8500
120 AY -5-1224A

58 AY -5-1230
430 CA3011

26 CA3018
26 CA3020

170, TOA1022
253° CAA312283A

25 A30
TDA102425 CA3035 T D A2020

1.7 TL06125 CA3046

40 CA3080E
904_,

99 CA3048

30 CA300l
TLO81

28 A3089E 21855

zU8A0Ac p17u0

900
88 CA3085

90 CA3090AQ 375 ZN414 80

150-CA3130
150 ZN424E99 CA3123E130

89 CA3140 4812N1034
41585;ZN425E
200

240 ICL7106E
MJ2955 90 TIP36A-1951245N1042N662205A

68522

MJE340 54 TIP36C 185 2842908 22
MJE370 58 TIP41A 50 21429265 10

MJE2955 99 TIP42A 72 22NN33005543 15.59

MJE371 54 TIP41B 55

MJE3055 70 TIP42B 82 2143055 48
60 2143121 40
48 2143133 43
30 2N3135 33
45 2N3250 30
35 2143442 140
20 2N3663 14
24 2143702 10
11 2N3703 10

ZTX108 11 2N3704 10

MPSA56 22
ZTX109 11 2N3705 10

MPSU05 50
ZTX300 13 2N3706 10
ZTX301 15 2143707 10

6195U66 66 ZTX302 20 2843708 11
MPSU56 60 27X353 25 2N3709 11
0C28 120 ZTX304 17 2N3710 10
0035 125 ZTX314 24 2143711 10
0036 130 ZTX326 45 2143713 215
0041 125 ZTX341 20 2N3771 179
00E443

55 ZTX501 15 2N3773 2832

48 ZTX500 15 2N3772 195

002445 55 ZTX502 17 2N3819 20

004 46
30 ZTX503 15 2N13820 45
28 ZTX504 25 2813882 130

0070 35 ZTX531 25 2143323 70
0071 28 ZTX550 25 2143866 90
0072
0074

2N696 36 143903 20

0076
25

2
2N3904 1$

214898
7

40 2143905 18
30 2N3906 1700002717 76 214699

00020853042 45 2N930

3319 2144058 17
19 2144037 52

50
36 2N705

48 22NN971888

00140 110
18 2N4059 65

2N4061 17

00170 85
00171 2141131 22

2N901 2N5135 42
22,155113326 2402

TO Cp2:92
91 220111313022 24

31 2N1303
:45) 2N1179 60

2145180 80
TipP2309C 60 2141304 50 2N5191 70

32 1 2N1305 35 2145305 40
TTfP331 0C 43 1 2N1671B 129 2145457 32

38 2142160 350 2145458 32

TT,IpP531C 501 2N2219A 22 2N5459 32
40 2N2220A 23 2145485 35

TIP33AIP
TIP32C 55 , 2N2222 20 2145777 45

4505 220122347629 1155

3N14021,02TIP34A 53 2N2484 25
TIP34C 75 2142646 48 40360
TIP35A 135 2N2894 30 40351
TIP35C 165 2142904 24 40673

43
45
68
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STOCKING UP
THIS month we suggest a range of

capacitors for the new construc-
tor to purchase as part of an initial
stock of components.

Capacitors are not used to the
same extent as resistors, but they do
come in a variety of forms, shapes
and sizes, to say nothing of the
capacitance values.

Therefore the holding stock will be
numerically much smaller than in the
case of resistors. On the other hand
the choice of actual types and values
is more difficult. In the tables below
we have set out our recommendations
concerning type and value. This
selection of capacitors should meet
most general requirements.

NON -POLARISED
CAPACITORS

Capacitors are classified according
to the material used to form the
dielectric (the insulating surface
between the two "plates" of the
capacitor).

Table 1 lists the more frequently
used values and the types of capacitor
in which they are available.

Recommended minimum quantities
are in italics. If resources permit, it
would be wise to multiply all these
quantities by a factor of two or even
five.

FO
BLC RS

POLYESTER CAPACITORS: These
are widely used and cover the middle
range of capacitances: typically from
0 01,iiF to 2.0µF. Tubular, tablet and
block forms are common. Tolerance
10 and 20 per cent.

CERAMIC: These include the smallest
capacitors and range from 1.8pF to
(0.1/IF) typically. Close tolerance,
low loss, and high stability are their
important characteristics. They are
small, thin disc- and plate -shape com-
ponents.

POLYSTYRENE: These capacitors are
available in the range 10pF to 0.1/4F.
Thus they cover very nearly the same
range as ceramics. They have a better
electrical performance than the
ceramics, and are available with close
tolerances such as 5, 212 and 1 per
cent. However polystyrene capacitors
are rather more expensive and are

TABLE
NON -POLARISED CAPACITORS

Value Polystyrene Ceramic Polyester

10pF
47
100
220
470
0.001pF
0.0022
0.0047
0.01
0.022
0.047
0.1
0-22
0.47
1.0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

only used where their special charac-
teristics are essential.

Polystyrene capacitors are tubular
in shape and rather more bulky than
ceramics.

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Electrolytic or polarised capacitors

are a special case. They provide quite
a large value of capacitance, but must
be connected right way round in
circuit. They are made with specific
working voltages, which must not be
exceeded in practice. It is however
permissible to use them at a lower
voltage than the stated working volt-
age (WV).

Generally, always follow the recom-
mendations given in Component Lists
for projects and use the specified
type of electrolytic.

Table 2 gives a selection of electro-
lytics that should cover many needs.
A working voltage of 25V is adequate
for most battery operated projects.
The higher rating of 63V has been
given for the three smallest capaci-
tors, since this is the lowest WV in
which they are available.

Electrolytics are available as
"dcuble-ended" types with the con-
necting leads emerging from either
end; also as "single -ended" types with
both leads at same end of component.
Double -ended types are recommended
for the present purpose, see illustra-
tion in Fig. 1.

Some typical capacitors drawn to scale
and showing their characteristic physical
forms. The electrolytic is a double -ended
type with axial leads.

ELECTROLYTIC

2
2
1

2
TABLE 2

2 ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
3

Value WV Qty Value WV Qty3 3
2 2

1/4F 63 1 47t4F 25 13 3
3 5

2
2.2
4.7

63
63

1

1

100
220

25
25 1

2 10 25 2 470 25
1 22 25 1 1,000 25
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Casio's new SUPERCALC!

HERE IT IS!

10-5,3 35

81QS-35B Alarm
Chronograph
Stainless steel. Mineral
glass. Water resistant
5 YEAR BATTERY
Hours. minutes. seconds,
day; And day, date,
month and year. 12 or
24 hour display. 24 hour
hour alarm, hourly chimes.
Stopwatch from 1/100
second to 7 hours; net,
lap and 1st and 2nd place
times.
(£34  95) £29.95

95QS-36B Chronograph
Similar to above but with
24 hour) facility in lieu of

t=gb2=0

You always wanted a calculator that does everything
except make tea-

CASIO FX-8100
46 scientific functions, clock calendar, alarm,
countdown alarm, interval alarm timer,
hourly chimes, 1/100 sec stopwatch

ONE YEAR BATTERY LIFE (approx. used continuously).
LC Display; 8 digit mantissa plus 2 digit exponent. 5 level
parenthesis, full access memory. Trigs, logs, hyperbolics,
standard deviations, co-ordinate conversions, sexagesimal
to decimal conversions, fractions, percentage, cube roots,
sign change, register exchange. Pi entry etc.
CLOCK displays hours, minutes, seconds, am/pm and day.
CALENDAR pre-programmed to 1999; day, date, month
and year. 24 hour ALARM, hourly chimes. Countdown
ALARM TIMER, interval (repeater) ALARM TIMER or
1/100 second STOPWATCH measuring net, lap and first
and second place times to 10 hours. 6.6 x 70 x 129mm
(1 x 21 x 51 inches) Leatherette wallet. RRP £27.95

Only £2495

dual time (12 or
alarm and chimes

83QS-41B Alarm
Chronograph.
S/S encased.
Mineral glass.
Water resistant.
3 YEAR BATTERY
Hours, minutes,
seconds, date,
am/pm; or hours,
minutes, alpha day,
date am/pm. 24
hour alarm. hourly
chimes.
Stopwatch from
1-10 second to 12
12 hours; net lap
and 1st and 2nd
place. Nightlight.
ONLY £24.95

E-80 As above but with black resin case/strap with S/S
back and front trim

£19.95
C-80 Calculator Watch
(Finger -touch keyboard)
Hours, minutes. seconds,
am/pm, day, Day, date,
month auto calendar pre-
programmed to 2009.
Professional 24 hour
stopwatch: net, lap, 1st &
2nd place to 1/100 sec.
Dual time. 8 digit
calculator. Nightlight.
Water resistant. Glass.
Black resin ease.'strap.
44.9 x 35.8 x 10-2mm
ONLY £24-95

New lower prices. F8C now only £995
F-200 now only £1295. 95 QS 328 £1695
LADIES CASIO WATCHES from £1295
Send 25p Sor our Illustrated catalogue 51 Casio and Seiko product
OIIR RETAIL SHOP IS MOVLNG! PERSONAL CAr.r.rca¢ PLEASE TELEPHONE IsTReT

Mini SUPERCALC!
FX-7100
1 YEAR BATTERIES
30 scientific functions.
As EX -8100 but 8
digits, without
hyperbolics, fractions
and calendar. Only
1 countdown alarm
timer (repeat) or stop-
watch function. Alarm
and hourly chimes.

x 2* x 31".
Leatherette wallet
(£27.95)
£24.95

Ir.+ as
SO 35

is us es is as

NEW SCIENTIFICS
Casio FX-100
LCD, 10 digits, 44
scientific functions as
FX-8100 above but
with 6 levels ( ),
FIX, SCE NORM.
ENG, RND and RAN
in lieu of hyperbolics,
%. 7,500 hours battery

I x 3 x 511. inches.

£15.95 (£17.95)
FX-81 £12-95. FX-330 £15-95. FX-310 £1795.
FX-510 £19-95. FX-2600 £19.95. FX-3200 £21.95.
FX-501P £54.95. FX-502P £74.95. FA -I £19-95.

Melody 81.11 note melody maker
(£2495) £2295
Musical alarms
(two), countdown
timer, hourly
chimes, Stopwatch
from 1/10 second
to 12 hours: net,
lap, 1st & 2nd pl.
Calculator with full
memory, e/,
5116 x 4+ x 2*"
1 year batteries

NEW! Casio PW-81
Card size clock, calculator, alarm, hourly chimes.
Full memory, %. 3/16 x 21 inches.

£14-95

Clearance offers while stocks last.
95QS-32B Chronograph. Chrome Pl.

£16  95
CQ-82 Desk clock/talc. 4 alarms £1395
HQ -21 Clock/calculator £8.95
UFO Master Blaster (£24.95) £1695
Grandstand Adam Simon £16.95
Grandstand 4 -in -1 (£24.95) £1695

Be the first with
THE MIGHT CHIP

The "in" pendant
for 1980

Winner of the
1980 GIFT AWARD

(Fashion and personal
accessories)
Features a genuine metal
oxide silicon
EPROM (Erasable
Programmable Read
Only Memory) chip, set
in a 9ct. gold, or a sterling
silver, clasp. Approx.
1+ xi x 3/16 inch. lIgm.
Supplied with a leather
thong.

Sterling Silver £30
9ct. Gold £69

Latest 1980 modelsSEIKO Around 30% off!

SEIKO'S STAR BUY

TS2 Alarm Chronograph
_Comprehensive display
of hours, minutes,
seconds, day, date and
month. 24 hour alarm
and hourly chimes.
Stopwatch from 1'100
second to 20 minutes,
then seconds to 20 hours.
Upper display -lap times.
Lower display -total time.
S/Steel encased-8mm thick
plus front buttons.

ONLY £47.50

TS1 Alarm
Chronograph with
Countdown Alarm
Hours, minutes. seconds.
Alpha day and date on
upper display; And day,
date, month. Alarm and
hourly chimes. Countdown
alarm (upper display).
Stopwatch from 1/100
sec to 12 hours; net, lap
and 1st & 2nd place times.

Only £57.50

TS5 World Time/Alarm
TWO alarms, local and
world time. Hourly.
chimes. Hours, minutes,
seconds, day; or hours
minutes, day, date, month.
World time mode displays an
atlas. Each of the 19 time
zones flashes when selected.

Stainless £79.95
Gold pl. £99.95

H127 Digi/Ana
Independent analogue display.
Digital hours, minutes,
seconds, day; And day, date,
month. 1/100 second stop-
watch to 20 minutes, then
seconds to 12 hours. Net,
lap and 1st & 2nd place.
Single or dual counters.

Only £69.95 (£95)
Prices include VAT, P & P. Send your cheque, P.O.

or phone your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
number to:- TEMPUS Dept. EE, Beaumont Centre, 164-167 East Rd.,

Cambridge C81 1DB. Tel. 0223 312866
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VERO ELECTRONICS LTD RETAIL DEPt.
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford,

Hampshire SO5 3ZR
Tel: (04215) 62829

Wiring Accessories

The Vero range of wiring
accessories are all highest quality

`professional' products, carefully selected to ease
your interconnection problems. There's a full range
of pins and DIP sockets (including low -profile) for
solder or wire wrapping techniques and the popular
Verowire prototype wiring system.
Add these to our established range of boards, boxes,
frames and cases and you've got all you need for
your project. It's all in our catalogue - just send
40p. and it's yours by return.

The NEWAAarshall's 79/80 catalogue
is just full of components

d that's not all .

Ot..ir new catalogue is bigger and better than ever Within its
pages are details ,and prices of the complete range of
ponents and accessories available from Marshall's.,
se include Audio Amps, Connectors, Boxes, Cases. Bridge
tifiers, Cables, Capacitors, Crystals, Diacs. Diodes. Dis-

ys, Heatsinks: [Cs, Knobs LEDs. Multimeters, Plugs.
kets, Pots. Publications, Relays, Resistors. Soldering

''lipment,ipment, Thyristors, Transistors, Transformers, Voltage
lators, etc.. etc.

S details of the NEW Marshall's 'budget' Credit Card. We
,ihe first UK component retailer to offer our customers our

credit card facility.
s - Twin postage paid order forms to facilitate speedy

ordering.
Pius Many new products and data.

Plus 100s of prices cut on our popular lines including [Cs,
Transistors, Resistors and many more.
-if you need components you need the new Marshall's
Catalogue.
Available by post 65p post paid from Marshall's, Kingsgate
House, Kingsgate Place, London NW6 4TA. Also available
from any branch to callers 50p.

Retail Sales: London: 40 Cricklewodd Broadway, NW2 3ET. Tel: 01-452 016112. Also 325 Edgware Road, W2. Tel: 01-723 4242. Glasgow: 85 West
Regent Street, GZ 2Q.D. Tel: 041-332 4133. And Bristol: 10BA Stokes Croft, Bristol. Tel: 0272 426501/2.
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The Extra
ordinar

Experi-
ments

of

Profess
Ernes

Eversure
by phony John Bassett

As BOB arrived once again at the
Laboratory to be greeted by the

Prof., his mind was full of thoughts
of the Simulated Space Environment
which the Prof. had produced with
the aid of a giant vacuum chamber
equipped with a wide range of elec-
tronic equipment; computers and
lasers, electron -guns and other beam -
producing equipment for experiments
on energy beams, and many other
applications of vacuum electronics.

The Prof's experimental robots
could enter the vacuum chamber
through the air -lock and Bob could
see through the large windows that
they and the Prof. had been at work
installing more equipment.

FLYING SAUCERS
"Your Space Environment Simula-

tor looks more like real space ex-
ploration equipment every time I see
it, Prof! I dream that we might even
take a real space -trip in it!"

"Then you'll be interested in my
latest experimental device, Bob."

"Wow, Prof. are you going to turn
the experimental gravity control down
past zero, and actually take -off and
fly in the vacuum -chamber?"

"No, Bob, last time I tried that it
caused yet another flying saucer scare
around here, and also a UFO defence
alert. I had quite a difficult job
dodging the modern radar trackers
and the latest batch of highly sensi-
tive UFO detectors which have been
built by investigators of such pheno-
mena.

RADAR JAMMER
I had to rig -up an emergency radar

jammer to produce pictures of
hundreds of flying saucers all over the
radar screens for a short time whilst
I gave them the slip and got back
here safely! It must have caused quite
a flap!"

"How does a radar jammer work,
Prof?"

"When a craft is being scanned by
radar, receiving instruments on board
can detect the radar beam. To jam
the radar, the craft may then transmit
a series of pulses of energy at the
frequency of the radar beam. This
results in a number of false images
on the radar screen to confuse the
radar observer.

"Just as with TV games, electronic
circuits operating in synchronism
with the scan frequencies of the TV
set can produce a great variety of
images on the TV screen. So, by
detecting the scan frequencies of the
radars and transmitting a variety of
synchronous pulses, a whole range of
interesting 'objects' can be made to
appear on the radar screen to divert
the operator whilst the craft escapes!

"The radar jamming beam or
broadcasting can produce an almost
endless series of replicas of the image
of the craft to appear all over the
radar screen. It is amazing what can
be carried on a beam of energy and
your interest in the study of various
energy beams and their widely differ-
ing properties can lead you to some
fantastic discoveries!

ABOLITION OF SPACE
"Some investigators consider that

force fields can cause matter to be-
come organised into objects whose
structure and function are direct
results of the 'originating' force fields,
which are in some cases considered
to precede and 'mould' the objects,
which may include living creatures!"

"But Prof.. if that is so. won't it
result in the abolition of suace itself?
Because magnetic, electrical and
gravitation fields can extend for in-
finite distances in space, if they were
really responsible for the formation
of objects and living creatures, surely
space would soon become so filled -up
there would be no gaps left in it!"

COMPLICATIONS
"If that were so, Bob, we could all

retire relatively smartly at a speed of
c-pc into our brand new indi-
vidually pre -packed black holes, but
fortunately things are more compli-
cated than that. In most known
instances, for example, force fields
merely act in readily understood ways
to guide the formation of objects,
and the growth of crystals, for in-
stance, is an example of this which is
taught in many science classes. Here
an object is formed under the in-
fluence of electrostatic field forces
with no danger from black holes or
other apocalyptic phenomena-the
force fields merely acting to guide
the atoms and molecules into places
in the crystal lattice structures.
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REPLICATION BEAM
"With other objects less regular

than crystals the picture is more com-
plex and my latest experiment uses
energy beams to influence the force -
fields in space to induce the formation
of replicas of objects, in regions
where interfering energy -beams have
produced congruent antinodal and
nodal structures in the fields which
exist in space."

"Prof., the ways in which force -
fields and energy beams can influence
one another, and in turn influence
material objects are fascinating areas
for advanced study-but how can
antinodes and nodes be congruent
with one another?"

SCIENCE FAIR PROJECT
"An apparatus for demonstration of

the existence of congruent nodes and
antinodes would make a good prac-
tical construction project for your
School Science Society, Bob, and
could make a good, entertaining and
educational School Fair exhibit. Think
about it; such a project could demon-
strate simultaneously a number of
scientific principles and there is
plenty of scope in it for the use of
electronics!

"It would be quite easy, for in-
stance, to arrange that the nodes and
antinodes of a microwave low power
field, for example, should be con-
gruent with those of. say, an acoustic
field of the same. or different wave
length, and with the different forms
of energy travelling in transverse
directions or at various angles. Then,
of course, there are quite a variety
of mechanical shear or transverse
waves, compression waves, surface -
displacement waves and so on, to
experiment with, which could make
spectacular mystifying and educa-
tional displays where luminescent,
reflective or refractive media can be
used."

"I understand now, Prof! The nodes
and antinodes of different fields of
standing -waves or interfering waves,

whose energy may be travelling in
differing directions or in the same
direction, may quite readily be con-
gruent with one another and produce
interesting and sometimes compli-
cated combined effects!'

"That's right, Bob. Now watch
this!"

TELE-PORT
The Prof. placed a small metal

object upon a low pedestal which was
surrounded by strange electronic
sensors connected to an energy beam
projector apparatus.

When he operated the apparatus,
Bob saw that, just for a moment, the
metal statue seemed to be surrounded
by a phosphorescent halo of light, and
also to glow with a light which
seemed to come from within the very
core of the solid metal.

But the statue seemed to come to
no harm.

"This is because," explained the
Prof., "what I am doing is merely
making a record of the structure of
the object-it does no more harm
than taking an ordinary photograph.
Now, the beam -projectors are set to
focus and converge on that table.
Watch, and also observe carefully
what happens to the small heap of
grey crystals on the pan of the nearby
laboratory weighing balance."

The balance tilted sharply as the
crystals turned from the grey of lead
sulphide to the yellow of sulphur, and
thus rapidly lost weight. Bob saw that
one of the Prof's experimental robots
had to remove quite a lot of weights
from the opposite pan before the
scales would balance again. At the
same time a shimmering replica of
the small lead statue formed on the
table. The Prof. picked it up and
handed it to Bob.

"It is identical to the original," Bob
explained, "down to the last tiny
scratch-and I'll bet it weighs exactly
the same."

"Yes-the Robot has just confirmed
that." The Prof. switched the machine
into reverse, and with a shimmering

sparkle and a sudden loss of weight,
the statue faded from Bob's hand,
and at the same time the crystals on
the scale returned rapidly to their
customary weight and grey colour.

"Will this work with living
creatures too, Prof?"

"Yes. Bob, try it!" Bob himself
stood on the pedestal and as the Prof.
once again operated the device, this
time with the assistance of a couple
of his robots, Bob seemed to find his
whole body and consciousness filled
for just a moment with a flash of
shimmering light. Then a perfect
replica appeared on the table a few
metres away, together with another
replica of the Prof's lead statue which
was still on the pedestal of the Rep-
lication Machine.

As Bob picked up the statue and
examined it once again, his replica
on the table picked up the replica of
the statue and examined that.

After a short time the Prof.
switched the machine into reverse
and once again the replicas dis-
appeared. Bob stepped down from the
pedestal.

"That was amazing!' he reported to
the Prof.

"As I was examining one side of
the statue, the replica was examining
the other side, and so I could see
both sides of the statue simul-
taneously. Also I could see you in
close-up with my own eyes, and from
a distance through those of the
replica. I could see the whole lab
from two standpoints, like being in
two places at once! Really great!
Want to try it again-but tell me,
can this machine produce more than
one-several replicas simultaneously."

"That is possible Bob, but the
mental and psychological problems
would be multiplied, and could easily
reach dangerous proportions even
with one replica of an unbalanced
person. So my next Extraordinary Ex-
periment will be aimed not at increas-
ing the number of the replicas, but
the distance to which they can be
projected!"

To be continued
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ALL THE PARTS TO BUILD THE

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TRAVELLER
CAR RADIO

X. EASY 7F) 5(//L-P-g5PCISHgam,?UNIA16-X MAPLE,CA1

STY1-1NeES161V-
V-IAI

WISEV COMPWOVT5
-*- 6 kvIlTrOurrtintREADY
rrn.41T (9 PuNdief) PC.

.*- iNCorefOrirrES
SoPr2ESS/On/

Cll2C0i TS

The pack contains all the electronic components to build the
radio, you supply only the wire and solder as featured in the
Practical Electronics March issue.
The P.E. Traveller features pre-set tuning with five push
button options, black illuminated tuning scale, with matching
rotary control knobs, one, combining on/off volume and
tone -control, the other for manual tuning, each set on wood
simulated fascia.
The P.E. Traveller has a 6 watts output, negative ground and
incorporates an integrated circuit output stage, a Mullard IF
module LP1181 ceramic filter type, pre -aligned and
assembled and a Bird pre -aligned push button tuning unit.
The P.E. Traveller fits easily in or under dashboards.
Complete with instructions.

R
NEW
12+12
AMPLIFIER KIT

An opportunity to build your own 12 watts per channel stereo amplifier
with up-to-the-minute features. to complete you psi zip* sanes
connecting wire and solder. Features include an oven swoons for
ceramic cartridge, microphone, tape or tune. Ourans-tapt speakers and
headphones the press of a button it transforms into a 24 wan man
disco amplifier with twin deck muang. The Lt incorporates a Piklard
LP1183 pre -amp rrodule, plus 2 power amplifier Ram* krt. Also
featured 4 slider level controls. rotary bass and nob* cowries ad 6 pi
button seethes Silver finish fascia panel with matching knobs. Essy
mend* teak pmulete cabinet and ready made meal ItediC For What

SiasSixe 9 111 8hi" x appr.
nstruttons are 'ratable enc. 50p_ Free

f2.55 INOTE, for.U with 4 to 8 ohms rigs.
with kit

TWO WAY SPEAKER KIT To suit above amp. Comprising 2,
6" Booms Phillips base unit. and 2. 31/2" appros tweeters with
2 crossover capacitors 64.95 p&p f1.65.

Available sly b fart ties perakason of We 12 + 12 kit.

C

50 WATT MON

DISCO AMP

f30.60
p&p 1'3.20

Sae spores 133/4" s 514" x 614"
50 watts ems. 100 vans peak output Rig features include two dm inputs.
[soh for ceramic cartridges. tape input and microphone input. Level milting
controls fitted with integral posh -pub sr/Itches. IndependeM btu and treble
controLs and master volume

30 + 30 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
Viscount IV unit in teak simulate cannel Slim knish rotary controls and
pushbuttons with matching !sot red mains Inchcator arts stem lack socket
Functions smith fa coke magnetic and crystal pickups. tape tuner and auxiliwv

Rear panel features fuse holder. DIN speaker and input socket 30 + 30 watts
RMS 60 t- 60 watts peak for use with 4 lo 8 ohm speakers
Sus 1 414-x3" 10"'mos.

p&p (3.3011132e90BUILT AND READY TO PLAY

£10050 118T5

CONSTRUCTORS PACK 7A
Suitable stainless steel fully
retractable locking aerial and
speaker (approx 6" x 4") is
available as a kit complete.

f 1.95 Per Pack, p & p £1.00.
Pack 7A may only be purchased
at the same time as Pack 7.
NOTE: Constructor's pack 7A
sold complete with radio kit
615.20 including p&p.

323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2. For Personal Shoppers Only. P44.1Smal_5.30pm

21A HIGH STREET, ACTON W3 6NG. Mail Order Only. No Callers. Closed Thursday

Mullard
AUDIO MODULES IN
BARGAIN PACKS

CURRENT

CATALOGUE -ffi
PRICE
ATOVER

sn SEE OUR PRICES

a:ants/KS ow MKT
...Ma TO noOSE
it.1$701111ERS MEI WTSG
OUR SLOG111P.C.3

I
2 PACK 2 2 x 1P1173 lOw WS output power audio amp modules

it 1 01184/2 Stereo pre amp for magnetic cerarrunc and SWAM),
inputs

PACK I 2 s LP1173 1 Gtr WAS output power audio amp modules.
 1 1P1182/2 Stereo pre amp for ceramic and

OUR PRICE 5.00
P&P 01.10

11144.S. OUR PRICE f 7.65 P&P fl 15

ACCESSORIES Sortable mans greet =poly parts. consisting of
mans transformer. bridge rectifier. smoothing capacitor and set of rotary
stereo controls for treble. bass. r'nn
volume and balance  U Pk. P&P £160

Two Way Speaker Kit Comprising Si two 8" x 5" aporos 4 ern
bass and two 15 ohm rad-raga twee, with two eras.... capacitors.

PPL Itttes; a7; f4.05

R
323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
21A HIGH STREET. ACTON W3 6NG

ACTON: Mail Order only. No callers
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 1551.
MI items cabala to evallabifity. Price OMNI at
222.80 and subject to change without notice.

All enquires Stamped Addressed Envelope.
NOTE: Persons aides 16 yaw. me tamed without pareat's webeibetwe

676.00 4t1
100 WATT MONO
DISCO AMP 8cartaid aiarnatagin

sr4 ,,,,..-1C-Onra4 Sire appro._ la" s 4" a I Oa
Five irerrt,a- side centrals. master volume. tape level. INC level deck level
PLUS INTER DECK FADER for perfect graduated change horn record deck No. 1 to
No 2 or vice sierra Pre fade level motel lPFL I lets YOU her next dim before
fad.; it in VU meter monsoon output level Output 100 watts RIPS 200 watts peak.

EMI SPEAKER BARGAI
Stereo par 360 kit System consists of
13" s 8" *pox woofer with roiled
surroind. 31/2" Goodman tweeter
COUSOVt, components and mcml
diagram Frequency response 20 hit
to 20 KW Porter handling 15 watt RMS
20 warts mac
8 ohm unpedanc.

f18.25
Per stereo per
pop (420

BSR P200
Silt dove chassis turntable f25.50
unit semi -automatic, cuaing donee p&p 11.00

Shure M75 6 Magnetic Cartridge
to suit. f7.95

BSR Manual pink p1.,
record deck with auto

return and CsJet119 lever. fined tenth stereo

ceiarnic cartrtdge 2 speeds with 45 r p
spindle adaptor !deity suned for home

ODR PRICE f12 25 `34(2.75

r.

PHILLIPS RECORD PLAYER DECK GC037
Hifi record player deck belt drive complete with GP4(11 week

UN
STOCK. &re En

La. complete.UNBEATABLE OFFER AT
BUYER COLLECT ONLY_

BARGAIN OFFER
Aviator) pick-up arm
manufactured in Japan.
Complete with headshell.
Listed price over f-30_00.

Personal Shoppers EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 Tel 01-123 8432. 9.30am-5.30pm Mead slaw lieridw ACTON: Mai Order way. Re alien GOODS DUMMIED SO ISUMAIIIIMO IL leaMYaeeAT
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IUM111111
Build the World Famous

CHROMA-CHIME

Give your friends a warm welcome=
This kit has been carefully prepared so that practically anyone

capable of neat soldering will have complete success in building it.
The kit manual contains step by step constructional details
together with a fault finding guide, circuit description, installation
details and operational instructions all well illustrated with
numerous figures and diagrams.
 Handsome purpose built ABS cabinet
 Easy to build and install
 Uses Texas InstrumentsTMS1000 microcomputer
 Absolutely all parts supplied including I.C.socket
 Ready drilled and legended PCB included
 Comprehensive kit manual with full circuit details
 No previous microcomputer experience necessary
 All programming permanently retained is on chip ROM
 Can be built in about 3 hours!
 Runs off 2 PP3 type batteries.
 Fully Guaranteed

* Sat e fzeutgeid OK as es le zi zetea Alice 44ccieeig,9. rautelj,

TMS 1000N -MP0027A Micro-
computer chip available separately if
required. Full 24 tune spec device

sheet and fully
guaranteed. New low price only £4.95 inc. p&p

_MODELLERS - LISTEN
FOR THE C.B. MENACE

GET A 27MHZ MONIT
* Audibly confirm your channel's clear.
* Tunes over whole 27mhz model band. (CB)
* Receives normal broadcast AM/FM

bands as well.
* Sensitive with telescopic aerial.
* Totally portable.
* Runs on standard batteries.
This neat three band Superhet receiver
notonly provides an invaluableservice,
checking your channel and TX, but
gives normal broadcast reception
when you need it as well.
Costing less than a decent Servo, you'll
find it cheap and reassuring insurance!

ALL CHROMATRONICS PRODUCTS SUPPLIED WITH MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
PLEASE ALLOW 7-21 DAYS FOR DEUVERY

Chromatronics, Riverway, Harlow, Essex.

EE's,".90Please send me:
TO: CHROM ATRONICS, RIVER WAY, HARLOW, ESSEX.
NAME
ADDRESS

I enclose cheque/PO value £
or debit my ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD account no.

'

solliFIOMATROMIC:

GIVE US SPACE
YES WE'VE DONE IT AGAIN-ANOTHER
HUGE PURCHASE OF COMPONENTS
HAS ARRIVED AND OUR STORES ARE
OVERFLOWING WITH BARGAINS. SO
HERE'S YOUR CHOICE:-
CUT OUT WHOLE COUPON - ADD
MONEY, MARK NUMBER OF PACKS
REQUIRED IN BOX
1. MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER

KIT. (No case). Transmits up to 500 yds
to any FM Radio. Building instructions-
all components. This item is not licens-
able for use in UK. £6.00 1]

2. RESISTORS-our giant pack, mini-
mum quarter kilo, of assorted resistors-
all types. £1.00

3. TELEVISION GAMES CHIP (colour)
AY3-8600 by General Instruments-ball
& paddle, tennis, hockey, soccer, squash
practice, grid ball, basket ball. Includes
data. £1.00

4. TELEVISION GAMES CHIP (colour)
AY3-8550 ball & paddle, tennis, soccer,
squash. Includes data. £1.00 

5. ZENER DIODE PACK -15 assorted
high & low wattage zeners-mixed volt-
ages. £1 .00

6. 20 ASSORTED TRANSISTORS-
no junk-all working branded-plastic
and metal cans. £1.00 

7. TERRIFIC VALUE-our capacitor
packs (100 approx.) may include discs,
mylars, electrolytics, polyester. £1.00

8. DIODES -20 assorted. May include
signal, planar germanium rectifiers. £1.00

9. ASSORTED POTENTIOMETERS
AND PRESETS-carbon, wire -wound,
rectillinear, etc. £1.00

10. MULTIMETER BARGAIN-Essential
to every experimenter. 20,000 LIN, - 5-
1000V AC/DC, 50 yA5-500mA, 10 D -10K.
Plus unique built in 465kHz 1F align-
ment oscillator and 1kHz Signal Tracer
-robust protective case, leads. £9-95 

11.25 WIREWOUND RESISTORS 2-10
watt, many useful values. £1-00 0

FREE-All orders over £10 get a free
junk box filler pack. Lots of useful
bits. (My order is over £10). FREE CI

Arrow Electronics Ltd., Leader House,
Coptfold Rd., Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BN

!NI 11! 11! ! 11!-

0

El

ONLY PACKS 1-5 INCLUSIVE AVAILABLE FOR
EXPORT.
Prices include V.A.T., POSTAGE 40p but free if you
order £5 or over to: (your name and address)

Please print clearly and give your postcode and post with
cheque, postal order or cash to:

ARROW ELECTRONICS LTD.
LEADER HOUSE, COPTFOLD ROAD,
ESSEX CM14 4BN.
OR you may collect at our shop (open 9-5 Mon. -Sat.
Closed PM Thursday).
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WORKSHOP
MATTERS

Signal Sources
In an earlier article I covered the choice

of a multimeter, and in the next article
or so I want to cover signal sources.
These can be very broadly defined as a
signal that is injected into equipment
in order to ascertain whether it is working
within its parameters, or if it is not working,
to ascertain where it has failed. Such
sources cover a vast range: from the
"tickle" induced into sensitive stages by
an educated finger, to the more sophisti-
cated sources. It is these that I want to
discuss.

Let us start by drawing a division be-
tween the source that is very closely con-
trolled for frequency and voltage accuracy,
and that which is less closely controlled if
at all. The former is defined as a generator,
the latter as an oscillator.

A.F. Sources
If you are an a.f. or hi fi type then you

will almost certainly be interested in
such sources as a means of checking
your equipment, or if you are into design
work, of checking your designs. What
should such a source offer? Opinions
differ, but my order of priorities, in de-
scending order, would be:

1 Very low distortion.
2 High frequency accuracy
3 High voltage output accuracy

4 High resetting accuracy of
frequency and voltage

5 Wide frequency range
6 Square wave output

Having detailed my order of priorities,
let me now justify theml Most modern
audio equipment has distortion figures
that are extremely low, and if we are to
measure these, or design amplifiers
that are similarly rated, then our signal
source must have an output that has
distortion figures that are very much
lower; a factor of x10 is not unrealistic
for work of the highest calibre.

Faced with equipment with a distortion
figure of 0.01 per cent we must use a
source that has, at the most, 0.001 per
cent distortion. It is possible to reduce
this distortion figure, but then our results
will be less reliable.

Frequency Response
For the plotting of frequency response

curves, a high degree of frequency
scale calibration is necessary, and this
also helps when "spot" frequencies
must be set. Greater accuracy is possible
if the frequency varying element-almost
always resistance or capacitance with
modern designs-has some form of slow
motion tuning incorporated. This has
the additional advantage of permitting
frequency sweeping to be effected.

By Harry T. Kitchen

Another important factor is freedom
from frequency voltage bounce, an
effect where the output voltage literally
bounces up and down when the frequency
is altered. It is very difficult to make any
source completely free from bounce,
but it should be closely controlled, and
should settle down very rapidly,

The output voltage should be closely
controlled so that it is possible to accu-
rately set any required voltage. This
can be effected by calibrated attenuators,
sometimes complimented by an output
meter that monitors the voltage applied
to the attenuators. There should be at
least two attenuators, one for the coarse
adjustment of output voltage, the other
for fine adjustment.

Both frequency and output voltagd
should be capable of being reset to any
previously set figure, and should be
adequately buffered so that neither is
affected by any external loads. This
is not always the case with simple designs
where the output is extracted directly
from the oscillator, and it is quite possible
to alter both frequency and output voltage
by an appreciable amount by varying
the load applied to the output terminals.
This can invalidate any results obtained;
as such, simple designs must be used
only for non -critical work.

Although it is accepted, by tradition,
that the audible frequency range is from
around 20Hz to 20kHz, the source must
possess a much wider frequency range,
ideally 10Hz to 100kHz. Such a wide
frequency range is essential to check
reproducing equipment for vagaries that,
though they may well be outside the
audible bandwidth, may yet affect the
reproduction.

Subsonic instability may be inaudible,
yet it can modulate the reproduced
signal and cause audible distortion.
Similarly, supersonic instability may be
well above 20kHz, yet it can degrade
the signal and in extreme cases it is
not unknown for multi -unit 'speakers
to have the tweeters ruined through over-
heating of the voice coil due to an amplifier
oscillating vigorously and applying an
almost perfect square wave to the
'speaker. With a wide frequency source,
the amplifier can be checked for mis-
behaviour at both ends of the frequency
spectrum.

Square Wave
If you own an oscilloscope you will

find a square wave output invaluable.
This is, in comparison to the sinewave
output we have so far considered, a
signal having perfectly vertical sides,
and perfectly parallel tops and bottoms.

The square wave is usually derived
from the sinewave oscillator and thus
has the same frequency. The two outputs
sometimes share the same output terminal
and attenuators, though separate attenu-
uators and output terminals Increase

the versatility of the instrument since
both waveforms can be used simuhtan-
eously if desired.

The great attraction of a square wave
is the ease, and speed, with which it
can tell the practised user the charac-
teristics of the equipment through which
it has passed. If the verticals slope and
the originally sharp corners are rounded
off, it indicates a poor high frequency
capability.

Sloping tops and bottoms indicate
a poor low frequency capability. The
greater the sloping and rounding -off,
the worse the h.f. or I.f. response.

Supplies
Last, but not least, the power supply

used for the source, and the case in
which it is placed. Batteries are expensive,
and if the equipment is much used, have
a limited life. A mains supply thus seems
to be attractive.

For certain work the mains power supply
is no disadvantage, but at low levels the
mains frequency of 50Hz, and some of
its harmonics can cause problems.
For critical low level work I believe that
there is no alternative to battery power,
expensive though it may be.

For screening, a metal case is essential,
but this should be well insulated on the
outside, by the liberal use of paint or
Vinyl covering, so that if two cases touch
there is no unintentional earth path
between them that may cause problems
with earth -loops.

ind
It's so easy and tidy with the

Easibind to file your copies
away. Each binder is designed
to hold approximately 12 issues
and is bound and blocked with
the Everyday Electronics logo.
Gold letraset supplied for self
blocking of volume numbers
and years.

Price £4.10 including post-
age, packing and V.A.T., Why
not place your order now and
send the completed coupon
below with remittance to:-
IPC Magazines Ltd, Post Sales
Dept, Lavington House, 25
Lavington St, London SE1 OPF

easy
with

OutexIblin

MUMS
I enclose p.o./cheque value
for binders. Years required

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)
Name

Address

Date
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First the EuroBreadBoard
Now the EuroSolderBoard

Indispensible
for the professional

Ideal

for the beginner

Design on a EuroBreadBoard - Instal on a EuroSolderBoard

First the EuroBreadBoard
Will accept 0.3" and 0.6" pitch D1L IC's, Capacitors, Resistors,
LED's, Transistors and components with up to .85mm dia leads.
500 individual connections PLUS 4 integral Power Bus Strips along
all edges for minimum inter -connection lengths.
All rows and columns numbered or lettered for exact location
indexing (ideal for educational projects)
Long life, low resistance (<10m ohms) nickel silver contacts
£6.20 each or £11.70 for 2

Now the EuroSolderBoard
New 100mm square, 1.6mm thick printed circuit board with pre -
tinned tracks identically laid out, numbered and lettered to Euro-
BreadBoard pattern.
Four 2.5mm dia fixing holes.
£2.00 for set of three ESB 's or

And don't forget the EuroSolderSucker
Ideal for tidying up messy solder joints or freeing multi -pin IC's, this
195mm long, all metal, high suction desoldering tool has replaceable
Teflon tip and enables removal of molten solder from all sizes of
pcb pads and track. Primed and released by thumb, it costs only
£7.25 including VAT & PP r

Snip out and post to David George Sales,
Unit 7, Higgs Industrial Estate, 2 Herne Hill Road, London SE24 OAUNorm mommome 11111/1/ IIIMMIN1101

David George Sales, EE 5
Unit 7, Higgs Ind. Est, 2 Herne Hill Rd., London SE24 OAU.
Please send me: -

1 EuroBreadBoard @ £ 6.20 0
or 2 EuroBreadBoards @ £11.70 0 Please

or 3 EuroSolderBoards @ £ 2.00 0 Tick
or 1 EuroSolderSucker @ £ 7.25 0

All prices are applicable from Jan. 1st 1980 and include VAT
and PP but add 15% for overseas orders.
Name

Company
Address

Tel. No
Please make cheques/P.O. payable to David George Sales
and allow 10 days for cheque clearance and order processing

MITRAD
(MIDLAND TRADING COMPANY)

ZETRON!
TAKE YOU

EIGHTIES WITH
PIECES OF MODERN

INTO THE
TWO REALLY SUPERB

TECHNOLOGY

GENTS ALARM CHRONO
(12/24 CYCLE)

A really superb watch and module with numerous
facilities available. It can be set as a 12 or 24 hour
watch with Hours. Minutes, Seconds. AM/PM
and Weekday indication always on display. A un-
ique calendar is built into the watch. You can have
month followed by date or date followed by ...4,...
month. it's entirely up to you. A 24 -hour alarm ''''''
can be set to anytime within a 24 -hour period I air ---r--.. .0-_ ',
whether in the 12 or 24 -hour cycle.

17
The Chronograph has a twelve hour capacity and
runs at 1/10 a. split and lap mode facilities are
available.

Battery Hatch. Mineral Glass. Long life battery
and a closely woven adjustable Stainless Steel
strap finish the watch off with impeccable looks.

ONLY
£16.50!

GENTS QUARTZ ANALOGUE
A truly superb timepiece with extreme accuracy.

A choice of two colours on this outstanding watch
are available, Blue or White.

The calendar in the watch can be set to give a
readout in either French or English,
dication being automatic.

with date in-' 1

4

An infinite adjustable Stainless Steel strap is built -
in as part of the watch. : i

The watch is fitted with a Long Life battery and
.

\
comes with luminous markings
vision.

-, . .to aid night-time 4, ,-.N

ONLY
£19.95

ZETRON !WHERE RELIABILITY, STYLE,
AND ELEGANCE REALLY COUNT

Just look at the following
points.

(i) 48 -hour despatch. MO 10 day money back
(ii) Full instructions and guarantee.

12 month guarantee. (iv) Free presentation case
with each watch.

Fur further information turn to page 000.
P/P per item 85p which includes insurance.

Cheques or P0's made payable to MITRAD and sent to (Dept.
58, Windmill Ave, Kettering, Northants NN16 BPA

Telephone: (0536) 522024
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THE CASIO fx- 7100
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
ELECTRONIC pocket calculators have

been with us for almost ten years
now and electronic digital watches
and clocks for a little less. It was only
a matter of time before the two were
combined. This time has come, and
it is no surprise to fmd that it is from
a Japanese company. Casio, the
world's leading calculator manufac-
turer have just released some calcu-
lating timepieces, one of which is the
fx-7100. Strangely though, this is only
called a "scientific calculator".

The fx-7100 is truly a pocket (or
handbag) sized instrument, measuring
only 98 x 65 x 10mm in its leather -
look wallet having a window over the
display. It is similar in size to a
season ticket/bankers card wallet and
can thus be carried with comfort in
the breast pocket for example.

The display is the more economical
and popular liquid crystal type (5mm
high digits). Current consumption is
therefore very low giving long life to
the two silver oxide batteries fitted.
Depending on the battery types
obtained, continuous use over 9 to
12 months can be expected.

There are thirty-seven actual keys
on the unit, most of them having dual
functions and some having three. At
first, this multilayer key arrangement
caused problems, with wrong func-
tions being keyed in, but in a short
time one becomes accustomed to the
key shift modes. Also the small size
of the keys and the closeness in rela-
tion to the human digit takes a little
getting used to.

CLOCK
The clock has a 12 -hour format

with a PM flag to indicate the same.

The readout is in hours, minutes and
seconds and is accurate to within ±3
seconds per day. The clock is also
equipped with an alarm.

The decimal keyboard is used for
setting the alarm time which is
entered in hours and minutes. This is
much more convenient than the step
setting on most digital watches.
The new alarm time overwrites the
existing alarm time. Once activated
a piercing modulated tone sounds for
20 seconds. The alarm facility can be
"switched" out. Alarm ready state is
shown on the displays by a "sound"
flag.

STOPWATCH
Another useful facility is the stap-

watch. This counts in 1/100ths of a
second up to 0.01 secs short of 10
hours. This stopwatch once started
can be stopped in either of two modes
and these modes may be alternated
throughout the timing sequence.

In one mode, the "watch" can be
stopped and when restarted will con-
tinue to count from the displayed
time. In the other mode, the counting
sequence carries on counting intern-
ally displaying the halted time. When
operated a second time, the display
leaps to the counting time. Very use-
ful for sports events where lap times
can be recorded. The stopwatch
would also be very useful in the
electronic workshop where time delay
circuitary is being tested and time
constants observed.

COUNTDOWN
The housewife is also catered for.

In the kitchen, the device may be

used as a cooking timer when put in
its countdown mode. Here the cook-
ing time may be entered by means of
the decimal keyboard, and when
initiated will count down to zero at
which time the alarm sounds, again
for 20 seconds.

Countdown is from a maximum
9 hours 59 minutes or may be in
minutes only from 99 minutes maxi-
mum. This is a reneat timer i.e. when
it reaches zero, it reverts to the set
countdown time. This facility should
prove very useful once again for
sport events such as when competi-
tors set off at pre -arranged intervals,
e.g. car rallying.

During both countdown and count -
up (stopwatch), the display may be
returned to regular time display with-
out affecting the counting.

CALCULATOR
Calculations may be carried out

without affecting any clock functions
that may be running. A break from
calculation back to clock function is
possible, but any information you
have accumulated and wish to retain
must be transferred to memory. Other
registers will be cancelled.

This tiny machine has enormous
ability handling no less than 39 scien-
tific functions as well as the usual
basic calculations including constants
for ± -/ X / /xY/x1

Positive and negative numbers may
be entered up to 8 -digits in length
(with or without decimal point) or in
exponent form, 6 -digits with 2 -digit
exponent up to 10 y3. The accuracy
of the scientific functions in +1 in
the 8th digit.

We were pleased to see the inclu-
sion of "brackets" on this machine
which allows quite complex formulae
to be "worked out" without recourse
to the memory and inverse keys as
with many other calculators. A five -
deep nest of brackets is available.

A statistical mode package is in-
cluded which calculates all the
common statistical functions.

As would be expected, a memory is
included. This can be added to, sub-
tracted from, recalled and over-
written. Memory contents may also
be exchanged with display register.
Whenever there is a number in
memory this calls yet another flag,
M, to appear on the display.

A useful feature included in the
design is to exchange the contents of
the display register with the working
register. This enables the last but one
entered number to be recalled.

These and the rest of the functions,
including the versatile percentage
key, are contained in a comprehen-
sive 70 -page manual that comes with
the calculator.

The recommended retail price of
the fx-7100 is £27.95, but can be
obtained from Tempus (Dept. EE),
Talk of the Town, 19-21 Fitzroy
,Street, Cambridge CB1 1EH, at a
discount price of £24.95 including
postage and packing.

A larger version (135 x 75 x 12mm,
with 6mm high display digits) the
fx-8100 Scientific Calculator/ Chrono-
graph has all the facilities of the
fx-7100 and more and costs the same.
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LIGHTING CONTROL KITS MINI KITS

Each unit has 4 channels Rated at 1 KW at
240V per channel) which switch lamps to
provide sequencing effects. controlled manually
or by an optional opto-isolated audio input.

Directly replace conventional light switch
and control up to 300W of lighting. No mains
rewiring. Insulated touchplates. Easy to
follow instructions.
TD300K TOUCHDIMMER. Single touchplate
with alternate action. Brief touch switches
lamp on and off, longer touch dims or
brightens lamps. Neon lamp helps find the
switch in the dark. £6-50
.TIDE/K Extension kit for TD300K for 2 -way
switching etc. £1  50
TSD300K-TOUCH SWITCH& DIMMER.
Single touchplate, small knob controls
brightness. £5-50
TSA300K-AUTOMATIC. Singletouchplate.
Time delay variable 2 secs. to 38 mins. £4.30
LD300K-LIGHTDIMMER KIT £2 90

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

lot i 555 Timer
741 Op. Amp
AY -5-1224 Clock

AY -5.1230/2 ClockTirner
AY -3.1279 Thermometer
ICL7106 DVM (LCD drive)
1.10377 Duel 2W Amp
1.11379S Dual OW Amp
19360 2W Audio Amp
19352 Dual low noes pmarnp
LM38 6 250mW low voltage amp
1918.30 fluid Level Detector
LM2907 Convener
LM3909 LED Flasher...Oscillator
LM3911 Thermometer
1M3914 Del/Bar Driver
61957150 (etas) Timer
MM74C91 1 4 -digit display controller
6161740915 7-segmentEICO convener
99748926 4 -digit counter with 7-seg otcputs
35565 Touchdiromer
59263 Touchswitch 16 -way
TBA800 5W Audio Amp
TBABIOAS 7W Audio Amp

TOA1 024 Zero Voltage Switch
TDA2020 20W Audio Amp
2111 0340 Tarter

AD ICs supplied with data & circuits. Date sheets only 59

21p
19p

£2.60
£4.20
£810
f7.011
f1.4.5
£3.50

SD

El DO
75p

ELM]
01.40

55p
£120
£2.10
E5.90
£15.50

£4758
£2.50
£4.115

53p
1159

it%
£2.85

DIGITAL VOLTMETER

THERMOMETER KIT
Based on the ICL 7106.
This Kit contains a PCB.
resistors. presets.
capacitors. diodes, IC and
0.5" liquid crystal display.
Components are also in-
cluded to enable the basic
DVM kit to be modified to a
Digital Thermometer using

a single diode as the sensor. RequireS a 3mA
9V supply, (PP3 battery) £20.75

LEDs

0.1" Red
0.1" Green
0.1" Yellow
02" Red
02" Green
0.2" Yellow
0.2" clips
Rectangular Red
Rectangular Green

DISPLAYS

99
12p
12p

9p
12p
129

20p
2559

01.304 Red 0.3' c.c. pin Corti-
pataole with DL704 70p

DL7
DL307 07 Red 0.3' ca.. pin comp.

7
01847 Red 0.8' (pin comp. DL7471 c.a. £1.ao

0p

DL850 Red 0.8' c.c. (pin comp. DL750) £1.80
DL72 7 Dual 0.5" ca. Red £1.50

MINI TRANSFORMERS

Standard mains
primaries 240V a.c.
100mA secondaries
6-0-6V
9-0-9V 880p5p

12-0-12V 90p

DIL IC SOCKETS

8 pin Op 18pin 17p
14pin 12p 28 pin

gre16 pin 14p 40 pin

Soldercon Pins 509/100

24 HOUR CLOCK APPLIANCE

TIMER KIT

Switches any appliance up to
1KW on and off at preset
times once per day. Kit con-
tains: AY -5-1230 IC. 0.5"
LED display, mains supply.
display drivers, switches,
LEDs, triac. PCBs & full in-
structions_

CT1000K Basic Kit £14.90
CT1 000K8 with white box (56/131 x71 mm)

£17.40
Ready Built £22.50

CAPACITORS
POlysitter 250V
0.01 6p
0.022 ep
0.033 7p
0.047 7p
0.068 7p
0.1
0.15

0.22
0.33
0.47
0.68
1.0

7 15
11: 2:2

Electrolytic' A -Axial R=Radial
63V 1.0 R 3p 16V 10 IR

2.2 R 3p 22 R
4.7 R 4p 33 R

10 R 5p 47 R
47 R Elp 100 IR

25V 22 Op 220 R
47 A 6p 470 R

100 A 1000 R
220 A 9p 10y 47 A
470 A 113p 100 A

1000 A 20p 220 A

Tantalum (bead)
35V 0.1 7p

0.22 7p
0.47 7p
1.0 7p

25V 2.2 alp
4.7 O
10 12pp

12p
12p
159
18p
24p
27p
31p

3p
3p
3p
4f3

Bp
5p

195pp

6p
SP
ep

lOy 22 12p
6.3V 33 12p

47 14p
3V 100 14p

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Available in 5V. 12V & 15V
versions.
781 series 100mA pos. 26p
79L series 1 0OrnA neg. 60p
78 series lA pos. 52p

LM 3 1 7T adjustable 1.2V -37V 1.5A £1.80

These KITS form useful subsystems which may
be incorporated into larger designs or used
alone. Kim include PCB short instructions and
all components.

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERTHERMOSTAT

Uses LM391 1 IC to sense temperature (80°C
max.) and triac to switch heater. PC8 (4 emsq.)
potentiometer, plus all other components in-
cluded with instructions.
500W £3.20 1 KW £3.50

SOLID STATE RELAY
Ideal for switching motors, lights, heaters etc
from logic. Opto isolated with zero voltage
switching. Supplied without triac. Select the
required triac from our range. £2.60

1341VDOT DISPLAY
Displays an analogue voltage on a linear 10 -
element LED display as a bar or single dot. Ideal
for thermometers, level indictors etc. May be
stacked to obtain 20 to 100 element displays.
Requires 5-20V supply. £4.75

BURST FIRE/PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

Based on the TDA1 024 Zero Voltage Switch
this kit contains all the components required to
make a "burst fire" power controller or a
"proportional temperature" controller enabling
the temperature of an enclosure to be main-
tained to within 0.5°C.
1 .5KW £5.25 3KW £5.55

BOXES
Moulded in high impact ABS.Supplied with
lids and screws. Black or white.
PB2 95x71x35mm 659
11113 115x95 x37rrirn 7119

ZENER DIODES

400mW 3.3V -30V 8p
1.3W7.5 -30V 159

RESISTORS
4W22ohm-10M
Pack of 10
lone value) 10P
10 packs
(10 values) SOP

TRIACS
400V Plastic Case (Texas)
3A 48p 103A 90p
8A 20A 15p

12A Sapp 25A 1960p
6A with trigger 80p
8A isolated tab 55p
Dian 189

ALL COMPONENTS ARE BRAND NEW AND TO SPECIFICATION. ADD VAT AT CURRENT RATE TO ABOVE PRICES PLUS 35p P&P. MAIL
ORDER -CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT.

IINICUMAJID

TK Electronics (EE) 106 STUDLEY GRANGE ROAD
LONDON W7 2LX. TEL. 01-579 9794

NEW FM/AM Receiver
from Eddystone Radio

  40411P MAIM

 From the professional stable for the
radio enthusiast

 Digital readout
 Long, medium, 3 short -waves plus FM
 'S' meter
 AFC AM and FM
 BFO/Product Detector for CW and SS B

reception
 Tape recorder output
 Fitted telescopic aerials
 Mains or 12V D.C. operated

Write or phone for details TODAY

Eddystone Radio Limited
Member of Marconi Communication Systems Limited

Alvechurch Road, Birmingham B31 3PP, England
Telephone: 021-475 2231 Telex: 337081
A GEC -Marconi Electronics Company
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CAMBRIDGE
LEARNING
ENTERPRISES

Self
Instruction

Courses

It's faster and more thorough than classroom learning: you pace
yourself and answer questions on each new aspect as you go. This
gives rare satisfaction - you know that you are really learning and
without mindless drudgery. With a good self -instruction course you
become your own best teacher.

Understand Digital Electronics
In the years ahead digital electronics will play an increasing part in
your life. Calculators and digital watches mushroomed in the 1970's
-soon we will have digital car instrumentation, cash cards, TV
messages from friends and electronic mail.
After completing these books you will have broadened your career
prospects and increased your knowledge of the fast -changing world
around you.

DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC AND
ELECTRONICS £7.50
This course is designed as an
introduction to digital electronics and
is written at a pace that suits the raw
beginner. No mathematical
knowledge is assumed other than the
use of simple arithmetic and decimals
and no electronic knowledge is

expected at all. The course moves
painstakingly through all the basic
concepts of digital electronics in a

simple and concise fashion: questions
and answers on every page make sure
that the points are understood.
Everyone can learn from it - students, engineers, hobbyists,
housewives, scientists. Its four A4 volumes consist of:
Book 1 Binary, octal and decimal number systems; conversion between number systems:
conversion of fractions; octal -decimal conversion tables.
Book 2 AND, OR gates: inverters; NOR and NAND gates; truth tables: introduction to
Boolean algebra.
Book 3 Positive ECL: De Morgans Laws: designing logic circuits using NOR gates; dual -input
Yates.
Book 4 Introduction to pulse driven circuits; R.S and J -K flip flops: binary counters: shift
registers: half -adders.

DESIGN OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS £11.50
This course takes the reader to real
proficiency. Written in a similar
question and answer style to Digital
Computer Logic and Electronics, this
course moves at a much faster pace
and goes into the subject in greater
depth. Ideally suited for scientists or
engineers wanting to know more
about digital electronics, its six A4
volumes lead step by step through
number systems and Boolean algebra
to memories, counters and arithmetic
circuits and finally to an
understanding of calculator and
computer design.
Book 1 Octal, hexadecimal and binary number systems; conversion between number
systems; representation of negative numbers; complementary systems; binary multiplication
and division.
Book 2 OR and AND functions: logic gates: NOT, exclusive -OR, NAND, NOR and exclusive -
NOR functions; multiple input gates; truth tables; De Morgans Laws; canonical forms; logic
conventions; karnaugh mapping; three state and wired logic.
Book 3 Half adders and full adders; subtractors; serial and parallel adders; processors and
arithmetic logic units (ALUs1; multiplication and division systems.
Book 4 Flip flops; shift registers; asynchronous and synchronous counters; ring, Johnson
and exclusive-OR feedback counters; random access memories IRAMs) and read only
memories (ROMs).
Book 5 Structure of calculators; keyboard encoding; decoding display data; register

systems; control unit; program ROM; address decoding; instruction sets; instruction
decoding; control programme structure.
Book 6 Central processing unit (CPU); memory organization; character representation;
program storage; address modes; input/output systems; program interrupts; interrupt
priorities; programming; assemblers; computers; executive programs; operating systems and
time sharing.

Flow Charts and Algorithms
are the essential logical procedures used in all computer programming
and mastering them is the key to success here as well as being a
priceless tool in all administrative areas -presenting safety regulations,
government legislation, office procedures etc.

THE ALGORITHM WRITER'S GUIDE £3.75
explains how to define questions, put them in the best order and draw
the flow chart, with numerous examples.

Microcomputers are coming - ride
the wave! Learn to program.
Millions of jobs are threatened but
millions more will be created. Learn
BASIC - the language of the small
computer and the most easy -to -learn
computer language in widespread Computer
use. Teach yourself with a course
which takes you from complete
ignorance step-by-step to real
proficiency with a unique style of
graded hints. In 60 straightforward
lessons you will learn the five
essentials of programming: problem
definition, flowcharting, coding the
program, debugging, clear
documentation. Harder problems are
provided with a series of hints so you
never sit glassy -eyed with your mind a blank. You soon learn to tackle
really tough tasks such as programs for graphs, cost estimates,
compound interest and computer games.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN BASIC
£7.50
Book1 Computers and what they do well; READ, DATA, PRINT, powers, brackets, variable
names; LET; errors; coding simple programs.
Book 2 High and low level languages; flowcharting; functions; REM and documentation;
INPUT. IF... -THEN, GO TO; limitations of computers, problem definition.
Book 3 Compilers and interpreters; loops, FOR....NEXT, RESTORE; debugging; arrays;
bubble sorting; TAB.
Book 4 Advanced BASIC; subroutines; string variables; files; complex programming:
examples; glossary.

THE BASIC HANDBOOK £11.50
This best-selling American title usefully supplements our BASIC
course with an alphabetical guide to the many variations that occur in
BASIC terminology. The dozens of BASIC 'dialects' in use today
mean programmers often need to translate instructions so that they
can be RUN on their system. The BASIC Handbook is clear, easy to
use and should save hours of your time and computer time. A must
for all users of BASIC throughout the world.

FORTRAN COLORING BOOK £5.40
"If you have to learn Fortran (and no one actually wants to assimilate
it for the good of the soul) buy this book. Forget the ethers -this one is
so good it will even help you understand the standard, dense, boring,
unintellible texts." New Scientist.

A.N.S. COBOL £4.40
The indispensable guide to the world's No. 1 business language. After
25 hours with this course, one beginner took a consulting job,
documenting oil company programs and did invaluable work from the
first day. Need we say more?

GUARANTEE - No risk to you
If you are not completely satisfied your money will be refunded on
return of the books in good condition.

Please send me: -
....Digital Computer Logic & Electronics @ £7.00
....Design of Digital Systems @ £11.50
....Algorithm Writer's Guide @ £3.75
....Computer Programming in BASIC @ £7.50
....BASIC Handbook @ £11.50
....Fortran Coloring Book @ £5.40
....A.N.S. Cobol @ £4.40
All prices include worldwide surface mailing costs (airmail extra) .
IF YOUR ORDER COMES TO OVER £18, DEDUCT £2

Cheques/ PO's payable to Cambridge Learning Enterprises or charge
to Access/Barclaycard/Diners Club/etc
account no

Telephone orders from credit card holders accepted on 0480-67446.
Overseas customers (inc Eire) use credit card, or bank draft in sterling
drawn on a London bank, or International Money Order (add £1
handling charge.)
Name

Address

Cambridge Learning Enterprises, Unit 60 Rivermill Site, FREEPOST,

St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4BR England.
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Britain's first corn

A complete personal computer
fora third of the price of a
bare board.

Also available ready
assembled for £9995

The Sinclair ZX80.
Until now, building your own computer could
easily cost around X300 -and still leave you
with only a bare board for your trouble.

The Sinclair ZX80 changes all that. For just
L79.95 you get everything you need to build a
personal computer at home...PCB, with IC
sockets for all ICs; case; leads for direct
connection to your own cassette recorder and
black and white or colour television; everything!

And yet the ZX80 really is a complete,
powerful, full -facility computer, matching or
surpassing other personal computers on the
market at several times the price. The ZX80 is
programmed in BASIC, and you could use it to
do quite literally anything from playing chess
to running a power station.

The ZX80 is pleasantly straightforward to
assemble, using a fine -tipped soldering iron.
Once assembled, it immediately proves what
a good job you've done. Connect it to your TV
set...link it to an appropriate power source'...
and you're ready to go.

Your ZX80 kit contains...
 Printed circuit board, with IC sockets for

all ICs.
 Complete components set, including all

ICs -all manufactured by selected world -
leading suppliers.

 New rugged Sinclair keyboard, touch -
sensitive, wipe -clean.

 Ready -moulded case.
 Leads and plugs for connection to domestic

TV and cassette recorder. (Programs can be
SAVEd and LOADed onto any portable
cassette recorder.)

 FREE course in BASIC programming and
user manual.

Optional extras
Mains adaptor of 600 mA at 9 V DC
nominal unregulated (available
separately - see coupon).

 Additional memory expansion boards
allowing up to 16K bytes RAM. (Extra RAM
chips also available -see coupon.)

*Use a 600 mA at 9 V DC nominal unregulated mains
adaptor. Available from Sinclair if desired (see coupon).
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Two unique and
valuable components of the
Sinclair ZX80.
The Sinclair ZX80 is not just another personal
computer. Quite apart from its exceptionally
low price, the ZX80 has two uniquely advanced
components: the Sinclair BASIC interpreter;
and the Sinclair teach-yotirself BASIC manual.

The unique Sinclair BASIC interpreter...
offers remarkable programming advantages:
 Unique 'one -touch' key word entry: the MO -

eliminates a great deal of tiresome typing. Key
words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own

- single -key entry.
 Unique syntax check. Only lines with correct

syntax are accepted into programs. A cursor
identifies errors immediately. This prevents
entry of long and complicated programs with
faults only discovered when you try to run them.

 Excellent string -handling capability - takes
up to 26 string variables of any length. All
strings can undergo all relational tests (e.g.
comparison). The ZX80 also has string input -
to request a line of text when necessary.
Strings do not need to be dimensioned.

 Up to 26 single dimension arrays.
 FOR/NEXT loops nested up 26.
 Variable names of any length.
 BASIC language also handles full Boolean

arithmetic, conditional expressions, etc.
 Exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allows

modification of existing program lines.
 Randomise function, useful for games and

secret codes, as well as more serious
applications.

 Timer under program control.
 PEEK and POKE enable entry of machine

code instructions, USR causes jump to a
user's machine language sub -routine.

 High -resolution graphics with
22 standard graphic symbols.

 All characters printable in reverse under
program control.

 Lines of unlimited length.
...and the Sinclair teach -yourself
BASIC manual.

If the features of the Sinclair interpreter
listed alongside mean little to you -don't worry.
They're all explained in the specially -written
128 -page book free with every kit! The book
makes learning easy, exciting and enjoyable, and
represents a complete course in BASIC pro-
gramming -from first principles to complex
programs. (Available separately -purchase
price refunded if you buy a ZX80 later.)
A hardware manual is also included with every kit or
built machine.

Z80A microprocessor -new,
faster version of the famous
Z-80 microprocessor chip,
widely recognised as the best
ever made.

RAM chips.

UHF TV modulator.

Sockets for TV,
cassette recorder,
power supply.

SUPER
ROM.

Clock.

Rugged,
flush,

I Sinclair
keyboard.
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Fewer chips,
compact design,
volume production -
more power per pound!
The ZX80 owes its remarkable
low price to its remarkable
design: the whole system is packed on to
fewer, newer, more powerful and advanced LSI
chips. A single SUPER ROM, for instance, contains
the BASIC interpreter, the character set, operating
system, and monitor. And the ZX80's1K byte RAM
is roughly equivalent to 4K bytes in a conventional
computer -typically storing 100 lines of BASIC. (Key
words occupy only a single byte.)

The display shows 32 characters by 24 lines.
And Benchmark tests show that the ZX80 is faster

than all other personal computers.
No other personal computer offers this unique

combination of high capability arid low price.

The Sinclair ZX80. Kit: £79.95.
Assembled: £99.95. Complete!

The ZX80 kit costs a mere £79.95. Can't
wait to have a ZX80 up and running? No
problem! It's also available, ready assembled,
for only £99.95.

Whether you choose the kit or the ready-
made, you can be sure of world-famous
Sinclair technology -and years of satisfying use.
(Science of Cambridge Ltd is one of the Sinclair
companies owned and run by Clive Sinclair.)

To order, complete the coupon, and post to
Science of Cambridge for delivery within 28
days. Return as received within 14 days for full
money refund if not completely satisfied.

Sinclair=Km
Science of Cambridge Ltd

COrder Form

ter kit.

Including VAT.
Including post and

packing.
Including all leads
and components

.litillill/l/1111/11111111111111

To: Science of Cambridge Ltd, 6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB2 1SN.
Remember: all prices shown include VAT, postage and packing. No hidden extras.

Please send me:

Quantity Item i Item priceTotal
Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit(s). Price
includes ZX80 BASIC manual, excludes mains
adaptor. 79.95
Ready -assembled Sinclair ZX80 Personal
Computer(s). Price includes ZX80 BASIC manual,
excludes mains adaptor. 99.95
Mains Adaptor(s) (600 mA at 9 V DC nominal
unregulated). 8.95
Memory Expansion Board(s) (each one takes up to
3K bytes). 12.00
RAM Memory chips - standard 1K bytes capacity. , 16.00
Sinclair 7-X80 Manual(s) (manual free with every
ZX80 kit Or ready-made computer). 5.00

NB. Your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify as a business expense. TOTAL £

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £
Please print
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN.
Tel: 0223 311488.
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KITS FOR SOUND EFFECTS AND OTHER PROJECTS

P.S. GUITAR EFFECTS PEDAL
Modulates the attack, decay and filter characteristics of a
signal from most audio sources, producing 8 different switch -
able effects that can be further modified by manual controls.

Basic parts with foot switches KIT 42.1 £8.45
Basic parts with panel switches KIT 42-2 £5.55
PCB 4. layout chart PCB 42A £1.57
Text photocopy .28

P.E. GUITAR OVERDRIVE
Sophisticated versatile fuzz unit Including variable controls
affecting the fuzz quality whilst retaining the attack and
decay, and also providing filtering. Can be used with other
electronic Instruments,

Set of basic components KIT 56-1 £7.57
PCB & layout chart PCB 56A £1.78
Text photocopy -68

GUITAR FREQUENCY DOUBLER
A slightly modified and extended version of the P.E. unit.

Set of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 74-1 £4.07
Text photocopy -39

P.E. GUITAR SUSTAIN
Maintains the natural attack whilst extending note duration.

Basic comps, foot switches, PCB & chart KIT 75-1 £5.64
Basic comps, panel switches, PCB & chart KIT 75-2 £4-03
Text photocopy -38

P.E. WAH-WAH UNIT
Can be controlled manually or by integral automatic control.

Set of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 51-1 £3.99
P.E. AUTO-WAH UNIT
Automatically Wah or Swell sounds with each note played.

Basic comps, foot switches, PCB & chart KIT 58-1 £8.43
Basic comps, panel switches, PCB & chart KIT 58-2 £5.31
Text photOcoPY ss

P.E. THREE -CHANNEL SOUND-TO.LIGHT
A simple sound-to-lioht controller.

Set of basic Components, PCB & chart KIT 52-1 £1416
Text photocopy -24

PHONOSON ICS
DEPT EE83, 22 HIGH STREET,

SIDCUP, KENT DAI4 6EH
MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS, KITS AND COMPONENTS TO
A WORLD-WIDE MARKET.

P.E. PHASER
An automatic 6 -stage phasing unit with integraloscillator.

Set of basic comps, PCB & chart KIT 83-1 £10-14
Text photocopy .68

ELEKTOR PHASING & VIBRATO UNIT
Includes manual and automatic control over the rate of
phasing & vibrato, and has been slightly modified to also
include a 2 -Input mixer stage.

Set of basic components KIT 70-1 £19.11
PCB & layout chart KIT 70A £256
Text photocopy -67

P.E. PHASING UNIT
A simple but effective manually controlled phasing unit.

Set of basic comps PCB & chart KIT 25-1 E3.52
Text photocopy .28

P.E. SWITCHED TONE TREBLE BOOST
Provides switched selection of 4 preset tonal responses.

Set of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 89-1 £3-82
Text photocopy 78

P.E. SMOOTH FUZZ
Set of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 91-1 £5-01
TREMELO UNIT
A slightly modified version of the simple P.E. unit.

Set of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 54-1 E3-23
WIND & RAIN EFFECTS UNIT
A slightly modified version of the original P.E. unit.

Set Of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 28-1 £4.68
Text photocopy 2a

P.E. MICROPHONE PRE -AMP
Includes preset gain -control to match most microphones,
bass roll -off, treble lift, master gain control.

Set of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 61-1 £4.20

P.E. TUNING FORK
Produces 84 switch -selected frequency -accurate tones with
an LED monitor clearly displaying beat -note adjustments.

Set of basic comps. PCB & chart KIT 46-1 £16.42
Power Supply comps, PCB & chart KIT 46-2 £690
Text photocopy .97

P.E. TUNING INDICATOR
A simple 4 -octave frequency comparitor for use with syn-
thesisers and other instruments where the full versatility of
KIT 46 is not required.

Basic comps, PCB & chart, but excl sw.KIT 69-1 £8-19
Text photocopy .58

P.E. DYNAMIC RANGE LIMITER
Preset to automatically control sound output levels.

Set of basic components, PCB & chart KIT 62-1 £5.03
P.E. CONSTANT DISPLAY FREQUENCY COUNTER
An improved version of the project published In P.E.
Readout does not count visibly or flicker due to blanking.

Set of basic components & PCB KIT 79-2 £3228
Text photocopy .78

TAPE NOISE LIMITER
Effectively reduces tape-recording hiss.

Set of basic components, PCB 4, chart KIT 6-3 £4.13
Power Supply comps, PCB & chart KIT 6-2 £5.15
Text photocopy -19

P.E. DISCOSTROBE
4 -channel sound -to -light controller also giving sequential,
random or strobe modes of control.

Set of basic components KIT 57-1 £20.00
PCB & layout chart PCB 57A £3.79
Text phOtocOPY .78

MANY MORE KITS
for synthesisers, Rhythm Generators, Electronic Pianos and
other projects, big, small, simple or complex, are available,
plus a range of keyboards, separate components and acces-
sories. Details in our lists.

COMPONENT SETS incl all necessary
res. caps, sits, pots, Wormers. Hardware
such as cases, skis, knobs, kbds, etc, are not
Inc!, but most can be bought separately.
Fuller details in lists.
ADD: POST & HANDLING
U.K. orders: under £5 add 25p, under £20
add 50p, over £20 add 75p. Recommended
insurances against postal mishaps: add

50p for cover up to £50, £1 for £100 cover,
etc., pro -rata, must be added to credit card
Orders. N.B. Eire, C.L., B.F.P.O. and other
countries are subject to higher rates.
ADD 15% VAT
(Or current rate if changed). Must be added
to full total of goods, post & handling on all
U.K. orders. Does not apply to exports, or to
photocopies.

LIST: Send stamped addressed envelope
with all U.K. requests for free list giving
fuller details of our goods. Europe send 25p.
other countries send 50p, or equivalent in
international reply coupons

TERMS: C.W.O., MAIL ORDER OR
COLLECTION BY APPOINTMENT
(TEL: 01402 6184)

4409_90.9m

VISA

DIRECT DRIVE VARIABLE CAPACITORS 5pf @ 75P. 100f @ 75P. 50 + 50Pf
@I £1, 125 + 125pf @ 609. 100 + 200pf @ 60p, 25 +. 25 + 2501 @ 75p, WITH S.M.
DRIVE. 250 + 250 + 20 +20+ 20pf @ 75p, 500 -I- 500 + 25 + 25pf 609.25 + 25 +
25pf @ £1, 500 + 500pf. With 3116" Spindle@ 60p.
CERAMIC TRIMMERS 2.5 to 6pf, 3 to 100f, 4.7 to 20pf, 7 to 35pf, 10 to 40pf, all at
15p each.
EDDYSTONE TRANSMITTING VARIABLE Type 831. 30 ÷ 30pf (60pf)@ £2.20.
3:16" COIL FORMERS with core at 6 for 25p.
SUB -MINIATURE lOpf AIR SPACED TRIMMER at 20p each.
50. BC 107-8-9 TRANSISTOR untested @ 60p.
50. PLASTIC BC 107-8-9 TRANSISTORS untested e, 60p.
50. PLASTIC PNP TRANSISTORS untested @ 60p.
50. OC 71 TRANSISTORS untested @ 75p.
25. 5 AMP STUD MOUNTING S.C.R.'s untested @ 75p.
50. 1 AMP S.C.R.'s 705 Case untested @ £1.
to. 20 AMP STUD MOUNTING SILICON DIODES untested @ 609.
50. 2 WATT ZENERS untested assorted @ 60p.
50. AC 128 TRANSISTORS branded but untested @ 60p.
20. PHOTO TRANSISTOR AND DARLINGTONS assorted untested @ £1.
10. ASSORTED SLIDE POTENTIOMETERS for £1.
10. PUSH BUTTON BANKS assorted less knobs for £1-30.
50. DISC CERAMICS assorted for 609.
50. TUBULAR CERAMICS assorted for 60p.
20. 10 AMP STUD MOUNTING SILICON DIODES untested for 60p.
DISC CERAMICS 221-4, 33pf, 270pf, 330pf, 2200pf, all 20p doz., 1uf 25v.w.,  tut

22uf 6v.w., all at 5p each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 240 Volt Input. Typo 1.24 volt Tapped at 14 volt 1 amp

30 (P&P 25p). Type 2. 30-0-30 volt 500 mA @ £1-30 (P&P 25p). Type 3. 45 volt
amp at £4'50 (P&P 950. Type A 20 volt 1 amp Twice, 10 volt 1 amp Twice@ £4-50

(P&P 95p). Type 5. 45 volt 2 amp, 45 volt 500mA @ £3-50 (P&P 135p). Type 6. 18 volt
2 amp a £1-60 (P&P 25p). Type 8. 30 volt 1-75 amp @ £1-60 (P&P 25P). Type 9. 13 volt
1 amp @ £1.60 (P&P 250).
SMALL ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS Wire ended 5000uf, 150.w.,@ 20p each,
1000uf 10v.w., (di,, 3 for 20p, 100uf 25v.w. @ 10p each.
200 RESISTORS 1, WATT. Assorted values for 75p.
MINIATURE TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS input Types, impedance ratio
look to 1K @ 35p, Ratio 150K to 14 @ 35p, Ratio 20K to 1K @ 35p. Driver Types. 10K
to 2K @ 35p. Output Transformers 250mW 1.2K to 8 ohm @ 35p, 250mW, 500 ohm
to 8 ohm @ 35p, 500mW 500 ohm to 8 ohm e, 35P.
PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS BD 135, BD 136, BD 175, BD 187, All 259.
TIP 33 @ 20p, BD 207 @ 502.
WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETERS 2 Watts 2K, 5K, 10K, 4 Watt 100K. All at
30p earl-.
VHF WIRE ENDED MINIATURE R.F. CHOKES 10uH, 30uH, 330uH. All at 7p
each.
THYRISTORS (S.C.R.'s) 10 amp Type 100 PIV @ 23p, 400 PIV @ 55p, 800 PIV
a 65p, 5 amp 700 PIV @ 50p, 200 PIV 300mA TIC 47 @ 18p.
VHF FETS BF 256C @ 4 for 75p, E304 (a 30p, 4 for £1.
DUAL GATE MOS FETS LIKE 40673 @ 33p, 4 for £1.10.
ERIE MINIATURE RED CAP 100 o.w.. DISCS -Olut at 5p each.
MINIATURE POLYESTER CAPACITORS tut 63v.w., @ 5p, 4 7uf 63 v. W..
10p, 10uf 83 0.w., @ 15p.
Please add 200 for post and packing on U.K. orders under £2. Overseas postage
charged at cost.

J. BIRKETT
RADIO COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

25 The Strait, Lincoln LN2 1JF Tel. 20767

OHIO SCIENTIFIC Superboard 2.
Assembled 50Hz model £150 + 15%
vat, post free.

******************
*  Special offer:- If bought with *
 superboar0 these Items are at ".4;,.

the reduced price shown first. .11
Also sold separately at the
bracketed prices. Add 15% vat. *

 Modulator and power supply* *
kit £4.95 (£7-95). 4K extra ram
£18.40 (£24). Case £19 (£21). *;I%

 Cassette recorder E12 13 (£14-74)******************
SINCLAIR PRODUCTS New 10MHz
scope £145. Pfm200 £51  95. case £2.07,
adaptor £4-03, connector kit £13.95.
MierovIsion tv £91, adaptor £6-83. Pdm35
£3423, adaptor £4-03, case £2.07. dm350
4.76-10. drn450 £10217, dm235 £55.55,
rechargeable batts. 17-99, adaptor £.4-03,
case £9. Enterprise prog. calculator +
accessories £19.95.
COMPUTER GAMES chess champion
6 E49-95. Chess challenger 7 £84. Phillips
G7000 home computer £149. Videopaks
£12-95. Atari videocomputer £147. Cart-
ridges £14-85.

TV GAMES AY -3-8500 + kit £7.26.
AY -3-8600 + kit £17-221. Stunt cycle chip

£18-66. AY -3-8603 chip £13-63.
BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES 0450
£25-06. ALE() £5-06. Pa100 £17.33. Sprn80
£4.74. Bmt80 £6.08. Stereo 30 £21.57.
IC AUDIO AMPS with pcb. JC12 6W
£2-08. JC20 10W £3-14.
BATTERY ELIMINATORS 3 -way type
6/71190 300ma £284.10(Irra radio type with
press -studs 9v £3-57. 9+90 £4.79. Car
Convertor 12v input, output 41:16/7)19v
800ma £2-66.
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS 100ma
radio types with press -studs 4IIsi £1-49,
6v 0.49. 90 4.1-49, 40+4.1v E1.92, 6+60
£1.92, 9+90 £1.92. Stabilised 8 -way
types 3141.76I7+19/12115/180 100ma £2.60,
1 Amp £6.50, stabilized power kits 2-18v
100ma £2.98, 1-300 1A E6-75, 1-30v 2A
£12-10. 120 car convertor 6/7119v 1A £1 as.
T -DEC AND CSC BREADBOARDS
s-dec £3.79, t-dec £4.59, u -deco £4.69,
u-decb £7-16, exp4b £2.64, .9300 £6.61,
exo350 £3-62, exp325 £1-84.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
Dept. EE, 32 Goldsel Rd., Swanley, Kent
Post 35p extra. Prices include VAT
unless stated. Official and overseas orders
welcome. Lists 27p post free. Mail order
only.

Top Priority for
every constructor -

HOME RADIO
CATALOGUE

 Over 2,000 items clearly listed.
 Profusely illustrated throughout.
 Over 100 A-4 size pages.
 Bargain list included free.

Send cheque or P.O. for Z1-30.

HOME RADIO Components LTD.
Dept. EE, P.O. Box 92, 215 London Rd.
Mitcham, Surrey. 01-648 8422
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Be it career, hobby or interest, like it or not
the Silicon Chip will revolutionise every human
activity over the next ten years.

Knowledge of its operation and its use is vital.
Knowledge you can attain, through us, in simple,
easy to understand stages.

Learn the technology of the future today in
your own home.

ELECTRONICS
Build your own
oscilliscope.

Learn to draw and
understand circuits.

Carry out over
40 experiments.

COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
Learn to operate and programme
your own home computer.

DIGITAL
TECHNIQUES
From watches to sophisticated
instrumentation,
Digital Electronics adds scope
to hobby or career.

F2E
BROCHURES

r

=EMMEN=
M11111111111=11
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lUTORCOURSL

ELECTRONICS
Please rush me details of your
ELECTRONICS COURSE

Name

Address

I EER5
Block Caps. Please

Post now, without obligation to:

British National Radio
No previous knowledge is necessary. Electronics School.
- Just clip the coupon for a brochure P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Isles
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ELECTRONIC BOOKS
Ref. Title Price

126 BOYS BOOK OF CRYSTAL SETS 25p
200 HAND BOOK OF PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MUSICAL NOVELTIES 50p
202 HANDBOOK OF IC EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES 100p
207 PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC SCIENCE PROJECTS 75p
208 PRACTICAL STEREO AND QUADROPHONY HANDBOOK 75p
218 BUILD YOUR OWN ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTERS LABORATORY 05p
221 28 TESTED TRANSISTOR PROJECTS 85p
222 SOLID STATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS 95p
224 50 CMOS IC PROJECTS 95p
225 A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL ICs 95p
226 HOW TO BUILD ADVANCED SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS 120p

227 BEGINNERS GUIDE TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 125p
RCC RESISTOR COLOUR CODE DISC CALCULATOR 209

BPI FIRST BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES 3015

BP7 RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND DATA CHARTS 25p
BP14 SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES 110p
BP32 HOW TO BUILD YOUR METAL AND TREASURE LOCATORS 95p
BP43 HOW TO MAKE WALKIE-TALKIES 125p
BP48 ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS 135p
BP56 ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 150p
BP57 HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SOLID STATE OSCILLOSCOPE 150p
BP58 50 CIRCUITS USING 7400 SERIES ICs 135p
BP59 SECOND BOOK OF CMOS ICs PROJECTS 150p

BP61 BEGINNERS GUIDE TO DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 95p

Please add 20p p & P Per book. No VAT on books. Send SAE for full list of Saban! Books

OIL SOCKETS ANTEX SOLDERING VERO-BOARDS
IRONS 0-1 Copperclad

pin 10p 20 pin 26p
14 pin 11p 24 pin 39p

C -15W 400p

CCN-15W 415p

25 x 5 55p
30 a 25 43p
34x5 sop70 pin lop 28 pin 409

CX-17W 420p 30 x 559
18 pin 24p 40 pin 51p

X25 420p
. 17 222p

V-0 Board for ICs

IC INSERTION! C -15W Kit 570p No track cutting 105p
Pkt. of 100 Plr's 55p

EXTRACTION Spare Bits 50p Insertion Tool 100p
TOOL 500 I Stand 160p S.F. Cutter 85p

TRANSISTORS LINEAR ICs TTL:CNIOS 4016 45p
AC -128,1 25p CA3046 70p 7400 15p 4017 30p
AC128 25p CA3080E 72p 7401 15p 4018 30p
AC176 25p CA3089E 225p 7402 15p 4019 45p
AD149 70p CA3090 375p 7403 15p 4022 /00p
AD16112 45p CA3140E 509 7404 17p 4023 22p
BC10718 11p I CL8038 3400 7408 19p 4024 50p
BC109 LE356P 95p

131;BC17718 LM301A 36p
7410 15p
7413 30p

4027 509
4030 55p

BC178 18p LM309K 135p 7414 60p 4046 110p
6C182/3 lOp LM311 120p 7416 27p 4050 49p
AC184 118 LM324 70p 7420 17p 4049 45p
BC212i3 11p LM339 75p 7427 34p 4051 80p
BC214 12p L M348 95p 74.30 17p 4059 600p
BC548 16o LM377 175p 7432 309 4069 20p
BCY71(2 22p LM380 SOp 7440 17p 4070 20p
BC131;2 50p LM381 AN 130p 7447A 600 4081 20 p
MPSA12 50p LM710 50p 7448 80p 4095 120p
TIP31A 58p LM741 20p 7450 17p 4411 £11
TIP32A 60p LM748 35p 7470 36p 4502 120p
TIP33A 90p LM3900 70p 7473 30p 4503 70p
TIP34A 115p LM3909 100p 7474 24p 4511 150p
TIP41A 65p LM3911 130p 7475 369 4516 110p
TIP42A 70p LM4136 120p 7476 35p 4520 90p
ZTX108 12p MC1310P 150p 7483 90p 4528 1200
252219A 300 MC1458 55p 7486 34p 4584 90p
252222A 25p MC3340P 1200 7490 33p
252369A 209 MC3360P 1209 7489 175p
2N2646 50p NE531 140p 7492A 46p VOLTAGE
252026 8p NE555 22p 7493 33p REGULATORS
2N3053 30p 5E556 70p 74107 34p 1 Amp +ve
2N3055 48p NE567 175p 74121 28p Plastic
2N3442 140p SN760035 175p 74123 55p 5V 70p
2N3773 300p 55760135 140p 74141 70p 8V 70p
253819 25p SN76013ND 120p 74154 100p 12V 70p
253702 2 12p S N760235 D 120p 74157 70p 15V 70p
2N4123 27p 55760335 175p 74160 1000 18V 90p
254401 27p TBA641 B11 225p 74161 100p 24V 90p
255191 83p TBA800 100p 74164 120p 1 Amp -ve
2N5194 90p TBA810S 1100 74198 150p 5V 90p
255245 40p TCA940E 175p 12V 90p
255401 50p TDA1022 000p Also full 74LS 15V 90p
255457:8 400 TL072 90p Series available
2N5459 40p TL074 150p
25E107 TL081 48p 4000 C -M OS OTHER
2N6254 130p TL084 1309 4001 2.5p LM3177 200P
256247 190p TL082 90p 4009 40p LM323K 550p
256290 05p ZN414 100p 4010 50p 78H05 575p
40673 75p ZN42SE 4009 4011 27p 78MGT2C 140p
40871:2 90p 251034E 200p 4013 50p LM723 370

OPTO-ELECTRON CS MULTIMETERS
Red Leds Displays Pocket Muitirneter 5.00
0-125" 13p DL707 130p TIL311 600p LT22 (20K/V) 12.00
0-2" 14p DL747 2400 TIL321 1209 MIcrotest 80R 16-00 P & P 0-75
Green FND500110p TiL322 120p Supertester 680R 33-50 P & P 1.00
0-125" 16p F5D507110p 3015F 200p
0.2' 20p ORP12 99p
Clips 3p 255777 45p STABILISED POWER SUPPLY

400mA 3V 6V 7.5V 9V 5-10
EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS
No soldering suitable for DIL ICs
EXP325 (1 IC up to 22 pin) 170p
EXP 300 (up to 5 ,.. 14 pin) 575p
EXP600 (up tot .-- 40 pin) 630p

ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS
Rx & Tx 3.45 pr.

LOGIC PROBE £18.00EXP350 (up tot .- 14 pin) 3.15

PROTO BOARDS SOLDERLESS LOGIC PROBE KIT £15.75
BOARDS
Socket Stripslitus Strips!BInding
Posts mounted on sturdy base plate SUBMINIATURE SWITCHES (ToPPIa)

SPST 60p SPDT 65p DPDT 70PPB 6 6 x 14 pin DIL ICs 9.20
PB 100 10 14 pin OIL ICs 11-60
PB 102 12 ,.. 14 pin OIL ICs 2295

Push to Make 15p Push to Break 22p
Slide DPDT 18p

PB 103 24 x 14 pin OIL ICs 34-45
PB104 32 a 14 pin OIL ICs 45-95 LOUDSPEAKERS
(The above boards are suitable for all DIL 25" SR 85p 25" MR 80p
ICs) 10" 8R 80p

VAT Rate. Please add 15% to your total. Add 30p p & p
Please send SAE for full list. (750 p & p (Or
CALLERS WELCOME MON-FRI 9.30-5.30 Official orders)

SAT 10.30-4.30

TECHNOMATIC LTD
17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10

(2 minutes from Dollis Hill Tube)
Tel. 01-452 1500 Tlx. 922800

Wilmslow
Audio

THE firm for speakers!
SEND 50p FOR THE WORLD'S BEST
CATALOGUE OF SPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS, KITS, CROSSOVERS ETC. AND
DISCOUNT PRICE LIST

AUDAX  AUDIOMASTER  BAKER
BOWERS & WILKINS CASTLE
CELESTION  CHARTWELL  COLES
DALESFORD  DECCA  EAGLE  ELAC
EMI  FANE  GAUSS  GOODMANS
HARBETH  ISOPHON  I.M.F.  JORDAN
JORDAN WATTS  KEF  LOWTHER
McKENZIE  MISSION  MONITOR AUDIO
MOTOROLA  PEERLESS  RADFORD
RAM  ROGERS  RICHARD ALLAN
SEAS  SHACKMAN  STAG  TANNOY
VIDEOTONE  WHARFEDALE

WILMSLOW AUDIO (Dept. EE)
SWAN WORKS, BANK SQUARE, WILMSLOW,

CHESHIRE SK9 1HF
Tel: 0625-529599 FOR MAIL ORDER & EXPORT OF DRIVE

UNITS, KITS ETC.
Tel: 0625-526213 (SWIFT OF WILMSLOW) FOR HI -Fl &

COMPLETE SPEAKERS

Random Electronic

Build your own 'EASY DICE' from the 5 intergrated
circuits and full components supplied, including box
and descriptive instructions.
Complete
Ur

Kit

P.C.B.
Layout (A

70 -

Le
Le

"1=11-T
0 0 Lilt

Hat I- 4
-r

All you need is a soldering iron
TWO DICE FACES TOUCH CONTROL..

a *Self Assemble Dice
b *Ready built Dice

£4.50 P&P 25p

£5.45 - P&P 25p

Order now from Fringewood Electronics Ltd
1 Hatton Court Ipswich Suffolk 0473-210151

Amount enclosed £
Name
Address

please state amount required in appropriate boxr3111 1
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MITRAD (MIDLAND TRADING COMPANY)

ZETRON BRITAINS FINEST SELLING RANGE ZETRON
GENTS 4 BUTTON
CHRONO

A NEW STYLE chronograph
with the added advantage of 4
buttons plus date flag. Hours,
mins, secs, weekday, am/pm in-
dication on constant display.

Date flag indication with
month and date.

1/100th sec chrono, with a
12 hour capacity.

Split and lap mode facilities.
Back -light. Adjustable

stainless steel strap.

Special £8.95

GENTS FRONT
BUTTON ALARM
LATEST 1980 STYLE.
Constant display of hours,
mins, secs, am/pm, weekday
and alarm indication.

Two further display modes
are available.

7 digits, 12 function.
Programmed to the year 2009.
24 hour alarm operating for 30
seconds.

Backlight and a closely
woven adjustable stainless steel
strap finish the watch off with a
really superb look.

Only 8mm thick.

£13.25

GENTS FRONT
BUTTON CHRONO
ALARM
LATEST 1980 STYLE. Super
slim and attractive. Basic work-
ing modes of (i) Chronograph
(ii) 24 hr. alarm (iii) Dual time
zone, hours, minutes, seconds.

Weekday indication, with
am/pm T2 and Al flags month
and date indication.

Running horse style chrono
to 1/10 sec.

60 sec activation time on the
alarm system. 6 digits 5 flags.

Backlight, adjustable
stainless steel strap.

£15.50
Also available in black resined
case and strap.

Only £12.50

GENTS MELODY
ALARM CHRONO
BRAND NEW melody alarm
chrono which we believe will be
the watch 9f 1980.

Hours, mins, secs, weekday,
am/pm and mode square flag
indication.

Chrono to 1/10th sec, with
split and lap mode facilities.

Dual timing facilities.
The alarm system is unique

in the fact that it plays the tune
"Yellow Rose of Texas", for 20
seconds.

The tune can be activated at
any intance by the press of a
button.

Backlight, infinite adjustable
built in stainless steel strap.

Only f 17.75

LADIES SUGAR
COATED
ANOTHER SUPERB
LADIES WATCH, with that
extremely popular sugar frosted
finish. (Gold or silver).

Links can easily be removed
from the strap and the clasp has
a spring mechanism built in to
give a comfortable fitting.

Constant display of hours
and mins. with month, date,
secs. auto -calendar, backlight.

£10.50

GENTS MEMORY
CALENDAR
ALARM CHRONO
LATEST TEC FLNOLOGY.
Hours. mitts, secs, weekday and _

snooze alarm indication.
Two further optional display 41111111111.k..

modes are available.

be increased or decreased to
give the appropriate month of
the year.

1/100th sec d2r000graph.
with split and lap mode
facihties. 12 hour capacky-.

24 bout alarm with a 10

minute snooze. Backlight, ad-
justable stainless steel strap.

Outstanding value £19.95

GENTS

CHRONOGRAPH
PROBABLY THE BEST
looking chrono on the market.

Constant display of hours,
mins, secs, with am/pm indica-
tion.

Also month, date and week-
day indication.

1/100th and 1/10th sec with
split and lap mode facilities,
backlight. closely woven ad-
justable stainless steel strap.

Special £8.95

=as.edi

LADIES COCKTAIL
ELEGANCE AND STYLE for
the lady with a discerning taste.

In gold or silver finish with
matching adjustable bracelet.

Constant display of hours
and mins, with month, date.
secs.

Auto calendar, backlight_

£10.50

GENTS MELODY
CHIME ALARM
CHRONO
LATEST TECHNOLOGY.
Hours mins, secs, date, week-
day, month, with mode and
chime indication.

A musical alarm is built in
and can be set to any time
within 24 hours, playing the
tune "Oh Suzanna".

Two further alarm systems:
(I) 24 hour alarm (ii) Count
down alarm (1 sec accuracy).

The watch can be set to
chime on every full hour.
1/100th sec chrono, can be

switched off, mineral glass.
Backlight and infinite ad-

justable stainless steel strap.

Very special £19.95

ZETRON WHERE RELIABILITY, STYLE AND ELEGANCE REALLY COUNT ZETRON

WE ARE ABLE YET AGAIN to offer you the above watches,
plus the complete ZETRON range. All at unrivalled prices.
Just look at the following points.

(i) 48 hour despatch guaranteed on both retail and trade
orders.

(ii) Full instructions and 12 month manufacturers
guarantee.

(iii) Our own free back up service.
(iv) 10 day full money refund if not completlely satisfied.
(v) Free felt presentation case with each watch.

E

T
R

0
N

PHONE OR WRITE for free full comprehensive catalogue
on the complete range of watches we offer. Large discounts
available for bulk buyers. Trade lists on application. Agents
wanted everywhere. P/P per item 85p which includes in-
surance.
Cheques or PO's made payable to MITRAD and sent to
(Dept ), 58 Windmill Ave, Kettering, Northants, NN16
8PA.
(0536) 522024.
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U.K. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE also WORLDWIDE EXPORT SERVICE
BAKER 150 WATT WOOD PLINTH CUT FOR B.S.R.E4.

Size: 16 x 145 x 35in. Teak Veneered.BAKER LOUDSPEAKERS ALL PURPOSE METAL PLINTH CUT FOR B.S.R.

Superb

Major
Deluxe Mk 114. 8, 16 12 15

4, 3, 16 12 30

8, 16 12 30

inch Watts
Hi -Fl £12
Hi -Fl £14
Hi -Fl £22

Separate treble and bass controls. 100 volt line model £14 extra.
£85 Post 1:5-xx13135ex 34inin..£64..1817ilx '1295ix'3alin.m£.6. £3.

18 x 134 x 35in. with stand-up hinges £7.

Sizes: 14,5 xx 125 x 3in. £350. 16 x 14 x 35in £6.

"SPECIAL PRICES" MIXER AMPLIFIER - OR GARRARD
Post £1 50 each Size: 16 x 14 x 3in. Ed. Silver or Black finish. Post £2.Ideal for Groups, Disco, P.A. and Musical Instruments. a inputsModel Ohms Size Power Type Our

Price speech and music 4 way mixing. Output 4,3/16 ohm, a.c. Mains 240V. TINTED PLASTIC COVERS ALL POST £2

Auditorium 8, 16 12 45 Hi-Fi £20
Auditorium 8. 16 15 60 HI-Fi £30 BAKER 50 WATT AMPLIFIER R.C.S. LOW VOLTAGE STABILISED r2.95Group 35 8, 16 12 40 PA £12 POWER PACK KITS

PGroup 45 4, 8, 16 12 45 PA £15 All parts and instructions with Zener dioosciteap5PrInte7 circuit,
Group 50 4, 8, 16 12 60 PA £20 rectifiers and double wound mains5transformer input 200 -
Group 50 8. 16 15 75 PA £30 240V a.c. Output voltages available 6 or 7, 5 or 9 or 12V
Group 100 8, 16 12 100 PA £29

. baker ,Group 75 4, 8, 16 12 75 PA £24 d.c. up to 100mA or less. Size 3 x 25 x 15in.
Group 120 6, 16 15 100
Disco 100 8, 16 12 100

PA
Disco £'29

£35
5. .-

a Please state voltage required.

Disco 100 8, 16 15 100 Disco £15 5 5 0 5
6 t

1 MAINS TRANSFORMERS ALL POST 99p each4 . .n.., 2 tio Bass TreDue Gam Ata,r,s

4 CHANNEL MIXERS £.8-00
Add musical highlights and sound effects to recordings. IDEAL FOR DISCOS, GROUPS,
Will mix Microphone, records, tape and tuner with separate PUBLIC ADDRESS
controls into single output. 9 volt battery operated with Two inputs with volume controls. Master treble bass and volume controls
switch fOrfOur channel mono or two channel stereo working, Suitable for all loudspeakers. £65. Post £2.

MINI MODULE BAFFLE KIT Post £1
EMI 15 85in. 3 -way Loudspeaker System, Sin. Bass, Sin.
Middle, 3in. Tweeter; 3 -way Crossover & Ready Cut Baffle.
Full assembly instructions supplied. Response 60 to
20,000 c.o.s. 12 watt RMS 8 ohms £10.95 per kit. Two kits
£20. Suitable Bookshelf Cabinet £9-50 each. Post £2.

SINGLE RECORD PLAYER
Fitted with auto stop, stereo cartridge. Basepfate. Size 11 LOW VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS
x 85in. Turntable size 7in. diameter, a.c. mains 240V 3 11, 2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 25, 30. 50, 100, 200mF 15V 10p; 500mF 12V 15p:, 25V 20p.speeds plays all size records.

Two for £18. Post £1 on each. £9.951 50V 300. 1000mF 12V 17p; 25V 35p; 50V 47p; 100V 70p. 2000mF 40V 60p;
25V 42p. 2500mF 50V 62p. 3000mE 25V 47p; 50V 65p. 2700mF 76V £1 4700mt

NEW BSR SINGLE PLAYER £24.30 , 63V £1.20; 25V 75p; 35V 85p. 5600inf 76V £1-75. 1200mf 76V 80p.

R.C.S. SOUND TO LIGHT KIT
Complete kit of parts with R.S.C. printed circuit. Three 1000W channels.
Will operate from 200mV signal source. CABINET extra £4. KIT £1800

Post 75p.
F R.C.S. 10 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

This kit is suitable for record players, tape play back, guitars, electronic
Instruments or small PA systems. 1 wo versions are available. The mono
kit uses 13 semiconductors. The stereo kit uses 22 semiconductors
Both kits have printed front panel and volume, bass and treble controls
Spec. 10W output into 8 ohms 7W Into 15 ohms. Response 20c.s. to
30Kc.s. Size 95 3 x 2in. A/C mains operated.MonoPostkit £12.50 Stereo kit £20

Easy to build. Full instructions supplied.

Model P182 3 -speeds flared aluminium turntable. "S" HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICSShaped arm, cueing device, stereo ceramic cartridge.
B.S.R. De -Luxe Autochanger with stereo E20.00
cartridge, plays all size records. Post £2.
THE "INSTANT" BULK TAPE ERASER
Suitable for cassettes and all sizes of
tape reels, a.c. mains 200/240V £7-50 Post £1.

250-0-250V 80mA 6-3V, 2A £3.45
250-0-250 80mA 6-3V, 3-5A, 6-3V 1A £4.60
350-0-350V 250mA 6-3V 5 amp, 5V 2A £12-50
300-0-300 120mA 2 x 6-3V 2A C.T.; 6.3V 2A VI 50
220V 45mA, 6-3V 2A £2.50
HEATER TRANS 6-3V 3A £220 5 amp £2.00
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE Tapped
outputs at
2A, 3, d, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12. 15, 18, 24 and 30V £600
1A, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48, 60 £6 00
2A, 6. 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48. 60 £9.50
3A, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48, 60 £12.50
5A, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16. 18, 20, 24. 30, 36. 40. 48, 60 £18.00
5, 8, 10, 16V IA £2-50 12V 100mA £1 30 12V 300mA
£1 50. 12V 750mA £1-75. 40V 2A tapped 10V or 30V
£3.50. 10-0-10V 2A £3. 40V 2A E3-50, 30V 5A + 34V
2A CT £4. 2 x 18y 6A £11. 12-0-12V 2arnp £3-50.
25-0-25V 2A £4-50. 20-0-20V to £3.50. 30V 15A
£3-30.20V 1A £3.9V 3amp £3-50. 60V, 40V, 20V IA £4.
1510/15V 2A £3-75. 32-0-32V 65A £11. 9V 250mA
£1 .50. 30V 2A £3.50.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS 115V to 230V or 230V to
115V 150W £7; 250W £8; 400W £9; 500W £10.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS input 200/250V for 6 or
12V 15A r..4 25. 3 amp £4. 4A £7.25.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE CHARGER RECTIFIERS 6 or
12V outputs 15A 85p; 4A £160. HALF WAVE 12V
liA 35p.

BLANK ALUMINIUM CHASSIS, 18 s.w.g. 25in sides.
6 x Sin 95p. 8 x bin £140;10 x 7in. £155; 14 or 9m. £100,
16 x bin. £1-85;12 x 3in £1-20;16 x 10in. £2.20; 12 x 81n.
£1-70.
ALUMINIUM PANELS, 18 s.w.g. 6 x din. 24p; 8 x Sin.
38p; 10 x 7in. 54p; 12 x 5In. 509; 12 x 8in. 70p; 16 x Sin.
70p 14 - gin 94  12 x 12in £1; 16 x 10 in. £1 -16

8/350V 22p 8+8/450V 50p 50+ 50/300V 50p ALUMINIUM ANGLE BRACKET, 6 x 5 x :in. 25g.
16/350V 30p 8+161450V 50p 32+ 32/450V 75p ALUMINIUM BOXES, MANY OTHER SIZES IN
32/500V 75p 16+161450V 50p 100+100/276V 6.5p STOCK 4 x 2 x 21n. 88p; 3 x 2 x lin. 65p; 6 x 4 x 2in.
50/500V £1.20 32+32/350V 50P 150+2001275V 70p 95p; 8 or 6 x 3in. £1-50: 9 or 4 or 4in. £1 -70; 10 or 7 x 3in.
8/800V £1-20 161500V 65p 220/450V 95p £2-20; 12 X 8 x 3 £2-50.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, U.K.
Minimum post 50p. Phone orders with Access and Barclaycard. Same day despatch. Components Lists 20p. Open 9-6 Sat. 9.5 (Closed Wednesday all day). Tel. 01-6841665

DO YOU EVER WISH YOU HAD A FEW MORE HANDS?
YOU KNOW WHAT IT'S LIKE WHEN YOU'REABOUT TO START THAT NEW PROJECT
- ARMED WITH A NICELY HOT SOLDERING IRON IN ONE HAND, THE SOLDER IN
THE OTHER, YOU SUDDENLY FIND YOU'VE NO HANDS LEFT TO HOLD THE
CIRCUIT BOARD AND COMPONENT, LET ALONE THE HEAT SINK.

Experience a new freedom with . . . .

A twist of the clamping control nut and the Board is held
securely. The jaws can then be flipped across so that
either side of the board is accessible at will. Flexible
arms terminating in crocodile clips hold components and
in addition an arm can be provided to hold a magnifying
lens to reduce the strain on those valuable eyes of yours.

Provision is made for the fitting of up to four flexible arms if required.

POST COUPON TODAY TO -
Messrs. ABSONGLEN LIMITED, THE FORGE,
STAPLOW COTTAGE. STAPLOW,
LEDBURY, HEREFORDSHIRE HR8 1NP.

Please supply Minibench a £13.95 each
Flexible Arms with Clips £4-25 each
Flexible Arms with Lens £525 each
Postage and Packing £1.50
Cheque; Postal Order enclosed for £

Name

Address

THE MINIBENCH*

Postal Code 4 Trade Mark Patent Applied For
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You will not be too late
For most of the bargains listed in the newsletter reprinted below, even though it /sour JAN; FEB issue, because the part of the news-
letter with the items in short supply is not reprinted. However, You will receive the whole of our MARCH/APRIL newsletter if you
send us an order this month and as an extra inducement we will send you cur MAYIJUNE newsletter directly it Is printed, which is
usually about two months before it can appear in this magazine.

SIX DIGIT COUNTERS
Type 1 tor 230v AC or 100v DC

for 48v DC or 115v AC and re -

One pulse moves one digit -

not resettable. Price 80p -Type 2

settable £l-85.

COMPONENTS BARGAIN
Ref. W0998. Modern fibre glass board, contains a multitude
of very useful parts, some of which are:- SCR ref. 2N 50602.
35 assorted rectifiers Including four 3 amp 400v types (made
up In a bridge) 8 transistors type BC 107 and 2 type BFY 51

electrolytic condensers. 2500100v DC and 100uf 25v DC and
over 100 parts including variable, fixed and wire wound
resistors, electrolytics etc. Don't miss this snip at £1-15.

SIREN OR BLEEPER
American Delta mechanical type,
works on 6 to 12v to DC or 12 to
24v AC. Price 75p or £60 per 100.
Electronic Bleeper TH3S emits
high pitched wailing note of
varying pitch. In red plastic
case with fixing bracket. £500.

CASSETTE PLAYERIRECORDERS
With record and playback heads, all electronics, swItches
and speaker. Price £9-95 (surely this must be the bargain of
the year). Music centre replacement stereo with heads but
not electronics. £1495.

DESOLDERING PUMP
Ideal for removing components from
computer boards as well as for
service work generally. Price £6-35.

ENGRAVER
Very useful tool will engrave on metal or plastic. Kit com-
prises mains solenoid, micro -switch and instructions- A
few other parts are required but you wilt probably hare these
in your junk box. Price £3.00.

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER (STEREO)
With volume, tone and Fbalancecontrol 9v operation.
All made up ready to go.
Price E4-50.

MAINS SOLENOIDS
All have powerful pull. 4
TT2 size 1)" x 2b" x 2^. Price £2-95
TT6 size 21" x ic 2". Price £3-54
T1'10 size 3" 2". Price £4.95

ELECTRONIC
JIGSAW PUZZLE
One of the many things you can
make with this miniature uni-
selector. We give the circuit
tree when you order. Price £3-45.

MAINS OPERATED VALVES
Made by Asco. Two models available both suitable for water
and non -corrosive liquids. both for normal mains operation.
Ref- VI for ii" pipes and low pressure operation. V2 is for
1" pipe and high pressure operation. Only £4.60 either type.

VERSADRILL
A 12 volt battery operated power
drill, not just suitable for printed
circuit boards but will do all the
jobs and is powerful enough to
perform all the functions and
operations normally expected of
Black d, Decker and other mains
drills. Its chuck accepts up to 1"
drills. Size approx. 150mm x
50mm. Price

DOOR SWITCH
Neat tubular pattern for letting into door frame. This Is a
changeover switch so can be used In opening or closing
circuits. Price 57p. D.I.Y. burglar alarm parts available,
request diagram and price list of our mains operated system.

V3 MICROSWITCHES
Over 50,000 in stock, all 250 AC snorting, all with 3 silver
contacts for cio circuits. 10 amp 25p each or £20 per 100.
15 amp 35p each or £30 per 100.

DOOR MOVING MOTOR
Franco reversible single phase 140v AC motor with gear box
giving final speed 56 rpm very powerful motor, weight approx.
131b. Price 05 carriage £.3 mainland only.

MULLARD UNILEX
A mains operated 4+4 stereo
system. Rated one of the
finest performers in the stereo
field this would make a won-
derful gift for almost anyone.
In easy -to -assemble modular
form this should sell at about it -
£30 -but due to a special bulk
buy and as an incentive for
you to buy this month we offer
the system complete at only
£16 including VAT and
postage.
FREE GIFT -Buy this month and you will receive a pair of
Goodman's elliptical 8"x 5^ speakers to match this amplifier.

MINIATURE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
BREAKERS
Operate faster than fuses. 1 amp, 2 amp, 5 amp. 10 amp. 15
amp and 25 amp types. All £230 each.

NEW KIT
6 WAVE SAND SHORT WAVE KIT Bandspread covering
13.5 to 52 metres. Complete kit includes case, materials,
six transistors and diodes, condensers, resistors, inductors,
switches etc. Nothing else to buy, if you have an amplifier to
connect It to or a pair of high resistance headphones. Special
price is £11.95 Inc.

CONTROL
LL

SPEEDS

DRILL CONTROLLER
Electronically changes speed
from approximately 10 revs to
maximum. Full power at all
speeds by finger-tip control,
Kit Includes all parts, case,
everything and full Instructions.

E3-45
Made up model £2-00 extra

VERNER TIME SWITCH mains op-
erated with 20 amp switch, one on and
one off per 24 hrs repeats daily auto-
matically correcting for the lengthen-
ing or shortening day. An expensive
time switch but you can have it for
only £2-95. These are new but without
case, but we can supply plastic cases
(base and cover) £1.75 or metal case
with window £2-95. Also available is
adaptor kit to convert this into a
normal 24 hr. time switch but with the
adced advantage of up to 12 on/off s per
24 hrs. This makes an ideal controller
for the immersion heater. Price of
adaptor kit is 52-30.

FLUORESCENT TUBE INVERTER
For camping -car re-
pairing - emergency
lighting from a 12e
battery you can't beat
fluorescent lighting, it
will offer plenty of well
distributed light and is
economical. We offer
Phillips inverter for 12"
8 watt miniature tube for
only£2-75withtubeand
tube holders as well.

THIS MONTH'S SNIPS
3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT Complete kit of
parts for a three channel sound to light unit controlling
over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you wish
but it is plenty rugged enough for Disco work.
The unit Is housed in an attractive two-tone metal case
and has controls for each channel, and a master onfoff.
The audio input and output are by 0" sockets and three panel
mounting ;use holders provide thyristor protection. A four
pin plug and socket facilitate ease of connecting lamps.
Special snip price is £13-50 In kit form or £16-00 assembled
and tested.
REMOTE CONTROL for Sound to Light (ours or any other
circuit) saves connecting to speaker or amp -kit consists
of 1 watt amplifier, crystal mike, case, sundries and diagram.
Price £3.95.
LIGHT EXPANDER AND LATCH for Sound to Light,
enables 3000 watts of lighting to be controlled by single
channel or each channel and enables lights to be latched on.
Kit consists of latching relay, control switch, case, sundries
and diagram. Price £4.25.
SINGLE CHANNEL KIT still available. Price £5-18.

DELAY SWITCH
Mains operated -delay can be
accurately set with pointers knob
for periods of up to 2-1 hrs. 2
contacts suitable to switch 10
amps -second contact opens a
few minutes after 1st contact. 95p.

MINI -MULTI TESTER
Deluxe pocket size precision
moving coil instrument, jewelled
bearings -2000 o.p.v. mirrored
scale.
11 Instant ranges measure: -
DC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
AC salts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
DC amps 0-100 nrA.
Continuity and resistance 0-1 meg
ohms in two ranges.
Complete with Test Prods and
instruction book showing how to
measure capacity and inductance
as well.
Unbelievable value only £6.75 +
50p post and insurance.

FREE Amps ranaes kit to enable you to read DC current
from 0-10 amps, directly on the 0-10 scale. It's free if you
purchase quickly but if you already own a mini tester and
would like one. send £2-50.

PLEASE NOTE: The "+" sign after the amount shows
the amount V.A.T. The postage. if quoted, is based upon
the amount the article costs to send If it forms part of a
larger parcel, Should your order be less than £1000 however,
please send an additional 502. BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS
WELCOMED. Phone 01-688 1833.

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAMWORTH RD.,

WEST CROYDON, SURREY
Tel : 01-688 1833

IT'S FREE... so you wilt only hare yourself to blame if
you miss the 150 or sd bargains listed in each issue of our
Advance Advertising News. Produced hi -monthly the news-
letter also includes topical tips, special snips and "too few
to advertise" items. You will get the current copy whenever
you buy from us, or it you send us some long, stamped
addressed envelopes we will send them as they are printed.
12V SUBMERSIBLE PUMP
Just join it to your car battery, drop it into the liquid to be
moved and up It comes, no messing about, no priming etc.
Suitable for water, paraffin and any non -corrosive non-
explosive liquid. One use if you area camper, make yourself
a shower. Price £6 + 90p. A free gift, first 100 purchasers
will get tap with built in switch and length of plastic tubing.
THIS MONTH'S ELECTRICAL SNIP
Parcel of M.E.M. White flush 13 amp sockets, switches etc.
Total retail value over £56 + VAT. For only £28 + £4-20
you get 10 double 13 amp sockets and 6 single 13 amp S.
Sockets with neons, 14 power (20 amp dpt switches and spurs
some with neons) 20 single ganged one way, two way and inter-
mediate switches and superfree gift worth £3.11 not collecting
please add £2-00.
DELAY SWITCH
Mains operated, delay can be accurately set with pointers
knob for periods of up to 21- hrs. 2 contacts suitable to switch

opens10amps -second contact few minutes after 1st contact
£150.
6 DIGIT COUNTER-RESETTABLE
Coil voltage 40DC or 115v AC current 100mA approx. Price
£1-95 + 30p.
DRY FILM LUBRICANT
In aerosol can for easy application and for putting lubricant
into places where the normal oil cannot reach. Offered at
about half the original list price SOp + 7p per can (8 oz.)
or 12 cans for £4-60 post £1.50. The lubricant is I.C.I. Fluon
L169.
ASSORTED MICROSWITCHES
10 different small, medium and large sizes to suit most
projects and repair jobs. Price £1 -SO + 22p. If this pack
does not contain the one you want give us a ring and we may
have it.
TELEPHONE PICK UP
Coil attaches by suction to phone body, enabling conversation
to be recorded, put through amp or headphones. Price £1 +
15p.
MAINS TRANSISTOR POWER PACK
To operate transistor radio, cassettes, amplifiers etc. take
the place of any of the following batteries, PP1, PP3, PP4,
PP6, PF-9 and others. You can make voltage output anything
from 3V to 16V at uo to 300 mA. Complete kit but no case
£1-75 + 25p. Case 75p -4- 13p.
INTERRUPTED BEAM KIT
This kit enables you to make a switch that will trigger when
a steady beam of infra -red or ordinary light is broken. Main
components - relay, photo transistor, resistors and caps etc.
Circuit diagram but no case. Price £2 + 30p.
FM TUNER
Nicely boxed in wooden case and has a smart dial with cord
drive and pointer, it covers the range 88-108 mhz, has an
input sensitivity of 10uV, uses 6 transistors and 3 diodes.
It is an excellent performer and when tested here we have
had results quite equal to a tuner costing over £40. Price
only £7-50 + £1.12 or with stereo decoder £1150 + £1.72
+ post £100.
INTERCOM OUTFIT
Brand new intercoms with 50' inter -connecting lead. Master
and sub, in neat plastic cases suitable for office or home or
as a baby alarm etc. These are new stock but please expect
a little fault. Offered at less than the price of the 2 speakers.
Switches and cases. Only £3.74 the pair.
WANT A CHEAP ELECTRIC FAN? We offer a quiet
running induction motor and a 6" five -bladed fan for only
£2-95. Mount this on a stiff wire frame or a piece of handy
angle and you will be able to keep yourself cool this summer.
EXTRACTOR FANS
By Woods still available 5" £6-00. 6" £7-00.
HEATING PAD
11" x 80" wafer thin 250 watt. Price 51-16.
PAPST MOTORS
Sometimes described as the motor with the built-in flywheel.
Used in good quality tape recorders and in other equipment
where wow and flutter has been reduced to a minimum.
We have five different motors in stock, these are all physically
about the same size (about 3" dla. x 20" deep). We quote
their type numbers but we have no other technical information.
Price includes the capacitor required. HSZ 20.50-4 540D
dual voltage 125/220 50Hz £8-50. HSZ 20.50-4 2550 110V
50160Hz £6-50. KLZ 20-50-4 5400 220V 50Hz £9-50. KLZ 20.50-4
425D 115V 60Hz £6-89. KL2 20.50-4 468D 110V 50Hz £6-50.
TWO TRACK RECORD/PLAYBACK HEADS
For transistor circuits. separate erase head. Special offer
this month £5 or mounted on tape guide plate £1-75.
EX GPO TELEPHONES
Normal desk instrument with dial and internal bell, latest
type £8.95 each, preceding type £5.00 each.
TANGENTIAL BLOWER
Metai bladed Smiths made super silent with dozens of appli-
cations, cooker hoods, fume extractor -blower heater fresh
air impeller etc. Air outlet is rectangular size approx. 100" X
2)" £.4-95. Post £1-50.
8 BATTERY MOTORS
For model makers, smallest is about as big as a thimble
and the biggest is powerful enough fora drill. £2 the 8.
12V MOTOR BY CROUZET
A powerful motor virtually impossible to . stop by hand.
size approx. 20" long and 21" dia. permanent magnet so
reversible simply by changing polarity and has a relatively
constant speed with or without load. Fitted with a salined
shaft which could directly engage a toothed wheel or to which
a pulley could be attached. ideal for large models, or small
machines etc. Priced £425.
MAINS OPERATED LOW SPEED MOTORS
Programmer type as used in time switches etc. The following
final speeds in stack: -
1r 24 hrs - 1r8 hrs- 1r 4h -lrh -2 rh - erh -4rh - 12 rh -
20 rh - 30 rh - lr min -2rm -4 rm -8 rib -15 rm -25 rrn -
30 rm - 200 rm - all at £350 each.
SPIT MOTORS
These are powerful mains operated induction motors with
gear box attached with easy to fix to, squmed shaft, final
speed is approx. 5 revs. per min., price ES -25 -similar motor
but with final speed 110 rpm, 80 rpm £5-15.
SUB -MIN MICROPHONE
Size only '1" k 3/16" so small enough for a bugging
device ex -hearing aids but cuaranteed. Price £1.50.
TRANSMITTER SURVEILLANCE
Tiny, easily hidden but which will enable conversations
to be picked up with FM radio. Can be made In a matchbox -
all electronic parts and circuit £2-00.
RADIO MIKE
Ideal for discos and garden parties, allows complete freedom
of movement. Play through FM radio or tuner amp. £6-50.
DP.DT TOGGLE SWITCH
Normal size, normal fixing bright plated toggle and fixing
nuts -by NSF. 3 amp 250v price 40p each. £35 per 100.
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Simply ahead  
I.L.P's PROVEN RANGE OF HIGH

 FIVE POWER AMPLIFIERS EACH
ENCAPSULATED WITHIN LARGE
HEATSINK.

 PRE-AMP/ACTIVE TONE CONTROL
MODULE COMPATIBLE WITH ALL I.L.P.
AMPS AND POWER SUPPLIES.

 SEVEN MATCHING POWER SUPPLY
UNITS (FOUR WITH TOROIDAL
TRANSFORMERS).

 EASY ASSEMBLY DESIGNS WITH WELL
PRESENTED INSTRUCTIONS.

Chosen in more
countries throughout
the world than any
other U.K. make

I.L.P. constructional modules are different.
Whereas most others come with com-
ponents neatly arranged on open P.C.Bs
with little else, I.L.P. modules are encap-
sulated within totally adequate heatsinks
and need no extra components to complete
them. As a result, I.L.P. power amplifiers,
pre -amp and matching power supply units
are infinitely more rugged, impervious to
working in extremes of temperature and
can be easily positioned to requirement. No
additional metal work is needed to take
away heat, connections are minimal and
utterly simple. Circuitry, workmanship and

lilt performance are of the highest standards,
equal to the demands of loudspeakers,
pick-ups, tuners, digital signals etc. even "
more exacting than those of today, making
amplifier systems less than the best com-

.A. pletely inadequate. Now study the tested
2 and guaranteed specs. for I.L.P. That is why

-AN more people in more countries prefer these
British designed and made modules.

Why toroidal?
Toroidally wound transformers are more com-
pact than their conventionally laminated
equivalents, being only half as high and heavy.
Their circular profile ensures greater operating
efficiency and as such are particularly valuable
in heavy duty applications. We have our own
production section for winding and making
toroidal transformers enabling us to offer this
much sought-after type at competitive prices.
Four of the larger models in our range of power
supply units are now supplied with this type.

PRODUCTS OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST SPECIALISTS
IN ELECTRONIC MODULAR DESIGN

AVAILABLE ALSO FROM WATFORD ELECTRONICS, MARSHALLS AND CERTAIN OTHER SELECTED STOCKISTS
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land staying there
PERFORMANCE MODULAR UNITS
HY5 PREAMPLIFIER

VALUES OF COMPONENTS FOR CONNECTING TO HY5
Volume - 10K log.
Bass:Treble - 100K linear. Balance - 5K n linear.

The HY5 pre -amp is compatible with
all amplifiers and P.S.U.'s. It is
contained within a single pack 50 x
40 x 15 mm. and provides multi-
function equalisation for Magnetic/
Ceramic/Tuner/Mic and Aux (Tape)
inputs, all with high overload margins.
Active tone control circuits; 500 mV
out. Distortion at 1KHz-0.01%.
Special strips are provided for connec-
ting external pots and switching
systems as required. Two HY5`s
connect easily in stereo. With easy to
follow instructions_

£4.64 + 74p VAT

THE POWER AMPLIFIERS
F-1KHz
LOAD, 8., ON ALL
EXCEPT HY400AT4n.

START OF vw,'E
FORM CLPPING

-7

05 1 2 5 lb 20 5,
OUTPUT POAER -WM'S FULS

Model
Output
Power
R.M.S.

Dis-
tortion
Typical
at 1KHz

Minimum
Signal/
Noise
Ratio

Power
Supply
Voltage

Size
in mm

Weight
in gms

Price +
V.A.T.

HY30 15 W 0.02% 80dB -20 -0- +20 105x50x25 155 £6.34
into 8 ,Q + 95n

HY50 30 W 0.02% 90dB -25 -0-+25 105x50x25 155 £7.24
into 8 2 - El 09

HY120 60W 0.01% 100dB -35 -0-+35 114x50x85 575 £15.20
into 8 2 ,-E2,28

HY200 120 W 0.01% 100dB -45 -0-+45 114x50x85 575 £18.44
into 8 2 + E2.77

HY400 240 W 0.01% 100dB -45 -0-+45 114x -100x85 1.15Kg £27.68
into 4 2 +£4_'S

Load impedance - all models 4 - 16.n.
Input sensitivity - all models 500 mV
Input impedance - all models 100K -n
Frequency response -all models 10Hz-45K Hz -3dB

THE POWER SUPPLY UNITS (Laminated and Toroidal)
PSU 30 ± 15V at 100ma to drive up to

five HY5 pre -amps £4.50 + £0.68 VAT
PSU 36 for 1 or 2 HY30's £8.10 + £1.22 VAT
PSU 50 for 1 or 2 HY50's £8.10 + £1.22 VAT
PSU 60 (Toroidal) for one HY120 £9.75 - £1.46 VAT
PSU 70 with toroidal transformer for 1 or

2 HY120's £13.61 + £2.04 VAT
with toroidal transformer for
1 HY200 £13.61 + £2.04 VAT
with toroidal transformer for
1 HY400 or 2 x HY200

£23.02 + £3A5 VAT

I.L.P. Power Supply Units are
designed specifically for use
with our power amplifiers and
are in two basic forms - one
with circuit panel mounted on
conventionally styled trans-
former, the other with toroidal
transformer, having half the
weight and height of con-
ventional laminated types.

PSU 90

PSU180

* ALL U.K. ORDERS DESPATCHED POST PAID
HOW TO ORDER, USING FREEPOST SYSTEM
Simply fill in order coupon with payment or
credit card instructions. Post to address as
below but do not stamp envelope - we pay
postage on all letters sent to us by readers of
this journal.

 IlL IIP
ELECTRONICS LTD.
FREEPOST 1 Graham Bell House, Roper Close,
Canterbury, Kent CT2 7EP.
Telephone (0227) 54778 Telex 965780

NO QUIBBLE
5 YEAR GUARANTEE

7 -DAY DESPATCH ON
ALL ORDERS

INTEGRAL
HEATSINKS

BRITISH DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE

FREEPOST SERVICE
-see below

Please supply

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque r..-1 Postal Orders 0 International Money Order

Please debit my Account/Barclaycard Account No.

NAME

ADDRESS

Signature

EN - ME MIL
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ELECTRWR
SUPPLIERS OF

ONENT

SIEMENS
SEMI -CONDUCTOR

CAPACITORS
FERRITES

ISKRA
RESISTORS

NASCOM
MICRO COMPUTERS

AND
ANCILLARIES

RADIOHM
POTENTIOMETERS

OPTO ELECTRONICS

VERO
BOARDS
CASES &

KITS

BREADBOARDS

SOLDER TOOLS

SWITCHES CATALOGUE 10

OUR MINI -SELECTION POINTS THE WAY!
EXAMPLE ONE - SOLDERING IRONS

Aryx 50 £12.08 net Antex x 25
Isotip £25.90 net Desolder tool SR3A
Amex C £4.83 net 500 get reel solder

EXAMPLE TWO - PRINTED CIRCUIT MATERIALS
PCB's 300 x 150 mm
SRBP SIS £1.38 D,,S £1.73
F/Glass D/S £2.13
Positive resist 75cc £1.67
Ferric Chloride 500 g £3.45

EXAMPLE THREE - SWITCHES
Chrome toggle
Std. SPDT 66p
Min. SPOT 66p

DPDT 89p
DPDT 929

Etch Resist Pen
Breadboards

12f9.23
Eurobreadboard
T-DeC

£4.83 net
£7.48 net
£6.61 net

£1.14

£6.56 net
£5.18

13A time switch adaptors
Smiths TS100 £14.43 net
Wavechange, Lorlin. 1P12W, 2 PM,.
3P4W. 4P3W 46p each

EXAMPLE FOUR - CAPACITORS BY SIEMENS
Polyester 7.5mm PCM
1. 1.5. 2.2, 3.3. 4.7pF, 10. 15. 22. 33. 429F 89 each..1p 12p, .150 1512, .22p 189,
.33p 21p, .47p 27p, .68p 34p, 10mrn PCM 1p 37p.
Electrolytic, axial, (p F/V)
1/40 24p, 1:100 15p, 2.2/25 24p, 2.2/63 15p, 4.7/16 24p, 4.7/40 15p, 10.25
15p, 10/4018p, 22/25 18p, 22/4018p, 22)53 199, 47/10189, 47125 18p, 47/40
16p, 47/63 20p, up to 1000/16V 36p, then 1000f25V 49p to 47/16 85p.
Also full supporting ranges of other ceramic, ptastic and electrolytic caps.

EXAMPLE FIVE - POTENTIOMETERS BY RADIOHM
Single gang lin or log
Twin gang lie or log
Mono slider lie Or log
Twin slider lie or log

34p
93p
83p

1369

(Twin Noes stereo matched)
Slider knobs
Presets lie, horiz. or Vert

EXAMPLE SIX - RESISTORS
;,4,4W 2.3p 1W 6p
Wircwound from 21p

AND AS FOR SEMI CONDUCTORS ...
15914
154007
154148
155402
251599
2N2369A
253055
253702-11
2N4443
2N4444
254991
2N5457-9
40HF40
4-0361

40636

6p 40673 99p
AC128 36p

5p AC176 87p
19p AD136 £4.25

81.01 AD149 £1.01
24p AD161 40p
81p AD162 52p
11p AF127 439

£1.78 AL102 £1.84
£2.28 64379 299

98p 88103 43p
459 68104 70p

£2.25 88105 37p
49p C10601 52p
499 E1110 92p

£1.69 51210 97p

MU481
MJ491
MJ2955
MJE2955
MJE3055
MPSA12
MPSA63
0A47
0A90
0491
04202
0029
0C36
T2800D
T1 P31A
TI P32A

£1.70
£1.88

97p
£1.13
£1.00

42p
449
14p

SP
8p

16p
f1 .23
£1.18
£1.20

52p
52p

T1 P41A
T1 P410
T1 P42A
TI P42C
T1 P2955
It P3055
T1 S43
W02
2Tx 107.9
2Tx 300

10p ea cch.

69p
74p
69p
74p
69p
69p
40p
35p
145
149

62Tx 500 16p
This list is

but a fraction
of what We

carry

INFORMATION - To show everything we supply would take about seven pages of closely
packed type in this journal - the range is enormous including not only onto devices and very
advanced sophisticated items, but all the everyday things yOu need as well down to nuts and
washers! ITS ALL IN CATALOGUE 10 - OUR 120 PAGE CATALOGUE FREE FOR THE
ASKING.

PRICES AND VA.T. - All onces quoted here include VA.T. for U.K. orders. Overseas
buyers deduct 13% when ordering.

POSTAGE - For orders up to £5.75 value 'U.K.) please add 40p for pip. If over, orders sent
post free in U.K. Overseas orders sent at cost (Min. 40p).

DISCOUNTS - 5% allowed on non -net items it order value exceeds £11.50. 10% if order
value exceeds £29. Quantity discount prices on most components.

ELECTROVALUE LTD. Dept 28 St. Judos Road, Englefield Green, Egham,
Surrey TVV20 OHS. Phone Egham 33603 Tele. 254475.
Northern Branch (Personal Shoppers only) 680 Burnage Lane. Burnage, Manchester MI9
INA. Phone (06114324945.

Designed originally for logic wiring applications, it is now accepted
and used extensively throughout industry, education and research.
ROADRUNNER is used by hobbyisis, students, technicians, designers
and engineers to carry out:-

* PCB REPAIRS * ANALOGUE BREADBOARDING
* SIMPLE LOGIC WIRING -PROJECTS
* COMPLEX INTERCONNECTING OF MICROPROCESSORS,

MEMORIES ETC.

PCB REPAIR

WIRING OF LOGIC, MICROS AND MEMORIES

ROADRUNNER PRODUCTS
Euro Introkit £1573. Project Introkit £3-80.
Pencil loaded with Bobbin £244, Wire Distri-
bution Strips. Glue fix 20 pkt. 6" long £2.80.
Press 63(20 pkt. 2" long £2.92. Single Eurocard,
High Density 3 Plane 36 x 16 pin DILS £4.50.
Double Eurocard. High Density 3 Plane 84 x
16 pin DILS £7.26. -Project Card. High Density
S. Sided 20 x 14 pin OILS £2.65. Bobbins -
Blue, 4/pkt £2.12. Green 4/pkt.£2.12, Pink Cpkt.
Gold 4/pkt. £2-12. 1 of each col. In pkt. £2.20.
Tinned Copper Wire 4/pkt. 5212. Adhesive
£0.367tube.

ANALOGUE BREADBOARDING
ACCESS & BARCLAY CARDS ACCEPTED

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Send large SAE for further details on ROADRUNNER products

To T. J. BRINE ASSOCIATES
56b HIGH STREET, HASLEMERE, SURREY GU27 2LA
PLEASE ADD 40p P & P PLUS VAT AT 15% TO ALL ORDERS

TECHNICAL TRAINING
IN ELECTRONICS AND

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ICS can provide the technical knowledge that is so essential to your success;
knowledge that will enable you to take advantage of the many opportunities
open to you. Study in your own home, in your own time and at your own
pace and if you are studying for an examination ICS guarantee coaching
until you are successful.

City and Guilds Certificates:
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, TV, Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
MPT Radio Communications Certificate

Diploma Courses:
Colour TV Servicing
Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering and Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installation
and Contracting

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

111

U
Dept U268 Intertext House, London

 SW8 4UJ or telephone 622 9911

IcaTo: International CorrespondenceIca
Schools

Subicct of Interest
 Name

Address
Tel- Age-

al1111.11111MMINEISMINIUMINIMMNEMEMIEM=MI&
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Microcomputing IC's
MC6800
M C6802
MC6809
MC6821
MC6850
MC6810AP
MC6840
Z80 CPU 2.5Mhz
Z80 PIO 2-5Mhz
Z8OCTC 2.5Mhz
Z80A P104Mhz
Z80A CPU 4MHz
Z80A CTC 4Mhz
SC/MP II

£6.75
£8.50

£20  60
£4.63
£4-99
£3-61
£9.42
£8.99
£7-99
£7  99

£10.00
£1399
£10.00
£8-88

2112
2114
2708
2716 INTEL

SHARP
MZ8OK from

ACORN
6502 Based Micro Kit

£2.25
£6-99
£6.99

£21-50

£520.00

£65.00

77-68 The low cost 6800 Micro now
upgradable to 6809

77-68 CPU Board Kit £35.00
77-68 4K RAM Board Kit £55-00
77-68 MON.1. Board Kit £37  50
77-68 V.D.U. Board Kit £42  50
77-68 MON.2 Board Kit £47  50
77-68 EPROM Board Kit £21-50
77-68 PIO Board Kit £40.00
77-68 32K Dynaram Kit (with
16K Supplied) £75.50

Disc Interface & 6809 boards available
send for free system description.

INS8154N £8-18 PSU £5-00
8080A £6  00 V.D.U. Kit £88-00
6502 L9-90 8K RAM Kit £95.00 TERMS:.
6522 £7-90 50p Postage and packing. Official
6532 £12-56 orders (Min. £10). Access and
6551 £10.79

ZEN
Barclaycard welcome. Please add
15% VAT to all prices.

Editor/Assembler for Z80

Memories Formats avialable:- Send for catalogue and booklist.

4116 (16K Dynamic) £6.99 standard Mail order & Callers: -40, Bartholo-
2102-1* a 85 Nascom. 1 mew Street, Newbury, Berkshire.
2102L-1* £0  99 TRS.80 £14.50 Tel: (0635) 30505

Callers only: -220-222, Stockport Road, Cheadle Heath, Stockport. Tel. 061 491 2290
Newbear Components is a division of Newbear Computing Store Limited.

VARI WIPE
WIPER DELAY CONTROL
The Vari Wipe provides intermittent
operation of the windscreen wipers with
adjustable control to delay each wipe between 3 and 60 seconds.
Set the control to suit the conditions to clear light drizzle, fog,
snow, sleet or spray. Easily fitted to British, Continental &
Japanese cars with 12 volt self park wipers. Complete kit contains
all components, including timer chip, PCB, case, mounting panel,
wire, etc., with
full instructions.

ASSEMBLED £9.25
VARI WIPE KIT £6.75 inc. P & P

P/Min DEVELOPMENTS

Dept EE 2 447e

e or send large s.a.e. for details
167111111**

FREEPOST Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool FY5 2BH

ACE MAILTRONIX LTD

DETIEE ketal Street

NIFI 5.5

Name

TOPS THE PACK!
COMPONENTS - Now over 1,000 types in stock.
MODULES - New ready -built functions.
SERVICE - 1st Class same day despatch.
QUALITY - All guaranteed products.
PRICES - Many reductions!
MAGAZINE PROJECTS - Trouble -free!

"LET US QUOTE FOR YOUR HARD TO GET
COMPONENTS - SHOPTALK ITEMS A
SPECIALITY"

I enclose 30p please send catalogue.

Book 1.
Book 2.
Book 3.

AMMDUNC
A NEI* SEE
D F III AS
ELITEC-11PIDN CS

This 5 volume set contains over 500 pages.
Bound in stiff linen, Cover size 814in x Sin.
Price £1.50 per set (we pay the postage).

Introducing Electronics Book 4. Meters/Voltage-dividers
Resistors/Capacitors Book 5. Transistor Project Circuitry
Inductors/Diodes

The manuals are unquestionaby the finest and most up-to-date available
and represent exceptional value.
This series has been written in a fascinating, absorbing and exciting
way, providing an approach to acquiring knowledge that is a very
enjoyable experience. Suitable for industrial trainees, City and Guilds
students, DIY enthusiasts and readers of electronic journals.
Each part explains electronics in an easy -to -follow way, and contains
numerous diagrams and half tone blocks with construction details and
circuit diagrams for making the following transistor projects: Lamp
Flasher, Metronome, Wailer, Photographic/Monostable Timer, Metal
Locator, Geiger Counter, Radio Receiver, Intercom., Intruder Alarm,
Electronic Organ, Battery Eliminator, Anemometer, Sound Switch,
Light and Water -operated Switches, Pressure -operated Switches, Light
meter, Radio Thermometer, Ice Alarm,

Order now:
Selray Book Company
60 Hayes Hill
Bromley
BR2 7I -W

OUR 100% GUARANTEE
Should you decide to return the set utter 10 days exam -

f your money will be refunded by return ct oast.

islr sti

I Amount enclosed: £

I Name:

Address:
AddressAddress

*Refundable with future orders over £5.00.
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CLASSIFIED
The prepaid rate for classified
advertisements is 20 pence per word
(minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. Semi -display setting
£5  00 per single column centimetre
(minimum 2-5cm). All cheques,
postal orders, etc., to be made pay-
able to Everyday Electronics and
crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury

notes should always be sent
registered post. Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be
sent to the Classified Advertisement
Manager, Everyday Electronics,
Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited,
King's Reach Tower, Stamford St.,
London SE1 9LS. (Telephone
01-261 59421.

When replying to Classified Advertisements
please ensure:

(A) That you have clearly stated your require-
ments.

(B) That you have enclosed the right remittance.
(C) That your name and address is written in

block capitals, and
(0) That your letter is correctly addressed to the

advertiser.
This will assist advertisers in processing and
despatching orders with the minimum of delay.

Receivers and Components

NO LICENCE EXAMS NEEDED
To operate this miniature, solid-state Trans-
mitter -Receiver Kit. Only £10-95 plus 25p
P. & P.
'Brain -Freeze' em with a MINI -STROBE
Electronics Kit, pocket -sized 'lightning flashes',
vari-speed, for discos and parties. A mere £4-75
plus 25p P. & P. Experiment with a psychedelic
DREAM LAB, or pick up faint speech/sounds
with the BIG EAR sound -catcher; ready-made
multi -function modules. 15-45 each plus 25p
P. & P.
LOTS MORE! Send 30p for lists.
Prices include VAT.

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 CUNLIFFE ROAD, STONELEIGH

EWELL, SURREY. (E.E.)

DIGITAL WATCH BATTERIES, any sort
75p each. Send SAE or 15p with number
or old battery to Disclec, 511 Fulbridge
Road, Werrington, Peterborough PE4 6SB.

DISCOVER ELECTRONICS. Build forty
easy projects Including: Metal Detector;
Breathalyser; Radios; Stethoscope; Lie
Detector; Touch time -switches; Burglar
Alarms, etc. Circuits, plans all for E1.50 in-
cluding FREE circuit board. Mail only.
RIDLEY PHOTO/ELECTRONICS, Box 62,
111 Rockspark Road, Uckfield, Sussex.

100 DIODES B5p, 50 Transistors 95p, 10
switches 94, 10 Leds n-15. All mixed.
Lists 15p. SOLE ELECTRONICS, E/E, 37
Stanley Street, Ormskirk, Lanes L39 2D11.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, tran-
sistors, etc., into cash. Contact COLES-
HARDING & CO, 103 South Brink, Wisbech,
Cambs, 0945 4188. Immediate settlement.

Service Sheets
BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for service
sheets on Radio, TV etc. £1 plus SAE.
Colour TV Service Manuals on request.
SAE with enquiries to BTS, 190 King's
Rd, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885,

SERVICE SHEETS from 50p and SAE.
Catalogue 25p and SAE, Hamilton Radio,
47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

For Sale
NEW BACK ISSUES of "EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS". Available 75p each Post
Free, open PO/Cheque returned if not in
stock. BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES 190
Kings Road, Harrogate, Yorkshire, Tel:
(0423) 55885.

Record Accessories
STYLI, CARTRIDGES FOR MUSIC CENTRES
&c. FREE List No, 29. For S.A.E. includes
Leads, Mikes, Phones, etc. FELSTEAD
ELECTRONICS (EE), LONGLEY LANE,
GATLEY, CHEADLE, CHES SK8 4EE.

Books and Publications

WHY NOT START YOUR
OWN BUSINESS REWINDING

ELECTRIC MOTORS
A genuine opportunity to success. LARGE PROFITS.
You can't help but make money It you follow the easy,
step by step, Instructional:1 our fully Illustrated Manual
showing now to rewind Electric Motors, Armatures and
Field coils as used In Vacuum Cleaners, Electric Drills
and Power Tools. NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE IS
REQUIRED, as the Manual covers in 13 Chapters, where
to obtain all the work you need, materials required, all
Instructions rewind charts and how to take data, etc.
A goldmine of information. How to set up your home
workshop and how to cost each lob to your customer.
ES.50 inclusive of P.5 P. U.K. CWO to:

INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
102 Parrswood Road, Withington,

Manchester 20, Dept. EE

Wanted
WANTED: ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS,
Redundant Stock, Test Equipment, Tools,
Machines, Hardware; Factories cleared.
Immediate cash decision. Contact: Mr.
Quirk, "Q" Services Electronic (Camber-
ley) Ltd, 29 Lawford Crescent, Yateley
871048, Camberley, Surrey.

Miscellaneous
TUNBRIDGE WELLS COMPONENTS,
BALLARD'S, 109 Camden Road, Tunbridge
Wells, Phone 31803. No lists, enquiries S.A.E.

AERIAL BOOSTERS
Improves weak VHF Radio and Television
reception.
645 -UHF TV, BI1-VHF Radio. B11 A-2
metres. For next to the set fitting. Price £6.

SIGNAL INJECTOR
A complete range of A.F. and R.F. Fre-
quencies up to the UHF Band, (variable AF).
Price £5-00.

S.A.E. for leaflets -Access.
ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD,

62 Bridge Street,
Remsbottom, Bury, Lancs. BLO 9AG.

THE SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY

PO Boa 30, London LS.
Reg. Office, 22 Coningsby Gardens.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SWG
10 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 42
44 to 46
47
48 to 49

1 lb 8 of
3.10 1.86
3:50 2.00
3-95 2.36
5.10 2.97
6-00 3.60
8.37 5-32

15-96 9-58

4 Or
1.10
1-15
1-34
2.28
2.50
3-19
6:38

2 on
80

-80
-06

1.42
1-01
2.60
3 -PS

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE.
14 to 22 5-30 3-03 1:85 1.20
24 to 30 6.50 3-75 2-20 1-40

Prices include PAP and VAT. Orders under E2 please
add 20p SAE for list. Dealer enquiries welcome.
Reg office 22 Coningsby Gardens.

FREE 1980 AMTRON CATALOGUE with
new range of kits and equipment cabinets.
Send SAE. Amtron UK Ltd., 7 Hughenden
Road, Hastings, Sussex 1N34 3TG. Tel:
Hastings 436004.

DIGITAL WATCH BATTERY
REPLACEMENT KIT

These watches all require
battery (power cell) replace-
ment at regular intervals.
This kit provides the means.
We supply eyeglass, non-
magnetic tweezers, watch
screwdriver, case knife and
screwback case opener, full
instructions and battery
identification chart. We then
supply replacement batteries
-you fit them. Begin now.
Send £7.50 for complete kit
and get into a fast growing
business. Prompt despatch.

WATCH BATTERY REPLACEMENT CO. (EE 14)
I I Percy Avenue, Ashford, Middx., TWI5 2PB

PLEASE

MENTION

EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS

WHEN

REPLYING

TO

ADVERTISEMENTS
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ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Everyday Electronics for

insertions. -I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd. and made payable to Everyday Electronics)

NAME Send to: Classified Advertisement Manager

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
-

GMG, Classified Advertisements Dept. Room 2337,
ADDRESS King's Reach Tower. Stamford Street. London SE1 9LS.

Telephone 01-281 5942

Rate:
18p per word, minimum 12 words. Box No. Gap extra.

Company registered in England. Registered No. 53626. Registered Office: King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS.

M.E.C.A.
14 HOPETOUN STR.,

BATHGATE,
WEST LOTHIAN

Tel: Bathgate 631371

ITS HERE after repeated requests
We now have available a quantity of

OHIO SCIENTIFIC SUPER BOARD II COMPUTER KITS.
place £220 each include 4 extra 2114 memories.

TERMS: C.W.O. No Min. 15p P & P.
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
Min. £5 Post & Packing 25p.

GOVERNMENT, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES
ORDERS ACCEPTED

Send or Phone for Catalogue.

CMOS
4000 8p
4001 12p
4002 12p

4049 26p
4050 26p
4052 45p
4053 45p

N LSN
7411 15p lap
7412 15p
7413 15p 30p

N LSN
7490 29p 40p
7491 49p
7492 29p

N LSN
74198 95p
74221 99p 90p
74.367 99p 45p

AUDIO
LM380 60p
SN76003 190p
SN76013 130p

D.L.747 £1 .50
FND 359 0-3
85p each or

£7.50 for TEN

CAPACITORS: -
ELECTROLYTIC. RADIAL
LEAD

4004 250p
4006 70p
4007 12p
4008 45p
4009 25p
4010 26p

13p

4066 32p
4069 20p
4071 15p
4081 16p
4082 17p
4507 48p

7414 45p 65p
7416 16p
7417 24p
7420 10p 16p
7426 15p
7427 1Sp

10p 16p

7493 28p 40p
7494 69p
7495 45p 62p
7496 48p
74100 79p
74107 19p 32p
74121 22p

REGULATORS
78L

,,
::137232513

078M 4
-
o

7805 50p
7812 50p

SN76023 130p
SN76033 190p
TBA800 70p
TBA810S 90p
TI3A820 86p
TDA1022 600p

1N4148 1-3p
100 £1
1N4002 3p
1N4003 3.5p
1N4005 4p
1N4007 Sp

16V 40V 63V
Values

1 uF 3p 3p 3p
2.2uF 3p 3p 3p
3.3uF 3p 3p 3p
47uF 3p 3p 3.5p

4011
4012 12p

28p

4511 55p
4512 65p
4515 195p

7430
7432 12p 18p
7437 12p 20p

74122 35p
74123 35p 55p

7815 5513
7824 55p

MICROS.
CPU's

1N5402 lop 10uF 3p 3 -Sp 4-5p
22uF 3p 4p 5Sp4013

4014 55p
4015 50p
4016 24p
4017 48p

4519 42p
4522 70p
4526 70p
4528 70p

7438 13p 25p
7440 12p 22p
7441 52p
7442 26p 45p

74125 30p 40p
74126 29p 40p
74132 44p 60p
74141 49p

LM309 90P
LM323 375pZ80A
LM34OK 75P
79 75P

Z50 £9
£11

6800 £7
8080 £4

RESISTORS
+-4W 5%

0.6p each
100+ 0.55p

33uF 3-5p 4-5p 5.5p
47uF 4p 5p 6.5p
68uF 6Sp 7p 7-5p

100uF 4.5p 8p 9p

4018 45p 4529 70p 7443 42p 74150 53p LINEAR 280P10 £675 150uF 7p 9p lip
39p 49p 702 58p POLYESTER 220uF 6p 10p 14p

4019 25p
4020 50p
4021 50p
4022 45p
4023 12p
4024 45p
4025 12p

MC14409 999p
MC14419 295p
74C151 80p
All prices
include V.A.T.
BUFFERED
types on request

7444 42p
7445 42p
7446 42p
7447 46p 68p
7448 42p Up
7450 13p
7451 13p 20p

74151
74153 45p 49p
74154 65p 120p
74156 39p 78p
74157 39p 45p
74161 49p 75p
74163 49p 79p

709 25p
710 35p
711 30p
712 75p
720 50p
741 (8 or 14) 15p

MEMORIES:
2102 78p
2102L £1
2114L £4.90
4044 £6
4116 £6.50

MYLARS
-001to -0022uF2p
0027to039uF 2p
-047to1382uF2-1p
luF & -12uF 3p
15uF & .18uF 44-p

330uF 7.5p 14p 16p
470uF 8p 16p 20p
680uF lip 20p 25p

1000uF 12p 21p 34p
2200uF 22p 42p -

4026 99p
4027 25p
4028 45p

according to our
stock position.

7453 13p
7454 13p 16p
7460 13p

74164 55p 75p
74165 59p
74166 69p

747 130p

748 30p
CA3046 55p

PROMS
1702A £4
2708 £575

22uF & 27uF 5p
33uF & 39uF 6p
-47uF & 56uF 9p

TRANSISTORS: -

4029 60p TTL:- 7470 26p 74175 55p 58p
49p

CA3130 90p
LM301 26p

2716 £18
2758 5V £15

-68uF lip Standard A C
30p 40p4030 20p

4033 80p
4034 150p
4035 50p
4037 90p
4040 55p

N LSN
7400 9p 14p
7401 10p 14p
7402 10p 14p
7403 10p 14p
7404 10p 14p

7472 24p
7473 16p 28p
7474 19p 25p
7475 26p 40p
7478 25p 30p
7480 35p

74176
74180 60p
74181 125p
74182 45p
74190 69p 78p
74191 69p 90p

69p

TL084 95p
LM3900 40p
LM1458 35p
NE555 22p
NE556 50p
NE565 75p

CHARACTER
GENERATORS
2513 £5
UARTS
TR16028 £3

LOW PROFILE
DIL SOCKETS
8 pin 7Sp

14 pin 9 -Op
16 pin 10 -Op
Solder

TIP 29 27p
TIP 30 32p 35p 40p
TIP 31 32p 35p 41p
TIP 32 38p Up 45p
TIP 41 50p 52p S8p
TIP 42 4Sp Up 59p

4041 45p
4042 40p
4043 30p
4044 50p
4046 75p
4048 50p

7405 13p lap
7406 15p
7407 24p
7408 10p 14p
7409 10p 18p
7410 10p 14p

7481 60p
7482 4.5p
7483 45p 58p
7485 60p 68p
7486 20p 30p
7489 99p

74192 55p
74193 55p 65p
74194 55p
74195 49p 60p
74196 49p 78p
74197 49p POA

NE566 75p
NE567 100p
LM382 110p
CA3080 88p
CA3140 68p

LEDS 0.2"
Red Op
Green lip
Yellow 11p
10+ Less 10%

con pins
100 40p
8083 Function
Generator for
MARCH project

£2.20

2N3055 (T03) 33p
2N3054 33p
BC108 7p
BC107 7p
BC184L Sp
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TRANSFORMERS Rat
Coqigsnuous

in -F KITS FOR E.E. PROJECTS
30 VOLT RANGE

Sec Voltages available 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9,10,12, 15,18,20,24,30V 0r12V-0-12V
or 15V -0-15V.
Ref Amps Price P A P
112 0.5 2.90 0.90

79 1.0 3-93 1.10
3 2-0 6.35 1-10

20 3-0 6-82 1.31
21 4-0 8.79 1-31
51 5.0 10 86 1-52

117 6.0 12 29 1-67
88 8-0 16 45 1:89
89 10.0 18.98 1:89
90 12-0 21  09 2:24
91 15-0 24-18 2.39
92 2-0 32 40 O.A.

50 VOLT RANGE -

Sec Voltages available 5, 7, 8, 10,
13, 15, 17, 20, 33, 40 or 20V -0-20V or
25V -0-25V.
Ref Amps Price P & P
102 0.5 3.75 0-90
103 1.0 4:57 1-10
104 2.0 7-88 . 1.31
105 3.0 9-42 1.57
106 4-0 12-82 1-75
107 6-0 16-37 1.99
118 8.0 22.29 2-39
119 10.0 27-48 O.A.
109 12-0 3289 O.A.

MAINS ISOLATORS (Screened)
Sec 1201240 Sec 120,240V CT

Ref VA Price P A P
.07 20 4.84 0.91
149 60 737 1.10
150 100 3-38 1.31
151 200 12 28 131
152 250 14.61 1.73
153 350 18 07 2.12
154 500 22 52 2.47
155 750 32 03 O.A.
156 1000 40 92 O.A.
157 1500 56 52 O.A.
158 2000 67 99 O.A.
159 3000 95 33 O.A.
'PH 0-220-240V Sec 115 or 24()V.

CASED AUTO TRANSFORMERS
115V USA earthed flat pin socket
outlets.
VA Price P & P Ref

20 5.55 1.04 56W
75 8'50 1-31 64W

150 11-00 1 -31 4W
250 12-55 1.67 69W
500 20 13 1.89 67W

1000 30  67 2.65 84W
1500 42 82 O.A. 93W
2000 54:97 O.A. 95W

Ref. mA Volts
238 200 3-0-3
212 1A, IA 0-6, 0-6

13 100 9-0-9
235 330, 330 0-9, 0-9
207 500. 500 0-8-9, 0-8-9
258 1 A. lA 0-8-9, 0-6-9
236 200, 200 0-15, 0-15
239 50 12-0-12
214 300, 300 0-20, 2.20

EDUCATIONAL METERS
(Moving Coil)
0-10A (0-1A)
0-15 V
0-30V. Free standing large scale
easily read meters with top scre'.v
terminals for quick connections. The
10A current meter can be shunted
to give 0-1 amp. £4-50 PP 66p + VAT.

12 OR 24V OR 12-0-12V
Amps Pr: 220-240 volts

Ref 12V 24V Price P & P
111 0 5 0.25 2 42 0 52
213 1.0 0-5 2.90 090
71 2 1 3.11 0-90
18 4 2 4.41 1 10

85 0-5 2.5 6.18 1.10
70 6 3 6.99 1 10

108 8 4 816 1:31
72 10 5 3.93 1.31

116 12 6 9.89 1.52
17 16 8 11 79 1.37

115 20 10 15 39 2.39
187 30 15 19 72 2.39
226 60 30 40 41 O.A.

TEST METERS P A P £1-15 15% VAT
AVO 8 MK5 91-50
AVO 71 38-00
AVO 73 50-70
AVO MM5 minor 35-95
Wee meuour 76-25

Special Offer-MultiMeter (20K13 with com-
bined aurlioAF test oscillator at 1KHz and
465 KHz. AC/DC to 1000 volts. DC current
to 500 mA. resistance to 1KfI, Size 160 x 97 x
40mm. 88-50 P & P. £1-00. VAT 15%.

SCREENED MINIATURES Primary 240V
£ PAP

2-33  63
3-14 -90
2.35 -44
2-19 -14
3-05 .85
388 90-
2.19 -44
2-88 -37
3-08 :90

Barrie Electronics Ltd.
3, THE MINORIES, LONDON EC3N 1BJ

TELEPHONE: 01-488 3316/7'8
Nearest Tube Stations: Aldoate & Liverpool St.

SLIDE TAPE SYNCHRONISER (ZB42) Feb 80 £1150
VARICAP RADIO (ZBI) Sept 79 E8-50
TRANSISTOR TESTER (ZB2) Sept 79 45  00
ONE ARMED BANDIT (ZB33) Oct 79 E21-00
MORSE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR (ZB43) Feb 80 66.00
WARBLING TIMER (PBS) Aug 79 £5-80
MODULATED TONE GENERATOR (Z850) Dec 79 £3 -SO

ELECTRONIC TUNING FORK (ZB7) Aug 79 E13.90
MICRO MUSIC BOX (ZB45) Feb 80 £1700
DARK ROOM TIMER (ZBI7) July 79 £2.50
UNIBORAD BURGLAR ALARM (Z951) Dec 79 £5-00
SIGNAL LEVEL INDICATOR (stereo) (ZB36) Oct 79 64-50
UNIBORAD 9V POWER SUPPLY (Z947) Jan 80 44.50
TREMOLO UNIT (ZBI8) June 79 £1000
ELECTRONIC CANARY (Z819) June 79 £4 -SO
SIMPLE S.W. RECEIVER (Z844) Feb 80 E18-00
INTRUDER ALARM (Z823) May 79 623-00
ELECTRONIC DICE (Z824) May 79 E13.50
MAINS ON:OFF TIMER (Z848) Jan 80 L3000
BABY ALARM (Z1340) Nov 79 £850
LOFT ALERT (Z/346) Jan 80 £3300
CHASER LIGHT (ZB4) Sept 79 £17-50
SHORT WAVE CONVERTER (Z132.5) May 79 £1375
TOUCH BLEEPER (ZB27) April 79 63-25
FUNCTION GENERATOR (Z1352) Nov 79 £2500
OPTO ALARM (ZB41) Noy 79 E5-00
POWER SUPPLY 9V (ZB6) Aug 79 £825
SWANEE WHISTLER (ZB8) Aug 79 £3-50
REVERB UNIT (ZB49) Jan 80 E29.00

All above kits include parts as described in articles i.e. veroboard, i.c. sockets
connecting wire and cases where applicable.

TEACH -IN '80
New to electronics? Then start at the beginning. All electronic components
for construction of Tutor Deck and Teach -In esperiments during the first
six parts of the series. Lists A and B 620-00

List C £2.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
BARCLAY, VISA/ACCESS CARDS ACCEPTED.

MINIMUM TELEPHONE ORDER 65.00.

T. POWELL
306, ST. PAUL'S ROAD, LONDON N.I.

TELE: 01-226 1489.
SHOP HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9AM-5.30PM. SATURDAY 9AM-4.30PM

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS Magenta Electronics ... 307
Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd.

311 & Cover 4

Ace Mailtronix 381 Marshall A. ... ... 360

A.J.D.   310 Meca ... 383

Absonglen Ltd.   376 Menocrest ... 374...
Ambit   305 Metac 308 & 309

Arrow Electronics ... 364 Midland Trading 366 & 375

Barrie Electronics ... ... 384 Newbear ... 381

Bi-Pak 312 & 313
Birkett J. ... 372 Phonosonics ... 372
B. N. R. E.S. 373 Powell T. ... ... 384
Brine Assoc.... 380
Bull J. 377

R & T.V. Components ... ... 363
Radio Component Specialties ... 376

Cambridge Learning 369
Chromatronics 364
Continental Specialties Corpora- Science of Cambridge ... 370 & 371

tion Cover 2 Selray Book Co. ... ... 381

Spimin ... ... ... 381

Stevenson C. N. ... ... 347
Eddystone ... ... 368 Swanley Electronics ... 372

Electronic Design Associates ... 306
Electrovalue ... 380

Tandy Cover 3
Technomatic ... 374

George Sales, David ... 366 Tempus ... 359

Greenweld ... 310 T.K. Electronics ... 368

Home Radio... ... 372 Vero Electronics ... ... 360

I.L.P. Electronics ... 378 & 379 Watford Electronics ... ... 357

Intertext (ICS) ... 380 West London Direct Supplies ... 384
Wilmslow Audio ... ... 374

NO
BATTERIES
NO WIRES

ONLY

£36.99
PER PAIR

+ VAT f5.55
The modern way of instant 0 -way communications. Just plug
into power socket. Ready to use. Crystal clear communications
from room to room. Range 3 -mile on the same mains phase.
On/off switch. Volume control. with -buzzer' call and light
indicator. 'Useful as inter -office intercom, between office and
warehouse, in surgery and in homes. P. dr P. £1,50.

4 -STATION
INTERCOM

£31.95
VAT 64.80

solve your communication problems with this 4 -Station
Transistor Intercom system (I master and $ Subs) in robust
Plastic cabinets for desk or wall mounting. Call/talk/listen
from Master to Subs to Master. Ideally suitable for Rosiness.
Surgery. Schools, Hospitals and Office Operates on oue 9V
battery. On/off switch. Volume control. Complete with 3 con-
necting wires each 66tt. A battery and other accessories.

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

VAT 62.85
P & £1.15

Latest transn,torised Telephone Amplifier with detached plug-
in speaker. Placing the receiver on to the cradle activates a
switch for immediate twoway conversation without holding
the handset. hlany people can listen at a time. Increase
efficiency in office, shop, workshop. Perfect for "conference'
calls: leaves the user's hands free to make notes, consult ffies.
No long waiting, saves time with long-distance calls. On/off
switch, volume control. conversation recording model at
820-95t- VAT = f3-15. P. & P. 61.1.5p.

DOOR ENTRY SYSTEM
No house/busIness/surgery should be without a DOOR ENTRY
SYSTEM in this day and age. The modern way to answer
the door in safety to unwanted callers. Talk- to the miler
and admit him only if satisfied by presaIng a remote control
button which will open the door electronically. A boom for the
invalid, the aged and busy housewife. Supplied complete
d.i.y. kit with one internal Telephone, outside Speaker panel.
eicetric door lock release (for Yale type strrface latch lock).
-mains power unit, cable (8 -way) 50 ft and wiring diagram.
Price 849-95 VAT 37.00 + P. k P. 11.85. Kit with two
Telephones L59-95 + VAT 99.00 + P. S P. £1.90.

10 -day price refund guarantee on all
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The
Logic robes

Spend Less
LP -1 Logic Probe
The LP -1 has a minimum detachable
pulse width of 50 nanoseconds and
maximum input frequency of 10MHz.
This 100 K ohm probe is an
inexpensive workhorse_ for any shop,
lab or field service tool kit. It detects
highspeed pulse trains or one-shot
events and stores pulse or level
transistions, replacing separate
level detectors, pulse
detectors, pulse stretchers

L._ and pulse memory devices.
All for less than the price of a DVM

£31.00*

LP -2 Logic Prcibe
The LP -2 performs the same
basic functions as the LP -1.
but, for slower -speed circuits
and without pulse memory
capability. Handling a
minimum pulse width of 300
nanoseconds, this 300 K ohm
probe is the economical way
to test circuits up to 1.5 MHz.
It detects pulse trains or.
single -shot events in TTL, DTL,
HTL and CMOS circuits,

replacing separate pulse detectors,
pulse stretchers and mode state
analysers.
(Available in kit form LPK-1 £11-92)

£18.00*
The togs probes shown are all suitable for TTL
D7L, HTL and CMOS circuits.

*Price excluding PAP. and 15% VAT

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION

IC.S.C. (UK) Limited,
Dept.41I, Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate,
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ.
Telephone: Saffron Walden (0799)21682
Telex: 817477
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co PULSE

Test More
LP -3 Logic Probe

Our LP -3 has all the features of the LP -1 plus '

extra high speed. It captures pulses as
narrow as 10 nanoseconds, and

monitors pulse trains to over 50 MHz.
Giving you the essential capabilities

of a high -quality memory scope
at 1/1000th the cost.

LP -3 captures one shot or low -
rep -events all -but -impossible to

detect any other way.
All without the weight, bulk,

inconvenience and power
consumption of conventional methods

£49.00*

1

"---The New Pulser DP -1.
The Digital Pulser: another
new idea from C.S.C. The
DP -1 registers the polarity of
any pin, pad or component
and then, when you touch
the 'PULSE' button, delivers
,a single no -bounce pulse to
swing the logic state the
other way_ Or if you hold the
button down for more than a
second, the DP -1 shoots out
pulse after pulse at 1000 Hz
The single LED blinks for each single
pulse, or glows during a pulse train.
If your circuit is a very fast one, you
can open the clock line and take it
through its function step by step, at
single pulse rate or at 100 per
second. Clever! And at a very
reasonable price. £5100*

r'C.S.C. (UK) Ltd.. Dept.4I I. Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden Essex CB11 3AQ
Prices include PAP. and 15% VAT

I LP -1

IName

£37.38 °P"=1- LP -2 £2214 ! P3 Esam p_IN op.1

Address

Only LPK-1 £14.85, QatY

II enclose Cheque/P.0 for £ _or debit my Barclaycard/Access/
 American Express card no exp date
I FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION - The C.S.0 24 noui. 5 day a week service for FREE

Telephone (0799) 21682 and give us your Barclaycard. Access American Express catalogue
Lumberand your order wilt be in the post immediateiy.ti fNMI ti S NM OM MIN MI IMO ME =I tilick

box Eml



STEP INT
YOU

NEW
DISCOVEREW

WORLD
WHEN nnilropurn

For beginners or professionals, the Maplin catalogue will help you
find just about everything you need for your project.

Over 5,000 of the most useful components - from resistors to
microprocessors - clearly described and illustrated.

Post this coupon now for your copy
of our 1979-80 catalogue price 70p.

Please send tee a copy of your 280 page
catalogue. I enclbse 70p (plus 46p P&P).
If I am not completely satisfied I may return the
catalogue to you and have my money refunded.
If you live outside the U.K. send £1.35 or ten
International Reply Coupons enclose it 16.

ADDRESS

and STEP UP TO
MAPLIN SERVICE

NOW

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD
All mail to:-
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155.
Shop: 284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. (Closed on Monday).
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554000.


